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Abstract.
Much work has been done on the geodesics of
a Riemannian manifold and the flo\,l,it induces on the
u~it tangent bundle, particularly on manifolds of negative
curvature. It is the purpose of this thesis to extend
this work to a more general case, considering those
curves of a manifold with constant geodesic curvature •
•In the first chapter we define these k-lincs
and develop some ideas about their geometry, contrasting
and comparing them with the geodesics.We show how they
give flows on T1M, develop a variational theory for them
and show how matrix methods may be used to solve the
variational equations.
In the second chapter we investigate a particular
property, that of Anosovi ty, well known and documented
in the geodesic case. For a particular class of ~-flows
we solve the matrix variation e~uations, ·giving necessary
and sufficient conditions for Anosovity in terms of the
geodesic normals and curvatures. On manifolds of negaive
curvature we assign an 1Anosov I. number to each flovJ such
that if it is less than zero the flow is Anosov. vJe end :
by considering families of ~-flows and for a class of
flows indicate the topological 8imilarities between
members of the class and in particular the geodesic flml1.~
We end "lith some conjectures and ideas for future work.
Also included are two appendices. The first
catalogues the results we need on the metric of the unit
tangent bundle, and we extend this to the Frame bundles
defining k-flows on these spaces and investigating
the volume preserving properties. The second derive3
k-lines and flow~ from a classical mechanics point at
view and justifies their study as phenomena arising
from physical situations.
•
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Chapter 0: Notation and Terminology.
The main techni~ues of this thesis are concerned with
the study of differential geometric properties of a cla$
of curvp,s in a Riemannian manifold,H, by treating the.
variation vector fields generated by the curves thrGugh
matrix. theory. Below we shall catalogue the notation and
terminology to be used subsequently, and also sorne known
results which will be used at several places in the text •
•The differential geometry of the unit tangent bundle we .
have considered seperately in Appendix A, since a general-
isation of thp. results to Frame Bundles, though not
directly relevant to the main bod~of the thesis is of
some independent interest and is covered there.
First let us consider the differential geometry
that we shall need:-
Let M be a CCORiemannian manifold with metric te,nsor,g.
By TM we shall mean the tangent bundle of M, and if f:r1----N
is a differentiable manifold map then Tf:TM~TN is the
usual induced map.
The higher tangent bundles and their projections are
given by the sequence:-
TrM """ Tr-1~1 'Kr-s.. .... ~T2M .1!i-Tr'l~H
The metric tensor, g, induces an inner product < • >..
and a norm II II, on each fibre T·M. Under this norm let• x
T1M ={V!ZTM: lIvU = 1} be the Unit Tangent (Sphere) Bundle.
If X(M) is the module of vectorfields on M and JO'l) the
set of smooth f'urict Lon.s : M~JR, then there is a unique (tor.5\0f\.~)
sym~etric connexion,~, satisfyin~:
v:X. (~!)xX(H)~X(r-l) s , t.
-c-
(L) -\Ix -x Y =vxY-+ Vx Y, 'Vx (Y1 +Y2) ='VXY1 + "XY2·1 2 1 2 1
for all X,Y ,X1,X2'Y1 ,Y2£ -* (N).
(:ii) t7fXY = fVx Y" for f~30'1), x ,YE3E (N) •
(m.) V'x(fY) = ft7x Y + -X(f)Y. for f.deM), X,Ye);.(M).
and that is compatible wi~h g.
BYL- J and rwe shall indicate the Christo·ffel symbols of
the first and second kind of this compatible metric.
The following results will be used:-
•
Lemma 0: 1. (Spivak [2S]p6:15')
~is corupatible with g iff given any vectorfields X,Y
along any curve c:I~M then
d/dt<X'Y> =(VvX,y) + <X, VvY) where v is
. .the veloc~ty c along the curve.
Let R be the Riemann Curvature Tensor.
i.e. R :~(H)ICX(M)" X(M) .X(M) by
R(X,Y,Z) = VXVy Z - Vy VX Z - V(X,y] Z.
Lemma 0:2 (Spivak~lp6:27')
Bor all X,y,Z,\'.rlCM)then (L) <R(X,Y)Z,W) =-(R(X,Y)W,z)
(ft) <R (X ,Y) Z ,1:1> = <R (Z ,~,i)X ,Y> •
The Frame Bundles:
By Fr+1£1 we shall represent the principal bundle over
M consisting of all ordered orthonormal (r+1) frames
{(X, 11, ••• ,Jr+1 ) £TM e•••& T~1 s.t. < Ii'lj)= S~}; regarding
-- -3-
T1r·1 as F11'-1.
In Appendix A we consider TT1M and TFr+1M showin~ that
g induces a Riemannian metric G, on each of them, with inner
products <" J ) and norms III II on fibres ,and Christoffel
symbols [ ] and r.
If CU,~) is a co-ordinate chart on M then CTU,T'),
(T2U,T2cp) etc. can be taken as co-ordinate charts on
TM, T2M etc. These co-ordinate charts use ordinary differentials,
whereas in Appendix A we develop other co-ordinate systems
for T2M, TT1M and TFr+1M based on covariant differentiation.
Notation.
'Natural co-ordina;'tes'for;~T2M:{Cx,v,31,J2) e T2U.}
'Covariant Co-ordinates' II ,,{C . ) 2 }: x,v, e1 $e2 eT U.
Similarly for TFr+1M:
'Natural Co-ordinates' for T.Fr+1r1{eX,V, ]1' ... , Jr)e.Tr.+1U }
'Covariant Co-ordinates' ,,' 1 . r+1 }" :{ x ,v , e1 $ ••• " er)" TF U
In particular the connector map K:T2M-+Tfvl for the
connexion V, (Eliasson Dol), takes the simple form of a
projection in covariant co;ordinates:
K:T2U~ TU: (x,v,e $ f )--+Cx,f).
This complemements the induced projection:
~ .T7f1:TC.U---+TU: (x .v,« $ f )___,.ex,e).
For further details see Appendix A.
Variation Surfaces.
When considering variation theory of flow lines we
shall need:
A ~ara~eter~se~ Surface s in a ~anifold N 00is a C
-"'-function s: Ix I---+M: (u,t)-+s(u,t).
A vectorfield V on s i'sa 0" function V :li.t-+TM such that
V(u ,t) = V(s(u ~t))e Ts(u ,t)M •
In par-t Lcular-', in analogy to the velocity of a curve,
we have two standard vectorfields on a surface s, namely
For fixed to by condidering the curve s(u,tO) we have the
covariant derivative; Dvi ' of V. Similarly DVI •du t=t dt u=u
• 0 0
Lemma 0:3. (Spivak[~]pp6:18,6:20).
If V is a vectorfield on a parameterised surface s then:
(d ) L(os) _
Ou a -
(:Ii) D DV - D D =
dudt d-t aU
R (dS , O-S ) V
dt ' aU •
Volumes on Manifolds.
By an volume .Q on a manifold,M, we mean an n-form on fvI
such that.Q(lti)F 0 for all m eN, i.e.nem) is a skew-
symmetric map.n em) :TmM x ••• ~ TmM--+·;R.
Given a Riemann manifold,M, we have a natural volume
element,Q."rorif
(x., ' •. •xn) then
(U,') is a chart on M with co-ordinates
.no(u) =(dx1(u)~ dx?(u) .........Adxn(u)V
1d;~<3~
If X is a vectorfield on M then. r' jdiv~X = ~X~ + .j ex)X •
4\xl J
This is a special case of the divergence of a vector
field X, on a manifold H, vJ.r.t. an arbitary volume.o. on r1
(Abraham OJ )
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By the use of moving frames along flow lines we convert
facts about vectorfields into equations in real (nxn) matrices.
- .. ",
Lemma 0:4 If A is a real symmetric nxn matrix then there
is an orthogonal matrix 0 such that OAO~is diagonal with
entries the eigenvalues of A. (~i] p404)
By use of series we can show that we can define:-
exp(tA) = I + At + ~it2 + j-A3 ......
sin(tA) = 1;2i( exp(itA) '- exp(~itA» = At - ~ t3A3·~ 11. t5~53 . 5 1". •••
cos(tA) 1;2 ( exp(itA) + exp(-itA) = 1;22144= I - 2t A + Y4t A .••.•
We shall be looking at the norms U II, of vectors v C TM,
and find that it is closely related to one of the standard
matrix norms. We shall also have to use a variety of matrix
norms: . 2 i(0) Euclidean norm lA.·I.ab .. ), . lJ 1!J1J
(1) lA. ·11 = ( . ,I )
lJ.lJ 2 ,*(2) Largest column norm IAij12 = m_rx(~ Aij r
(3) lA.,13 = sUP [Ax] for column matrices x ; the Operator nor-m,1J '.1.1"
(4) lA. '14 = ID9.:xlCCIA1·J,I)lJ Jal,-ft I~'
(5) lA. '15 = max lA. '11J \~~"",n 1J
Fortunately we have a means of comparing these norms:
Lemma U:5 ([~ All matrix norms are equivalent.i.e. given
two matrix norms' Ii and' 6 then there are ccnstants
a and b such that
a' A' i' I A Ij ~ b I A Ii' 0.,b > 0
In particular for nln matrices:
\ lA 11( lA I.<IA 11' 1;n IAI; l' lA 1.. c lA 11,
Jn21A 11 ( lA r • .( fA t-:'..
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Simila.rly for column matrices:
Lemma 0:6 (1) If 0 is an orthogonal matrix 1012 = 1 tp40 o~'lJ.....
(2) If M and N are orthog~nally equivalent (30 orth. s.t.
OMOT = H ) then INI2 = IMI2
(3) If A is real and symmetric then IAI2 ={~axl~it:~,e.v. OIAl
(4) If A is an n-n matrix and x an n-column matrix then
~.\xIi('~.\b Ixliconsidering A as an operator.
,
In addition we use the following abbreviations:-
st
iff
nhd
•
such that
if and only if
neighbourhoof4l
belongs to
piece-wise
to, t1
restricted to
transpose of matrix A
(A-1) T
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CHAPTER ONE: THE DEFINITION AND VARIATION THEORY OF k-FLOWS
ON MANIFOLDS.
Introduction. Given a Riemannian manifold, M, with metric
tensor, g, and compatible connexion,V, we can first ask
I
Iwhat the straight lines, the geodesic~, are; this being
well documented both clas~ically and in the modern sett~ng.
In'particular the notion that a particle in a plane with
no external forces acting moves in a straight line has been
generalised to manifolds. (Abraham['l)" On a Riemannian
manifold we can define the Kinetic Energy of a particle
at meM, travelling with velocity v e TmM as ~gCmXv,v).'l'he
idea of the Lagrancian, L, has also been generalised, and
if we take L as the Kinetic Energy then the particles move
along the geodesics of the manifold, (Abrahamtil)Globally
the situation is studied as a flow on T1M, the unit tangent
bundle, the trajectories of which are the canonicJl lifts
of the geodesics of M. This reflects the fact that through
any point and for any initial direction we have a unique
geodesic that a particle can follow.The properties of this
flow have been well documented over the last few years.
Our intention is to generalise these ideas and
define a wider family of flows.Reverting to particles on
a plane let us now consider a magnetic field perpendicular
to the plane. The particles then move in arcs of circles,
being bent in a direction given by Fleming's rule.
o )
We should like to generalise these ideas to a
Riemann manifold and study the flows they generate, keeping
the above example in mind.
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Section 1. Lines of Geodesic Curvature.
Given a Riemannian manifold, (f>1,g,V), and a curve c:I~rvI,
then through each pdint cCt) on c there is a velocity element
vet) = c ' (t) = Tc(t,1), and c is a geodesic iff V vet) v = 0
for all t.
NowVv v ~ 0 =+ djdt (v (t ) ,v (t») = 2~ ,Vvv) = O.
So c has a constant speed and if parameterised by arc length
then Uv(t)U = 1.
Setting T(t) = v(t)/ Jfv(t)lIthen a geodesic is a curve.
such that IJv(t)11 = constant and VTT = 0. Hence the geodesics
through meMwith initial velocities v and constant)Cv are the
same lines in M, differing only in speed.
Consider the case of curves in Mwith ,v(t)Ba constant
butlfVTTft= k1}O.
(1) If k1 = 0 then we get geodesics.
(2) If k1 ~ 0 then <T,T) = constant implies 2 ~ T,T) = 0
So 'VT T is perpendicular to T and we can set VT T = k1N1
for some unit vector N1 normal to T.
k1 is the (1st) GEODESICCURVATUREand N1 the (1st) GEODESIC
NORMAL.
(3) Now et7T N1 + k1T ) is perpendicular to T and N1.
Let IIV'TN1 + k1T II = k2 be a constant ~so VTN1+k1T = k2N2·'
k2 is the 2nd GEODESICCURVATL~E(GEODESICTORSION) and N2
th..i'Bnd GEODESICNORMAL.
.... . • ',~ I;
.iimil&rly VTN2 + k2N1 is perpendicular to T,N1 and N?,
a,nd we can define higher curvatures and normals. However
f1 being n-dimensional and T, N1, .•• ,Nr being mutually
perpendicular means that there must be some normal Nr, r'n-1~
+ k N 1 = O.r r-
Notation. Let ~ be an (n-1 )tuple of numbers ki)O , (k1,·· ,kn_1 ",
such that if k . =0 then k . . = 0 for all i> O.J l.J
i .e • k = (3,2,0, 0, .• ,0) not (3,0,2, •.. , 0)
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Defini tion: A curve c: r__"M is a ~-line, if it is a curve
of geodesic curvatures k1, ••• kr where ~== (k1, •• ,kr,0, .. 'O).I
i.e. (d.) constant = Jl c' (t)\1 so Cl (t) = ~(t) ==IIV(t)11 T(t).
(li) For each t there are unit vec~ors N1, ••• ,Nr £Tc1.tt~)Ms,t.I .
orthogonal and(T(t),N1(t), •••• ,N (t)) are mutuallyr .
(0) ~T(t)T = k1N1(t).
(1) ~T(t)N1 ==k2N2(t) k1T(t).
(2) ~T(t)N2 k3N3(t) - k2N1(t).
A
k . 1N. 1(t) - k.N. 1(t).l+ l+ l l-
are FRENETVECTORSand A above
.B"'RENETFORr1ULAE,analogous to the Serret-Frenet formulae
for curves in E~ since when k3==Owe hav~;
VTT ==kN
'V TN == 't:B - kT
VTB = -"eN
Notes: (1 ) A geodesic is a O-line. 0= (0,0, •• ,0)
(2) We have restricted attention to k = constant.
Tl'lecculd have had ! = !(m) for m6.M,cor-r-eapcnd i.ng to a
magnetic field of variable field strength.
Geometric Properties of ~-lines.
Li terature on k-lines is not too extensive. Geodesic
curvature and torsion are discussed in early treatises on
curves on surfaces in E3 (Eisenhart ,Iq,Lane Jib!), but mainly
only up to derivi~~ co~plex formulae for evaluating them
in terms of the metric and comparing the geodesic curvature
-10-
of a curve with the spacial curvature in :R' and the Gauss
I
IMore modern b09ks only seem to treat geodesic curvature
as a curiousi tYlas the simplest case \I~hen'VTT .0, and for
I
Gauss-Bonnet type theorems for p-w co~tinuous curves on
curvature of the surface.
surfaces. eHicks,Willmore,Spivak etc.).
The only other reference for ~-linas other than in the
surface context is a short paper,with no proofs, by Arnolde\\tl),
where again the geometric properties of the lines are not
discussed, in particular no use is made of the fact that
vr is a natural differential given by the geometry of the
manifold and there should be no need to have to take the
ordinary differentiation usually used when the curves are
considered as immersed in some Euclidean space containing
the manifold.
Let us consider k-lines with t=arc length so that
Uv(t)" .= 1 and v(t)= T(t). Hence if X,Y are vectorfields
along a ~7line c then
+(Vv Y, X) by nProp 0:1.
Given a geodesic, p:, ofM consider a vector E(O)£'~(O)M
perpendicular to v(O) and 'parallel translate it along c;
then at each point cet), Eet) is perpendicular to v(t~and
vet) itself is the parallel translate of v(O), i.e.Vvv == 0
and V v E = O. (fig 1).
Consider a ~-line, c, with normals{N1(t),N2(t), ..,Nr(t)~
Then as above{Tet),N1(t), •••,Nr(t)}remain mutually
perpendicular but are no longer the parallel translates
Of{T(0),N1(0), •••,Nr(O)} (fig 2)
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However if we take a vector ECO) perpendicular to
TCO),N1CO),••• ,NrCO), and parallel translating it along
~
c, then by seeing at each point if E(t) remains perpendicular
to TCt),N1Ct), ••• ,Nr(t) for all t we can say how (T(t), .• ,N~Ct]
might be -parallel translated as an r+1 f'r-ame; though
T(t), •.. ,Nr(t) are not individually the translates of
T ( 0) , • • • ,Nr (0 ).
Definition: An r-frame (w1, •• ,wrXt) along a curve, q, is
a parallel translation of an r-frame (w1' •• ,wrXO) at cCO)
if given any vector E(O) at t(O)M perpendicular to Wi(O),'*'/i,
then the parallel translate,E(t), of ECO) r-emai rrs .perpendicular
\J . lIn particular this means th&t E will remain perpendicularto hT. (t:~ Vl.t.. . t
to the plane generated by (_,Ni) and we consider thlS plane at time
to·lie_the;.oa-ra.\_lelt rans Iat e of the plane at time O.
iii; 9a~
\/~~-""-""--'--
~1. ~-
E(o)
Proposition1:1 If c:I-+M is a k-line then for all.t
(T(t),N1(t), ••• ,Nr(t] is a parallel Cr+1)-frame.
Proof. E(t),N.(t),T(t) are vectorfields along c where by1
definition Vv(t)E=O.
then using PropnO:1 and the Frenet formulae:A
o/dt < ECt),v(t» =~v) +(E,Vvv) = k1{E(t),N1(t»
%'t < E(t) ,N1et»= ~1)+<E ,V VN1'> =k2 (E,N2) ...k1 (E ,v)•
• •
•
· .
%t (E(t),Nr(t» = -kr(E,Nr_1}
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Setting fO: I--+]R :t~<E(t),v(t»
f i : I~ JR : t~ (E (t),Ni(t) for each i, then
;,
foCt) 0 k' foCt)1
f1(t) -k1 . 0 k2 Q f1Ct)
f2(t) 0,,,,- -k2 0
I
f2Ct)
%_t ~ ..• = •O~:_1 k 0• r-10 kr
fret) .0 -k 0 fret)r
which gives the ~atrix differential equation:
dX
dt
= AX s .t. X (0) = 0 since E (0) 1V (0) 1N .(0)
].
Hence X(t).= 0 is the unique solution. (Brauer'& Noh'3I{2.8))
and E(t) J. Vet) 1 Ni (t) for all i,~.
q.e.d.
Suppose we add in~-r-~vectors E1(O), ••••,EseO) at
c(O) such that{v(O), ..Ni(O), ••Ej(O)}form an n-frame
at c(O), and consider the parallel translates: ~j(t)
of Ej(O). Putting F(t) = {v(t), ••,Ni(t),••,Ej(t),..}
for al~ t, then we obtain:
Corollary 1:1 F(t) is an orthonormal n-frarne at c(t)V t.
Proof. By above v (t) & N. (t)1E .(t) for each j
1 J
By parallel translation(Ej(t),' Ei (t» = S~
q.e.d.
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Hence at each point cCt) of the curve,FCt) gives a
basis for lct)M. These frames can be used to study
vectorfields along ~-lines,but also to generalise the
idea of Fermi co-ordinates, usually used to study the
immediate neighbourhoods of geodesics. (Hick36~ p133).
i.e. There is an open nhd of the curve,W, and an interval
J, such that if w£W there is a unique geodesic,X ,
through ~ perpendicular to c, at cCt) for some teJand
~CO):::cCt), ~(1) :::w.
for some t.
- Then Wii (t,Y1,Y2, •••,Yn-1) givesa local co-ordinate system in a
nhd. of c.
We shall use this idea later on, but we can how USB
it to demonstrate how ~-lines,~ ...0, differ from geodesics.
Proposition 1:2 A k-line'in M is a geodesic of a lo~al
Cn-r) hyperplane orthogonal to the geodesic normals,
under the induced connexion.
Proof Given a point cCs) of the curve, consider the
Fermi co-ordinate nhd about s, and in particular the
subset of co-ordinates WOc. W given by (t ,0,.•O,Y 1 Y 1). r+ ,.• n-
This gives the local Cn-r) hyperplane perpendicular to
the geodesic normal directions.
We have an induced connexion D on this hyperplane
(Hicks 0'51) e;iven by DX Y :::V X Y - NorCX ,Y)
-14-
where we have split Vx~ into components tangential,
(DX Y),and n~rmal,(Nor(X'Y»)9to v,Ei,and hence to WO.,
Taking c as a curve in vJO then Dvv = 0, since V vV
= k1N1 perpendicular to v,Ei by construction.
q.e.d.
Intuitively this would suggest that the no~-geodesic
nature of the curve is restricted to the geodesic
normal directions. If M= If and ~ = {k, 0, •• ,0 ) then the
above shows that the curve is contained in a 2-plane.
We have thus generalised a well known fact about curves;
in JR3:
Corollary 1:2:1 A curve in JRn with zero torsion is
planar.
...........
Example:v.leshall show that a k=(k,o,O)line inJR3 is a
circle of radius Yk. This is a geodesic on the
cylinder generated by v and the direction E,perpendic~lar
to v and N.
see p 20.
......... ..
We use F(t) to study vectorfields along c.
Definition. If X is a vectorfield along a ~-~ine,c,
then X(t) = XO(t)(](t)+ X1(t)N1(t)+ ••• + Xn-1 (t)Es(t). Set
XO(t)
X(t) = X1(t)
•
The vectorfield can be recovered by premultiplying by
[(or.' - - ( t: ) 1<' (t:):1v , ", ,L~1 ~ ,' •• ,..._,s ,Cl 'J
The (r+l) plane generated by (v,N.) is parallely translated
1
as a plane, the vectors generating it are, not so,' but we .can ~:in
information ~bout k-lines by comparing the frame at
t~me t, {(v, •••,N;Xt )}say, with the frame formed by
parallel translating the vectors Of{CV, •••,N1XO)},
individually along the k-line to t.ie we compare the
vectors translated as a frame with those translated
doindividually. In particular whenAthe two f~ames agree?
If c is our k-line let T~t), N~(t) be the parallel
translates of T(O), N .(0) resp. In general TPCt) ~ T(t)
J.
By Proposition 1:1
TP (t ) xg (t ) •
, ••••• I
and NI?(t) • N .(t).
J J
•
•x~(t)
o
•
•
o
HP - x~(t)r
•
•
X;(t)
0
o
The non-zero elements of the frame are given by
the matrix:
yet) _
st .Y(O) :::Ir+1
•·•
•
· r .x~ (t ) ..•. . . xr (t)
Let A: 0 k1 0
-k1 0 k2 0
0 -k,2 0, before..... as, ...
"'0 kQ r
-k 0r
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Then 2 2~ = - A =
is positive
o
~,ka. 0 ~.~ i
" I
"Ic!t.+If!. 0 -\er ....'
o k!... ~ 0
. -Icrk~, 0 k:
Idefini te when r is lodd.semi-deflnlte when ~ is even.
o
Also there is an orthogonal P s.t.
~cf:;p1 = i\6 where ~?>0 are the"1-
eigenvalues of Q2•Q•
Q = p-~r·",.0 Jp
o '),.
Lemma 1::2 yCt) = cos~t +QsinQt.T for some matrix T.
2which jusqfies the terminology Q above since
Pr-oof",
0 ¢'PCt ) , TCt ) X~(t) (N~(t).,T(t)xO(t)
• • •• • •= ,..., =• • •
x~(t) <rP ( t ) ,N (t ~ x~(t) ~~ (t) ,Hr Ct). r
Using ~ t <X, y) = <VTX,Y> + (X, VTY) and the Frenet
formulae:
dY =
dt Q
0 0
Xo • . • • xr
•
•
•
r rXo • • • • xr
o o kr
-k 0r
i.e Y'(t) == A YCt)
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then Y = expAt = I + At + ~i\2+ jl A7t7 +. • •
= I +-hit2 +-4-tA4t4••• + At +~ A3t3 +.
= I_~q2t2+-atQ4t4. + e ). .
\I/hen r is odd Q2 is invertible so there is T st. Q2T.. A.
··When r is even, by considering the odd and even columns
of Q2 seperately then each of the columns of A are in the
image of Q2 as a linear operator. So there is T st.
Q2T= A, not necessarily unique.
• • yet) = cosQt + Q2T~ _ ~ Q2Q2Tt+ •••••
= cosQt +Q.[Qt - -t! Q3t3 +. • •• J.T
= cosQt + QsinQtT.
q.e.d.
For Computation the following is useful:-
Corollay 1:3:1
yet) = p-1 coslot
• • •
Q
Proof. Use s inQt = ~i (eiQt - e-iQt ), c osQt = 12( eiQt +e-iQt)
and exp(p-1A p) = J?"1(exp A )p
q.e.d.
The above cos,sin form reflects the fact that if we
differentiate Y' = AY again then y' '= _Q2y•
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Proposition 1:5.
t:¥ 2x n
;::~\t)for t=O,~ •
(d ) For k = (k1 ,0,"" ,0) then T(t) = TPCt),N'j(t)
Cm) For r) 2 then periodicity
depends on the eigenvalues of Q~
Proof. (i) A ~~k: :1J
Q2 = [:~o J AO ~ ~1 .~ k1" P=I.k21
Substitution gives
yet) ~ [CO:k1t
CO:k1tJ
+ [k1:ink1t
.'. tJ[ ~1 ~1]
rl'
yeO) = I, reO) = A.
ejj_) ~ = \ k1 'k2 ,0, " •• ,0) •
A = 0 k1 0 Q2 = k2 0 -k1k21
-k1 0 k2 0
2 2 0k1+k2
0 k2 0 -k1k2 o '.' k22
p = k2 0 k1 T 0 \1 0
0 1 0 -k1 k2
k~+k~rf 0k1 0 -k2 (k2+k2)~1 2
0 0 0
k,\r, (l-c.oa(kM<!t)
k~+k:
Hence ye t) = I when t - 2wn
-.(k~+k~)~
Y (t) =
-k,6in(k~..k:* .
(kes...1..:),..
~sin(~ ...kn~
(",2 ...tr:)9i
I
I
I
eos(k~..k;)l
~~('-co'(k~.~)t)
k~+k:-
_k2sin(~+~\'\
(k~...k:)~
1r2 .\" (k~...k\)~
Oc~...kll1'2
k~+W:-c.o.l~."d'~
\(.'1. ... If:
(ni) Periodicity depends on nature of sinQt,cosQt and hence
the eigenvalues of Q2,...theeigenvalues of PsinQt p:1
ego If k1=k2=k3=1 k4=O then ~1 =~2 = (3.~ 5~)~
1
A3 =~4 = (2~)"~-
All are thus irrational. Hence cosqt » 1, sinQt + 0 unless
t := 0; since there is no K st. 11 = K "3 etc.
q.e.d.
Note: If the curve is not parameterised by arclength
then the above shows that periodicity occurs when
,2wn. 2wn
S·(~~+k~)~ le. t= Ilv"(k;+k~r~-
We can use these properties to construct some
examples of ~-lines. First we extend knowB examples of
k-lines from surfaces in E3 to k-lines in E~
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Proposition 1:6 In mn then (i) ~= (k1,O, •• ,O) lines are
linescircles of r-ad i us ~1. and eft) ~= (k1,k2,O, •• ,O)
are cylindrical helices of radius k1 and
(k2 + k2)~1 22'7\' k2
(k; + k~)~ •
pi t.c c
Proof (i) Proposition 1:1 says that in mn (T(t),N1(t»
is a parallel 2-frame, that is planar.
Pr opos ii.Lon 1:5 says that T(t) = TP(t), N1(t) = N~(t) for
t = 0, 2wn ,n £ Z.
k1
Ttt) = TPcosk1t +N~sink1 t
N(t) = -TPsink1t +N~cosk1t
Since \TP,N~) are the (x,y)
axes translated to c(t) the
curves must be circles.
Let r be the radius of the k-line. Circ,umference = 2i\r
and velocity ~ 1. Hence 2~r
2"K/
k1
= 1 ie.
So (k1,O, ••• ,O) lines in En are circles of radius 1k1 in
direct analogy of magnetic fields. Note also that when
k1 = ° then we obtain straight lines, the geodesics of mn.
(fi ) ~ = (k1, k2 ,0 , •• ,0)
By calculation T1(t) k~+k;coslt
~4
cos). t
k1k2(1-cosAt),,/,~
I
I
J
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ie. If c: I~M is a k-line then
{Yonsider the rotation of co-ordinates given by
o· -1 where cosO = k1';;~
cose ° si sinO = k-~
-sine ° co
then under this transformation
c'Ct) = [-k1SinAt , k1COSA.t ,~~ ]A3 A? '}..?
cet) = [ k1cosAt k1sinA..t k2t]-~ ).2
,
)Y
then c(t) = [acos~t, asinAt, bt]
which is the equation of a cylindrical helix of radius a,
and pitch b.
I ,,,,24 ,
\
~
,,
htt __ ..
T
vlhen k2 = ° then we have circles radius \1.
As a coroliary we can obtain the k-lines on Sn for
~ = (k1,0,.••,0). vre need the foLLowing from Hicks (113])
Definition Let c be a curve in Sn with c'(t) = T(t) then
let VeT ,T) = (DTT - VTT) where V is the i..nduced connexion
n ]Rn+1 IIon S from the Euclidean connexion D on • Put kT = V(T,T)11
-21b.....
Corollary 1:6:1 The k-lines on S~ are circles in ~n+1
of radius 1j(1+k~)t h,r tt= (k.,O,---O).
Proof. The geodesics on gn are the great circles of
radius 1.We need the following theorem
(Meusnier) (Hicks p 77) If !!le:M is a submanifold ofM with
V -2 2 2connexion induced from that D on M then k1 = k1 + kT
relates the geodesic curvature. of a curve c in ~ ,t1, to
the geodesic curvature of c in".k,.kT is the normal
curvature of M in M.
To calculate kT for SnCJRn+1 consider a geodesic
f s" V T ° A 0 JRn+1 thO' . 1o ,so T = . s a curve ln 18 lS a clrc e
of radius 1, and so by the previous proposition is a
( ) n+1~= 1,0, .•• ,0 line of JR .Hence DTT= 1.N1 and so
kT = 111.N 1 II ~ 1.~*n n
Henceaa ~ = (k,O,••,0) line on S, Neusnier's theorem
says that the curve is a line in JRn+1 of geodesic
2 2curvature k = 1 + k.··g
Applying Proposition 1:6 again then this is a circle
. JRn+1 f di 11 ?\j_ln o' ra lUS 1(1+k/~
:-q.e.d.
. 2Example. On ~.
Note: \vhen k = ° then we get circles of radius 1, the great
circles.
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For completeness we catalogue Arnold I s (Url) example
of k-lines on a manifold of negative curvature, the
Lobachevaky plane, whLch we shall use extensively as an
example. The manifold is tpe inside of the unit circle
with me;tric ds2 = dx2
2
+d;2) ; a manifold a! constant
(1-x -y
negative curvature -1.
k = 0 geodesic
o 5k < 1 hypercycle
k = 1 horocycle
k ~1 epicycle.
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Section 2: ~-flows on manifolds.
I
IOne of the best documented of flows ,on a manifold is
I
the geodesic flow on the unit tangent bundle of a
IRiemann manifold. (eg Anosov t:2l). Tie definition
depends on the fact that through any point on the
manifold, then given any initial velocity there is a
unique geodesic line in the manifold with these initial
conditions. This yields a flow on T1M by taking as
the flow line through (x,v) the lift of the geodesic
with initial conditions (x,v).
i.e.
:(x,v)~(xC t) ,vet»~
where x(t) is the unique geodesic through x with i(t) =v(t)
and x(O) = v.
The f'Low is generated by
1 .1T M---+TT,,M
(x,v)........(x,v,v ED 0)
a second order equation
on t-1, namely Z
using covariant co-ordinates. (Appendix A).
We should like to describe more general flows
on T1M based not on the geodesics of M, but on lines of
known geodesic curvature;- ~-lines. This is not so easy
as the geodesic case since we lose the property that
for each point and each initial direction we have a
unique line in ~; if we look at the Frenet vectors
then t~ere i~ a unique ~-line at a point mEM iFF we
specify an initial (r+1) frame, giving a whole family
of k-lines for each initial direction v £ T~M. ,
We get round this problem by specifying for
'h v ~ T1'il (1) f (' ?T 1\T ),.. Fr+1r-", 'h ...e ac n "" ., an r+ r ane , X,V,1'11,··. ,nr ~ "m ,I, .'.'J
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means of a section Nk :T1H~Fr+1M. He have to impose
some conditions on this section, for if a t-line of the
flow has geodesic~normals at t=O, given by Nk(x,v) the~
~at a later time,t, the normals ~ stillAgiven by
Nk (x < t ) ,v ( t )).
There is obviously a unique k-flow on Fr+1M for
each k, so why try to stud~ a restricted flow on T1M?
To answer this we approach the problem from the point
of view of mechanics. ~f we consider a Lagrangian, L,
of the form L = T - V, (Abraham tel , or Appendix B), vrher-e
T is the Kinetic energy and V,a potential energy term
depending o~ly on position. This corresponds physically
to the motions of particles on a space under no external
forces. If we take a more general case and include in the
Lagrangian a term, A , quadratic in the velocity,
L = T - V - A, then we generate a .!!-floVJ,and physically
we are now studying the motions of particles under
forces EXTERNAL to the manifold. (magnetic fields etc).
Asking which sections Nk generate .!!-flowson T1M then
becomes the problem of finding the analogues of Flemings'
right hand rules for establishing in whicijdirection the
lines will bend away from the straight.
Finally it is known that the k-flow on Fr+1M
. 1and the geodesic flow on T M preserve the natural
Riemann volume element. (Appendix ~.).In looking at this
problem for k-flows on T1M we come across the term
Trace(DN1) - (DN1(V).v,v) Vlhicharises in the study of
Brownian motion on a manifold. but with a 'drift' term
normal to the direction of motion. (Elworthy 00 ).
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Definitions
(a) A k-flow' on T1M is a flow on T1M, whose flow lines
:,are the canonical lifts of k-lines of M.
Cb) Given a k-flow on T1M then the k-section of the flow
is the map Nk: T1M~Fr-+1M: Cx,v)""'_"'Cx,v,N1,•••,Nr),
where (N.) are the geodesic normals of the flow line
1
through (x,v).
Cc) Given any smooth section l: T1M-+Fr+1M : (x j v ).....(x,v,11", ,lr)
and any ~ let Zk: T1M~TT1M: Cx,v)~Cx,v,v$k1j1)'
Lemma 2: 1 Given a section J: T1M....Fr+1M and any k then
Zk is well defined.
Proof • Given charts CU,cp ) and CV, '1') st. U" V. ¢ and
-I
g ='i'.cf the chart transform then
C x ,v ) I---------_t> C x ,v, l1'.···' S r)
(gi) ,Dg(X)V)I ,(g(x) ,DJX)'I"'" .Og(x)S.,.)
and this implies:~
q.e.d.
Lemma 2:2 If Nk is the ~-section of a k-flow then Zk is the
velocity vectorfield of the flow.
Proof. Cons ider a chart CU,CI') of I-I. 'y defini tion the
velocity v-:;ctorfieldX: T1U-+TT1U :0{,v).......,.ex,v,~ev+r(xXv,v))
Since each flow line is the canonical lift of a k-line
of [1 then x = v and v +reXRr,v) = V v - k "1\TV - 1111 •
So X.= Zk •
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Notation: '.lJ·-etX r1or+11VI TFr+1M ('" '" )
~ : 1.' r. ~ :/ x ,v ,J1' •• •~, Jr ........
(x,v, .•. , Jr:-Xv e k~l1 e .•. e ki+11i+1"': ki'l'i_1 e ••• e -krlr_1)
generate the ~-flow on Fr+1M.
Lemaa 2:3 If Nk is the k-section of a k-flow then
TNk0 Zk = Xk 0 Nk•
Proof.
Xk0 Nk : T\l---~
(x,v)t-, --~~(x,v,N1' ••• ,Nr) ...._ _.. (x,v, •• ,NrXv e •.• e -k.i.iij"r_1)
So
TNk (x , v , e 1 e e2 +rcx X v , e 1» =
(X~••• ,NrXvek1N1 eDH1(x,vXv,e2) +rCN1,V) e ... eDNr(x,vXv,e:?) _._
rexXNr,V»)
" .
However Nk is a ~-section, and so:-
X = v, V vV = k1N1, .'. • • , V vNr = -krNr_1; since eN,) are1
the geodesic normals of the k-lines through ex,v).
Hence we obtain:-
v=Vvv - rexXv,v) = - r(xXv,v) + k1N1·= e2•
and by the chain rule:-
N1 = DN1(X,vXx,';) = DN1(x,vXv,e2) =.-feXXV,N1)'t-k2ii2 - k1v).•
•
•• •
Nr = DNr(x,vX~,v) = DNrex,vXv,e2) = -rCXXV,N)- kN "1"r r r- f
•
• • TNk 0 Zk (x , v) =
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•••• $-~) - krNr_1 + ~).
= Xk 0 Nk (x, v) •
q.e.d.
Lemma2 :4. Given a section j :T11vi--+Fr+1Mthen if
Tt 0 Zk = Xk 0 j for some t, then j is the k section o! a
~-flow.
Proof. Let 1:T:M~Fr+1M: (x,v)~(x,v,11'· ••• ' 'Sr)
If ~ = (k1, •.• ,kr,O, •• ,0) then.
Zk: 't'1M~TT1M: (x,v)~(x,v,vek1l1) is a well defined
v;ctorfielc" on T1M.by Lemma2: 1 .Let c : r.-.T 1Mbe an
integral curve of Zk. Then (lo c ) : r____'Fr+1Iv1.
d;flt ('1:0 c Xt) = T (1.ocXt ,1) = T:fo Tt (t , 1) = T:f; 0 c ' (t) =
T·~.oZ(c(t)) = Xk 0 !\c(t)). by hypothesis.
Hence (lec) is a solu1i·~on curve of Xk, and if p: Fr+1f.1~t'1
is the projection map then (p o:r 0 c) is a t-line of r'i, with
geodesic normals (11, ••• ,:rr)' by definition of the k -f Lov
on Fr+1r.1.
::5ince then ("l'1 oc ) = polo c.
• • • ("K1 0 c) is a k-line of Mwith normals (11'·.·' l'r)
and Zk ~enerates a t-flow, with !as k-section.
q.e.d.
These Lemmas allow us to prove:-
Proposition~. An arbi~ry section N : T1M~Fr+1M is the
k-section of a k-if Low iff TN0 Zk = X1c 0 N.
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By the computation in L~mma 2:3 it is sufficient to
show:- DN(x,vX-rexXv,v) +k1N1ev))::: -k1v + reXXv:,N1)
i.e. DN1oN1(x,v) ::: -v since r ;;;o.
DN1(x,vXx,DN1(x,v» = (X'[~n-~i[~n -~1\JJ = (x,-v).
(2)· On the Lobachevsky plane if (x, v)::: (x , ,x2,v1 ,i
T
2)
let N(x,v)::: (x1,x2,v2,-v1)::: (x1,x2,rO 11v11).
L-1 ojvcl
That is we have chosen those normals forming a right hand
system with v. By the above DN(x,v).N(v) ::: -v. Hence it
is sufficient to prove that DN(rCxXv,v))::: rCxXv,N).
Now g .. :::b~/ A2 where A2 :::e1_x2_y2).1J .
By computation using r1J'k _ .,J,.gip(g + g g )- C . jp.kkp.j - -jk.p
r{j :::Y2A [X y]
Y -x
~j =)la [-: : ]
T r X 1 {e 2 2) ( 2 2 ,Hence (x v,v)::: Y2A xV1 + 2yv1v2 -xv2 ' -yv1 +2xv1v2 + YV2)f· r . 1; {'_ 2 • 2 2 ~ }•• DN. (v,v)::: 2A· eyv2+2xv1v2-yv1) ,(xv2-2yv1v2-XV1)
::: rexXv,N).
(3)Any eompact surface of genus) 1 has the Lobachevsky plane, L,
as a universal covering space with fundamental grouP. G, isomorphic
to a Fuchsian group.(a discrete subgroup of LF(2, ~). Hence the
surface can be represented as L/G. With the metric abov~picking
left or right hand nO,rmals detennines a k- flow for giyen ~, on L.
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Elements of Fuchsian groups act as isometries on L, so factoring
L by G to obtain the surface induces a k- flow on the strrfa:c'e~
(see Hopf, McBeath).
---. -- -
We should like to kn01'J what happens when we
.'reverse' the flow so we introduce the following ideas:
Lemma2:6. If c : I__'M is a k-line with geodesic normals
(N1(v), ...• ,Nr(v) then -c :I-4M : tt--.c(-t) is a k-line
, . 1
with rior-ma Ls Nk = ( .... ,(_1)l+ Ni(-v), ••• ).
Proof: If c: I-+M is a ~-line then c(t)=v,Vvv = k1N1(v),
VvN1 =k21'J2-k1v, .••• ,VvNi =ki+1Ni+1-kiNi_1"'"
V N = -k Nv r r r-1. by Frenet.
Hence -c: I_"~1 has velocity -~(t) = -vet) = v,,(t) say
,
VwW='V_v(-v) =Vvv= k1N1(v)=k1N1(-w)=k1N1(w) say.
V N1'(w)= -V N1(v)=k~(-N2(v»)- k.,(-V)=k2N2'(w)-k-1w say,w v _ , ,
V wN2(w) = VvN2 = k3N3(V) - k2N1(v) = k3N3(iV)"" k2N~(\,I) etc
Setting
I N.' bSo -c is a k-line with norma s as a ave.
l
q.e.d.
Lemma2:7. If Nk Iis the k-section of a k-flow then NI
.L~
is
the k-section of a k-flow whose k-lines are th~ ~-lines
of the first flow with opposite orientation.
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Proof: Zk: T1M_'TT1M : (x,v)~(x,v,v (& k1N1(v))
generates the ~-f!ow.
1 1Zk :T M__'TT M : (x,w)~(x,VJ,W (& k1N1(-w»
gene::-atesa flow. By definition of vectori'ieldV wW = k1N1(-w)
and by the work in the previous lemma V N ~(w) = le. 1N! 1-k.N ~.W 1 l+ l+ l 1-1
. Ietc. Hence we have a k-flow with k-section Nk•
q.e.d.
IDefini tinn: A k-flow is reversible if Nk = Nk•
This implies that if c is a k-line of the flow then -c
is also a k-line of the k-flow.
Examples: (i) Geodesic flow.
o~ the Dobachevsky plane
(:ii)A ~-flot'lAisNOT reversible, since if cis
a k-line of the ~-flow for which (v,N1) forms a right
hand frame then -c is a k-line with normals N~ st (v,N~)
form a left hand system.
This opens the question of the different types of
flow, for instance the k-flow on an oriented surface is
not reve::sible but it is Ireturnable' in the sense that
if two points of the manifold are connected by a k-line
then in the reverse direction we can connect them by
a k-line of the same flow not necessarily the reverse
of the original k-line. This happens in the example
above
(
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We do not pursuethese ideas in this thesis but we s~all
-later need:- ,
,Notation: '.' If Nk is the ~-section of a k-flow let Nk be
- ~ :--:'.:"
the k-section of the reverse flow,as defined above.
Volume preserving properties •.
I.
It is known that the geodesi.c flow on T1M preserves the
Rt.emann volume element (Sasaki {231), and in Appendix A
h th t th k fl Pr+1M I .we s ow a e - ows on are va ume preservlng •.
To study the k-flows on T1M we use a lemma by Sasaki
which will use the property that the flow on T1M is the
restriction of a flow on TM,
Lemma 2:a. A k-flow on T1M is the restriction of a k-flow
on TM.
;1Proof. Recall that the flow line of the k-flow on TIM
through V£T~M is the lift of a k-line in M through meM
with initial velocity v. So given w£TmN we get a flew
line by taking the k-line of the flow on T1M through
v = w/U\'11 • Since a k-line has constant speed at all
points l v/ll'tf= T,'VTT=k1N1 etc), we can reparameterise the
curve to have speed UwlJ , then take the canonical lift into
TM to obtain a k - line flow. If l1wII = 0 we take the
stationary flow line as usual.
To show that this collection of lines actually
generates a flow on T M consider the maps:
Zk: T1M~TT1M: (x,v)~(x,v,V$k1N1(X'V))
and the extension of N1:
.. {ltvMN: TM~TM : ex,v)"",","-'"
o
v.o
v=o
Then the vectorfield
Z : TfvJ--+ TTr1 ( x ,v )....-. (x, v ,V 6) k1N (x , v))
generates the extension, since the above implies that
x = v and Vv v = k1 N(x,v). ie. because IIvU = constant
VT T = k1N1(x,v):
q.e.d •
.We can now use a lemma of Sasaki ( [231,p151):
.If Nn-1= Mn is a Riemann submanifold of ~he Riemann'
manifold, M, with unit inclusion normal,e,- and Z is a
vectorfield on M st Z/N is a vectorfield on N: then
Z preserves the Riemann volume element,llN, of N iff.
A .~ Adiv("\Z = Z - ZB Cee=o, wher-e (x -) is a c oor-dinate
")L", ' A ,
system 0n M, div is divergence and (,) denotes covariant
derivatioE.
1/1e can nO\'1apply this to T1M c TM and the extended
flow generated above. T1M is contained in TM as a
submanifold of constant Kinetic energy under the map
K: TM---+JR:(x,v)"'_'_'-tg(xXv,v),being invariant under
the flow since Ilvll;:constant.
Definition: Let (xi,vj ; i,j=1, ••,n) be a co-ordinate
chart on TM.Then for the map N : TM -+TI1 let DvN =
(~N)~"j] i,j =1 ,.•,n i.e. part of the usual Jacobian
associated with TN.
element of
A ~-flow on T1M preserves
1 .T M iff trace .DvN ::0.
the natural volumeLemma2 :9 .
Proof. using the standard, not covariant, co-ordinates
on tJ'T1U ,TT1q;», there is a unit normal
( 1 n 1 n) (1 rl1v Q 0 1 n )e: x ,•.,x ,v, ..,v ~,x, ... , I: A· , •• , , v, .•.,v
ie. if we write (~/c)<:A) = (~4x 1 , •• , ~~n, ~jv1 , •• , ~n),
A = 1, ..•,2n as the induced basis for TT\J, then
~A~ (0, .. ,0, v1 , ••. ,vn).
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z: (X,V)-~:>(X,V,V,-r(XXV'V)+k1N(X,JO).
• Pt,.. (1 n r'J. i j . rr:. i j• • IZ ") = v , • • • ,v, - l Jv v ,..., - l Jv v )
By Sasaki [23]p345 or Appendix A
ZA = ~Zi + ~Zn+i + -3-GJK c\G,A ---.- -. • JK
axl ~vl· ~xI
= 0
where G is the induced Riemann metrid on TM (App A).
B
ZA = GABZ Z = G Zk G Zn+k• n+j n+j,k + n+j,n+k
•
[pk, j] vkvp + g .. ( -r~q vpvq k Ni ). Z . = +n+J JK 1
£pI .J. k p k (pq ~j] vpvq.= \:,J v v + k1gjkN
k= k1gjkN (v).
B CTo calculate ZB C e e note,
. k
S Z B C Z vJvo B,C e e = n+j ,n+k
i=1, .• ,n.
= (~Z .
C':" TI+JV'
si.nc ; fn+j ri-sk , the
Christoffel symbols for G, = 0
110te tna t Cl t this point we have: /
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(N(v+hv)-N(\r,<), v>
I '
21 2(liv+ hvlf - RvU )N1(vi Uvll), v)
q.e.d.
It is felt that in view of a result in Abraham (1)
which staas that given tV10 volumes on an orientable
manifold N ,~ and Q2 say, then given a vectOrfield X on
N
div.Q2X = div~ X + LXf
f
where L is the Lie derivative and f :N-+JR st f(m)'"0
for m( N. Now LX is the derivative of f along the
f'Low lines of X, so if we ask the question " Is there a
volume on T1M with respect to which the k-flD~ is
incompressible?" then we have to solve for a function,f,
st LZkf = f div Z~. Since \-Jeknow div_az~ = trDN(v)
by restricting attention to flow lines we should be
able to reverse the process and integrate along the
flow lines to find such an f.
Examples of volume preserving ~-flows;
(i) geodesic flow,since N = O.
(jj_) ~- f Lows on the Lobachevsky plane, since
(~) k-flows on 2n-manifolds with N1 given by:
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Section 2: Variation Theory for k-flows.
In these next two sections we develop a method for
»
studying the orbits of ~-flows, or more,general flows
on T1M. In particular we study the flowlines close to
a given orbit, as usual in the Calculus of Variations.
tI§) 1 1Given a flow 'Ft :T M....T M, ,
is a linear approximation to the flow, and we show the
connection with the orbits of the flow in T1M.
Definition: A flow~t on T1M is a unit tangent flow if
it is gener~ted by a vectorfield Z :T1M--+TT1M such
that T~1 0 Z = id.
Example. : Given a 2nd order equation· on M,(a vf
Z :TI-1~TTI'1 st Ttr", oZ = id) st T\1 is a flmv invariant
I
subs;ace of TM then Z/T1M is a unit tangent flow.eg(O
T1M is a constant energy surface for the geodesic
flow.(KE;1, see appendixB) ~\)Cl h-~\ow.
Definition: Given n flow line c: I-+T1M of a unit tangent
corresponding
f Low then the curve (""10 c ) : I-+M is the)sub-flow line.
For a k-flow a sub-flow line is a k-line of M.
Lemma 3:1. A flow line of a unit tantent flow is the
canonical lift of its sub-flow line.
Proof: As for second order equations if d : I-+.f'1is a
sub=f'Lov line then d =7t'10Cfor some curve c in 1'\1.
d has a veloci ty A( t) .= Td( t, '1 ), this bc i.n»; the c2~~oni~21
lift into T1M, since d: I~TM.
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NOVI Td(t,1) = T(7t10CXt,1) = T7r1oTc(t,1)
=~T'7f1( c(t» = T1f1(Z(c(t») by def
n of c
=(T'n1 0 ZXc{t»
=c(t) by defn of unit tangent flow.
q.e.d
This allows us to study the flow lines of a
unit tangent flow via their projections into M, where
the differential geometry of M itself can be used.
Lemma 3: 2 If Cl't : T1r1_:_. T1M is a unit tangent flow then
locally 7tpt can be represented as
~ 1 CTq>t :T'I"U~T(CPtT U): (x,v,dxeOv)rl-"'~ (x(t),v(t),X(t) <JJVvX)
where X(t) is a vectorfield along the sub-flow line x(t)
in f·1 such that X(O) =.dx, VV(O) X= Sv.
Pr06f: Suppose CPt : T1U-~q?~U: \x,V)~(ft(x,v),gt(X,v))
then by definition of a flow fO = go = id. and d/dt(ftXx,v)
= gt(x,v) by the p~evious lemma.
Tft: (x,v,e1 e e2+r(xXv,e1)
(ft(X,v) ,gt(x,v) ,Dft(x,vO::e1 ,e2) e Dgt(x,vXe1 ,e2)+r(.X)gt,!)f~))
If we now fix x,v,e1,e2 and let t var~then:
(i) x(t) - ft(x,v) is a sub flow line in M and hence
vC t) = gt (x, v) = x ( t ).
(ii) dx(t) = Dft(x,vXe1 ,e2) anddv Ct ) = Dgt(x,vXe1 ,e2), then
by definition of covariant co-ordinates for TT1M, App A,
putting bv(t) = dv(t) +r(x(t)Xv(t),dx(t)) then
dx(t) ebv(t)£ ~:(t~P $ Tx(t)1, so that d.x, Sv ar8
vectorfields along x(t)
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(TIl) For fixed t we can now write
T<i't : (x (0 ) ,v (0) .dx ( 0) ED &v (0 )).......(x ( t ) ,v ( t ) ,dx ( t) ED &v( t ))
Now 'Vv(t)dx = <1;c1t(dx) + r(x(t)XV(t;,dX(t))
= ~dt(Dft(x,vXe1,e2)) t fCxXv,dX)
= D(d/dt (f t ~Xx ,v ) . ( e1 ,e k) + r(x Xv ,dx)
= Dgt(x,vXe1,e2) + r(xXv,dx)
= dv(t) + nxXv,dx) = Sv(t).
q.e.d.
We wo uLd expect the behaviour of TCft to be
reflected in the flow lines and sub-flow lines.
Definition: (r1ilnortu)J. Given a curve c : I-+M then a
variation of c is a er map V : I x I~ r1 such that
( i ) cu ( t) = V / I x ~u} is a srn0 0 t h map for 8.11 u.
( Ii) Co ( t) = V / I x ~o} = c ( t ) "" n t: .
and X(t) = elVI 0 is ~he variation vectorfield along c.
~ U=
u t=t
Definition: Given a sub-flow line c of a unit tangent
flow then a Variation through flow lines is a variation
as above such that cu(t) is a sub-flow line for all u.
ProDosition 3:3. A unit tangent f Low ~t : T1N-+T\1 has
T~t locally of the form:
..
TCPt: (x,v~:"$V:"X)-_'.(x(t),V(t),X(t)e Vv(c)X)
where x(t) is a sub-flow line and Xet) the variation
vectorfield of ~ variation throu~h sub-flow lines.
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Proof: Given Cx,v,e1 o e2 +rCxXv,e1)e '1(x,v)T
1
M
consider any curve ¥: I~T1M st. ~(O) = (x,v) and
I
I
tCO) = (e1,e2) ie. T~(o,1) = Cx,v,e1,e2)
If Z : T1M---+TT1M genera te~ the fl ow ~ t then
~ = C'7t10 ~ ): I-+M is a curve in M with vectorfield
pes) = ~Cs) along ~(s).
Consider the subflow lines in M £
1
generated by Z thus:- o•-~V:Ix(-£~£)~M
Ct,u)..- ~ ("'K1 o~ofXu)
then V (t ,0) = ". (t) .
Fix t=~, and consider V(-c,u) = \'J~(u); then
_ Tv-J~ ( 0 , 1) = T7t1(x (~) ,v ( ~) ,X ( n ) eV v (,:r. ) X )
~ V lu=o
~u t='t"
= dHI
du u=O
= (x("t), xr-e »
Hence X is a variation vectorfield.
q.e.d.
I ~
I; Notation: . (i) If Z : T1r1-+TT1M : (x,v)..-+(x,v,v e '((x,v))
is a unit tangent flow let z: T1rJI"'T~I: (x,v) .....(x,y(x,v))
ie. Z :;:KoZ.
(li) For a k-flow let N1 : T1M_"T1M :(x,v)t--'>(x,N1(x,v))
ie. Z=k1N1•
Lemma 3:4. It Z is a unit tangent flow then the variation
vector field of a variation through sub-flow lines satisfies:
.C"72 -v v X + R(v, X)v = VXZ •
!
through flow lines as in the previous proposition \'lith
X as variation vectorfield.We can regard V as a
parameterised surface in M and apply the results of
section O.
In particular there are two special ve cto.cf LeLds :
. (i) x(t,u) =~V (t,u) such that X(t) = X(t,O).
au
(li) v(t,u) = ~V(t,u)
at
such that vet) = v(t,O).
.
Recall that if Y is a vectorfield along a curve ~(t)
t'7 DY
then V·· t) Y -= -
Cl, dt
(Notation)
If V is a variation through sub-flow lines then for
fixed u cu(t) =V(t,u) is a sub-flow line in M w i.bh
velocity v(t,u).
Nov! Z : T1r·1~TT1~.1 : (x,v)~(x,v,v ll>'Vv v) since
Z is a vectorfield. Hence
Q_(~V) = Z(V(t,u),v(t,u)) and so Z(t,u) is a
dt ~t
vectorfield on V.
D (D ~V Xt 0) =
dt dt bu '
1L-(1L- bV )
dt du bt
nby Prop 0:1
= Q_CL ~VXt,O) +R(~V, ~v) ~v, t=t by PropnO:1.
du dt ~t ~u ~t ~t u=Q
= DZlt~t + R(X,v)v
du u=O
bince D I == Vdu u=O Xet)t::;t we have
,,2 X + R(v,X)v =
v
v z
x(t)
q~e.d.
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Corollary 3:3:1. For the geodesic flow V;X + R(v,X)v= O.
ie. Jacobi Fields.
Proof: Z: (x,v)~(x,v,veO)
Note. The variation V above is not necessarily unique,
and so neither i~ the \nducetvectorfield~. However
if we used another variation VI then since fJ./Z (V X zt )
is the covariant derivative of Z (Z t) along 1r1(v..) = V(t,u)
(W'(u)=V'(t,u) we use the result that the c ovar-Lan t
derivative of a vectorfield along a curve is independent
of any extension to see that we get the same result
with either variation.
-Z is a vectorfield on a surface V, and hence depends
on X, the variation vectorfield. This is useful for
later manipulations, but to generate an equation for
X, it is more convenient to give it an invariant meaning.
Recall the connector map K : TT1M~T1r1 :{x,v,e@f)...-.(x,f)
Lemma 3:5. If X is the variation vectorfield of a
variation throu~h sub-flow lines then:
'\J Z - (KOTZ X X e Vv X).
X(t)
Proof: Consider the variation surface V and the
induced vectorfield Z(u,v) =Z(V(u,t) ,v(u,t))
V X(t) Z == DZ Idu u=O + r(x(t )Xx (t) ,Z (V(t ,0) ,vCt ,0») )
- .., '7 l' , + D rr \T ~- fJ." '. ~x -- v--~u u=O dU =0
1"'1, X-r Z)" ..+- \ (x x , by c ua.in 2:'1)10.
':!hereD Z =x -
'\ '7 i 6'7 i
(_Of.JY' D .'Jz - ( ,~x ' V) = ~v arc the J~co)ian m2triccs
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in TZ.
Hence \/X(t) Z = D:tZ .X(t) + DvZ(~t:~ ) + f(x,(x,Z) since V~i¥
= DxZ.X(t) + DvZCVvX-HxXv,X» + f(xXX,Z)
since d' ~V = dX = V X- r(xXv ,X)- - vdt~u dt
= (KoTZXx, v, X eV X).. v
This follows since:
(x,v,e e f)..- .~ (x,v,e,f-n.xXv,e »~
(x ,Z (x ,v ) , e ,DxN•e + DvN (r-r(v , e ) ) ...-.
(x,2(x,v),e eDxN.e +DvN(f-r(v,e»+r(xXZ(x,v), e».
q.e.d.
The previous few lemmas show:
Pr-ooos Lt i on 3:6. If'Pt : T
1M_'T1N is a unit tangent flow
generated by a vectorfield Z then
(i)Any variation through sub-flow lines satisfies'
,,21 ... R(v,X)v =V ~ wher-e Z is an induced
v . X
vectorfield o~ the variation surface.
(:Ii) T<?t : TT1r'1__'TT\1 is locally of the form
(x,v,X(O) e\Jv(O) X)...,_... (x(t) ,vet) ,X(t) eVv(t) X)
where X is a variation vectorfield satisfying the
global equations:-
V2 X+ R(v,X)v = (KoTZX X eV X ).v v
Since we are primarily interested in k-flows where
...
rr - 1,...j\1 1'Je d c f i.nc theJ .- - i _.1 4 L.......1. - J L follouine;:
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Definition: The variation vectorfield of a variation
through ~-lines is a k-field satisfying:-
\12 X + R(v,t)v = k1'VXN1 = k1(KoTN1X Xe'\l v X).v
Corol~. If CPt is a t-:low then locally TCf\ is
of the form:-
: (x ,v ,XeV'vX)t---+ (x (t ) ,v (t ) ,X ( t) eVv (t;; ) X) for
some k-field X.
Corollar~1- 3:6:2. For a k-f'Low (Tq>to Z ) can be represented
as (x,v,v e k1N1 )__'(x(t),v(t),v(t) e k1N1(t)), the zero
variation.
Proof: v ED k1N1 satisfiesV2 X + R(v,X)v = k1 VXN1 since
v
R(v,v)v ~ O. If we construct the variation as previously
yielding vek1N1 then ~(t); (x(t),v(t»), A(t) =x.(t), so
all that is gener~ted is the k-line itself.
q.e.d.
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Section 4: Matrix methods in the study of k-flows.
IIn this section we concentrate 'on k-flows and
show that the statements concerning ivectorfields
/
i=l convenient
I
along ~-lines can be converted into
.
form,using the parallel frames developed earlier to
gain matrix differential equations. Presumably these
techniques can be adapted for arbitary unit tangent
flows if at each point of a sub-flow line there is
a basis for TmM whi6h alters in a known way.
Gi~en a k-line c : I__'" M we have seen that
at each point we have a basis for Tc(t)M by completing
an n-frame at c(O), (v(0),N1(0), .••,Nr(0),E1(0), .•,Es(0»
and parallel translating the Ei along c to form a
basis at each point, with the geodesic normals.
Notation: F(t) = (v(t), ..•,Es(t»= (FO(t), ••••,Fn_1(t») say,
so a vectorfield alonG the k-line can be written as
x == Xi (t )F i (t ) c: Xo (t )
X1 (t)
Consider" (t)X =" (XiF.) =(Xi)'F. + xiV F .. (' = ci;,dt)Vv Vv 1 1 V 1
i)' 0 1= (x Fi + (x k , F1 .;-X (k2F 2-k1 F1 ) + •• •
+ Xr(-krFr_1 ).x"4y vE1 + •••• +XVvEs)
., 0 r
= (Xl) + ex k1F1 + ••• +X(-krFr_1) + O}
since n E. = 0 by construction.Vv 1-
So in matrix notation we have
r1 X =V v - £_ [XO ] +dt :
•
X 1n- [~
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or
Vvx - ·dX + V.x where \/= 1dt A:.
0 n
1and A=p 0 -k1 0 ·0 0 0
k1 0 -k2 0 0 0
0 k2 0 0 0 0
• •
, •
0 0 0 • 0 -k 0r-1
0 0 0 kr-1 0 -kr
0 0 0 0 kr 0
(" r+1 )
where we have matrix multiplication.
Lemma 4:1 Given a vectorfield X along a k-line c then
Mm X - Co/dt+ V)ffi X.
V vet)
Proof: By inQuction.
Holds for m=1 by above, so assume for m=r.
Let Y be the matrix forV ~ X then by assumption
Y i = X ~r) of • • + (~) eV'-~. .i~)+. •• + (V r). .X .
l lJ J lJ J
r s
= 1: (~)(vr-s) ..X\s) where Xes) = d X
s=o lJ J dtS
f7 r+'iHence V Xv
-45-
r+1 .cV )1 =
V
=
r
C {(~)C"r-s) .. x\s+1)s=O V 1J J
=
'-
g.e.d.
Note: Along a geodesic V=:O so V m X _v
Later we sh~ll be particularly interested in:
Corollary 4:1:1.
"
B = -k!-~ 0 k,ks
o -~.w~0
kS,,"' 0 -K}~
....
"-~ ..-k; 0
o -k;-
where A = o -Ha 0 ----0 0
Ira 0 -k,---o ()
I • I. .
o 0 0 -- 0 -k..
o 0 O---Mr 0
o-
.. l o-
Q
o-
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Matrix notation is also useful in simpljfying
expressions containing the Riemann metric.
Given column matrices X,Y we have:-
(i) a matrix norm [x (t)I = (Ex?)-a-1
, (jj_) a!linner product X.Y = X.y.1 1
Lemma 4:2 Given two vectorfields, X,Y, along a k-line
then IIX(t~1 = IX(t)1and <X(t),Y(t) = X.Y where
\\ \\and<,)are the Ri:mann norm and inner produ~t.
(x (t ),Y ( t )> <XiF.,yjF.~ ~ Xiyj SJ~= Xiy~
1 J
q.e.d.
In particular this also simplifies the expression
for the norm of T CPt in T'r'ji'Jj, under the norm in the
fibres TvT1M, induced from G:- Appendix A.
Corollary 4:2:1 If X is a ~-field alon~ a ~-line then
III T q!) t (A , V ,X (!) VvX )m 2 = \~ x l t ) ,v ( t ),X ( if) Et)Vv(t )x lU ~ ( t )
= \\ x ( t)Ix~t) + \\vv(t)x \\ ~ ( t) = , x ( t ),2 + ,~ x ( t)\ 2
Lemma 4:3 For a vectorfield alonG a ~-line then
R(v,X)v == wher-e R is of the form
000
o
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Proof:
In matrix notation i
(R(v,X)v) :: (R(F'O,Xil!'i)FO'
I
FO>
"
(R(F°'XiFi)F°' l1>,
I
:
(R(FO,XiFi)FO' Fn_1)
= I;X~=t(FO,Fi)FO'FO}
l!X ~ (F°'Fi)F°' F1)
since v = FO
by Li.nepri ty of R
= (R(v,v)v,FC> (R(v,v)v,F1) ..~(V,V)V,Fn 1~
(R(V,V)v,F1'>.
x
°
.
Xn-1....
Now R(v,v)v == ° and (R(Z,'.V)X,Y) = (R(X,Y)Z,Vl) PropllO:2
So (R(FO,Fi)FO,FO)= ° and
Rij = (R(FO,Fi)Fo,Fj) = (R(FO,Fj)FO,Fi) = ,R ..Jl
Hence R'is symmetric.
q.e.d.
Corollary 4:3:1 If X is a vectorfield along a ~-line then
T r' 12X ~X = K(X,v) norX ,where L{(X,v) is the sectional curvature
of the space spanned by X,v and NorX is the matrix
representing the part of X normal to the curve.
=(Rev,X)v,X)
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2
= KeX,V)\\xAvl\ by defn of sectional
where
curvature.
Iis tqe area of the parallelogram spanned
by X,V.
2
U XA vII = l\xfl\vn2 - <X ,v) 2.' n-1
= {,xl 2 - x20 l = 1: x?. 0 ll= =
n-1
C X~ =i=1 l
2
InorXI
q.e.d.
Corollary 4:3:2 If X is aperpendicular vectorfield along
a k-line then XTRX=KeX,v)lxl2
Proof X -,::::norX.
Corollary 4:.:3 If M has strict negative/positive
curvature then R is negative/positive definite.
(semi-definite if R is not strict)
':
Proof. If XT = (X1 '.,•,Xn_1) then XTRX = Y1n where
yT = eO,X1, ..•,Xn_1)
So XTR X = Key ~v) [rlby last Corollary
= Key ,v) [x]
VJhen X • 0 and r·1 has curvature < 0 then KeY,v )(O,andhence
XTR X < 0 since tx,)O
\'Jhen
implies P is negative definite. etc
q.e.d.
..
The above properties are the basis for
DI'ovino-L1.eAnosov T)::'or;erti8sfor the ~eo(4.esicf Lo.. O'~
r
manifolds of strict negative curvature, for then it
can be shovm (Anosovfll/\?:Dthat per-pendicuLa r J'acobi
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fields satisfy the matrix differential equation:
"y + RY = °
and the negative~definiteness of R guarantees the
Inecessary hyperbolic properties of ithe Jacobi fields,
which span a subspace of ':eT1M• It is our intention to
~onstruct similar equations for k-flows in general.
\I/ehave to convert the expression VX N1 into
matrix notation, using the normals, and obtaining
something of the form AX 1+ BX say. To do this it is
expedient to use the idea of the variation surface and
i
use the theorems of section O.
If we are given a k-field X alon~ a ~-line, c,
generated by a variation V say then we can split X
into components normal to the k-line and tangential
to it.
n-1
Definition: If x: t) = 1: XjF. is a k-field along a
j=O J
n-1
~-line then: Ci) "YCt) = ~ XjF. is the (associated) ncrmer
1=1 Ju
k-field and (n) XO(t) = XOFO(t) the (associated) tangential
k-field.
Hence X(t) = yet) + Xo et), both components being tangential
to the variation surface V.
Lemma ':l- : 4. V X et) N1 .:A1xet) in matrix notation.
o
Proof: V XO(t) N1 = VXOFO:t-~ = X°'VvN1 = xOek2N2-k1v)
= XOCg;0c2F2Ct) - k1F6(t)) by Frenet,
and the fact that ~\T1= F1 alonr; the k-li1'lec.
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So \} X (t)N1-o
o
» 0
o
q.e.d.
Lemrna 4: 5· 'V N1 !!
Y
(ArJ ..
a lJ°
where (A2)ij = (KOTN1(x,v,O EDFj), Fi>
(A3)·· = (KOTN1(X,V,FJ. ED F.), F.)lJ V J 1
i=O, ••• ,n-1i j=1, ••• ,n-1.
Proof; Setting Y =
n-1
1::
j=1
XJFj tangential to the variation
(KoTNXx ,v, Y EDV vY) as in Lemma '3: 5
= DxN(x,vXY) + DvN(x,vXVvY- r(v,Y)) + r(XXN,y)
n-1 j .j , k
= D N. L X F. + D N(Y F.+(A'kY~)F.)
x j=1 J v J J ' J
- D N( r (v, Y) + r(N ,Y) by Lemma 4: 1v
n-i-1 . k n-1. r
= L XJD ,N • F . + DvN • (A J' kr )F J' - 1: X JDvN • ( v ,F .) +
j=1 x J j=1 J
n-1 . n-1 •.
E XJ r(N ,F.) + 1: yJD N.F.. by lineari by of
j=1 J j=1 v J D and r.
n-1 . ./
E XJ(D N.F.-D N.r.(v,F.)+~(1\T 1<' '))..!..j =1 x J v \ ( J '(., . j ,
surface we have:
=
n-1 •.
= l:XJD I-T.F .. +
j=1 v J
,',
Xi1_
Xn-1
,
(Az)· .
.-l lJ+ °
DvN(x,vX X1(k2F2-k1FO)+' .+(k. 1F. 1-k.F. ,y~
l+ 1+ 1 ~L-1J/\l ••
• • • + ( -kI,F r-1 ).
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Xo¢ NoF.,F) xo .v J :r 1
J=1,.o,n-1 •
i=t), •• ,n-1
+
Xn-1
x
J 1
X 1n-
Proposition 4:6. r
V'XN
0 -1 ° ° Xo -k ° k2 ••••• 0 -r0 0 + "0- ° X1 0 =r.:.. ...,° D k2 E
° X °n-1 Yl-
where D ..1J
E ..
1J
° (TIxNof j-DvN .f(v,F j )+r(N,F j )+DvN.VvFj
j=1, •• ,n-1; i=O, •• ,n-1
t
+{K 0 TN( x , v ,o ED F . ) , F )o j=1, •• ,n-1 J l
i=O, •• ,n-1
Xn-1
Xn-
O <k 0TN( x ,v ,F . eV F.), F:)J v J -
j=1, •• ,n-1
i=O,o. ,Il-1
q.e.d.
= (KoTN(x,v,OeF.),F.) i,j=1,2, •• ,n-1
J 1:
= (KoTN(x,v,F. EDV F.),F)i,j=1,2, •• ,n-1J v J ~
Proof: By lemmas 4:4 and 4:5 wehave:-
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,
+
o Xn-
Consider the first row of this matrix expression; this
gives the value Of~XN1' Fa> =~XN1'v> • Now consider
N1 as a vectorfield on the variation surface V, apd apply
Lemma 0:3, about vectorfields on surfaces;
using ]i1renetformulae along c
=(VvVxv, -> +~(v,X)v,v> lemma 0:3
= <'\Iv VXv, v) +(R (v ,v )v ,X) lemma 0:2
=<VvVXv, v) + 0 since R rx x ix - 0L \_... ,J.. _._\. :.:
On V <v,v) :::1 so that 0= X<v,v) = 2 <'Vxv,v) lemma 0: 1
(v,VXv) == 0 implies that 0= v < v,Vxv> lemma 0: 1
= k1(N1 ,Vxv) + <v,VvVX v)
n-1
+ 0 -k1 0 .... 0 Xo
k1 0 -k2• • • • 0 X1
0 k2 0 .... 0. 0 Xn_10 0 0
an\~VX, lT1> is the second row of this:-
1
X 1n-
o k2
0 •• OJet
tn-'j
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So V'XN ::: ,
0 -1 0 . a Xa -k1 a k2 a • _Xa
0
•
k:2/
0 (A2)· . + CA3)· .1J 1Ji,j=1, .•,n-1 i,j=1, ••,n-1
0 X Xn_'1n- o
q.e.d.
Proposition 4:7. If X is a ~-fi~ld along a k-line then the
normal k-field Y satisfies:-
" ) ,Y + (2B-k1D Y + CR + T -k1E) Y = a
and the tangential k-field:-
X~ = k1X1 •
Prooi: By Corollary 4:1:1, lemma 4:3 , Propn LI_: 6
V2 X + R(v,X)v - k'i'V XNv
" _k2 lXo 0 -k1 ~0 0 k1k2 . . C Xo- 1X1 k1 X a X11
+ 2 . B . 1- k1k2• C
x a xn-1 a xn-1n-
O -k1 o ••• • 0 Xo k2 0 k1k2 • • . 0 Xo- 1
0 X1 0 XI
,- k1D k1k2 k E1
0 Xn_1 0 Xn-1
1II '-
C +H~ k~E °1 rxl
= 0 -k1 o . " 0 ., a 0• +
xl
+
X i 2k1 0i
0 2B - k1D
\ I J I I
1"'\ J L9 JLJv
. -54-
We know that XeVvX&TvT1M so VvX lv see Appendix A
"and v.= 1
o
o
Iso Xo - k1 X1 = 0 lemma4:1 A
Consider the second line of the matrix expression
for the k-field:-
Substituti~g A above:-
" I 2X1 + (2B-k1D )2j Xj + CC +R.;.k1E)2j + 2k1X1 = 0
Hence the matrix expression becomes:-
" 0 -k1 o ••• 0 Xo 0 0 0 0 01 X -~ . ...o 2k~ 0X1 0 X1 10 1 x ,I ~ : I:+ . • + . 02B - k1D • . C +R-k1F
0 X 0 0
I' !
X 1 J xn_,Jn- n-1
or splitting the expression and setting:-
y=
then the above becomes:-
IXo - k1X1 = 0
y" +(2B-k1D)Y; + (R +T+ k1E)Y = 0
where:- -55-
D ..lJ
E ..lJ
B=
= (KoTN ex, v ,0 e F .) ,F.)
J ~
= (K oTN(x ,v ,F . e V F.), F .>_ J v J l:~
0 -kt - -0 0
91.\12.
0-0 0 0
I , I ,,
I
I "
0 000 - o-\c.,.
0 0- -- ttt'O Qj0
T = It~-k~0 k2.h -- -- 0 0 0
0 -Ir:-lc~ 0 - - -- 0 0 0
Irlk3 0 -\fi-\l~- - - - 0 0 0
I I I " I I I,
"
o-
o-
o
.
o
o
o o o
o 0-- - -
e
, 1'0,
--0-- ,. I
q.e.d.
Notes: (i) In the geodesic case ! = 2 we get
y" + RY = 0 for the normal part and
,
XO(t) == 0 for the tangential part. So we have a Jacobi
fiel~ and the usual result that a Jacobi vectorfield once
perpendicular remains perpendicular.
(:ii) \vhenY == 0 then X1 = 0 and hence
X(t) = av(t) is a solution for a=constant, corresponding
to the zero variation.
Variation theory for the geodesic case has been
extenaively studied, particularly in the c6ntext of
Norse theory, and t}18 sturly of Geodesic f Lows 0:1
manifolds of negative curvature, (Milnor [22.1and·Anos ov [2] )
It is hoped that these preliminary ideas a~d the
results of Appendix B showing that k-lines arlse naturally
J
,,-.,
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in mechanics in a similar way to geodesics, might
result in an ,analogous theory for !-lines, for instance
are k-lines the minimal energy curves of some energy
function?
Up to now we have· lookea at a single ~-line and one
particular frame of ref,erence along it, formed by
paralle~ translating an arbitary completion at c(O).
However suppose we start with another set of vectors
~1,... ,E~lat c(O) and f?rm another n-frame along the curve,
F'(t) = evet),N1(t), •••,Nr(t),E~i(t),..•,E~(t», do 'tie
get the same results as using the n-frames:-
Proposition 4:8.(Invariance of notation)
Let X(t) be a vectorfield along a k-line with matrix
,
representation yet) wrt. Fet) and Z(t) wrt F et) then
Z(t) = ~ yet) where e is an orthogonal matrix of the form
Proof: Consider F(t) and F'(t) agreeing in the first
er+1) directions, the common geodesic normals. Hence
for each j,Ej(O)
of TceO)t-1.
If we write E;(O) =
lie'sin the (E1«», ... ,Es(0» subspace
s
L
p=1
= e. ((»)E (0) say_·JP P
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E~(t) and E et) are formed by parallel tran~lation
J p
which preserves the inner product: so that <E~Ct), E Ct). J p
= <E'.(O),E CO) for all t.
J P ~
So E~.(t) = ~<E'.(t),E (t» E Ct ) =
J f=rl. J P P
= 6. E (t) for constant e.
JP P
Now Zj(t) = (X(t) ,E~(t~ = (X(t) ,ejpEp(t»
= 9jp (X(t),Epet) = BjpYpCt)
since 9 is constant.
ISince Fet) agrees with F (t) in the first Cr+1)
places then the above shows that:
Zo(t)
Ir+1Z1(t)
=
0
Zn_1(t)
o
(E ' (0) ,E (0 ~p p
Doing the opposite calculation we have:
J
yet) = ~'Z(t) with e' = IT' 1_+ o
Hence 9~1 = et = eTand e is thus orthogonal.
q.e.d.
The fact that ~ is a constant matrix allows us to show
that the simple form for V v X Ls preserved.
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Proposition 4:9. The form of the matrix representation
+ is independent of the frames.
»
Proof: If as in the last Propn we have Y as the matrix
representation of X wrt. the frame F(t) and Z wrt. F'(t),
then by abov ef
Z = g Y and Z' = 8 Y , since Q is constant.
Moreover Z = 8Y = Y since
=
and 8 = :J
Hence V v X
,
- Y + V.Y =
,
Z + v. z ,
q.e.d.
In particular we should like to know the form of the
equations for the normal k-fields as we change the
frames.
II ,
Defini tion: Two second order equations Y + BY + ey = 0
:1 ,and Y + SY + TY = 0 are orthogonally equlvalent if
13 = OSOT- - and C T= QTQ for an orthogonal matrix Q.
ie. B,C are o~thogonally equiv. to S,T resp.
,
Proposition 4:~O.Given two Frames F, F along a k-line
then the normal ~-fields satisfy orthogonally equivalBnt
equations wrt. these frames.
Proof: Using the same representatives as before for a
vectorfield X along a k-line, then if X is a normal
k-field then if in frames F(t) Y satisfies:-
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" ,Y + (2B-k1D)Y + (R + T -k1E)Y = 0 then let X using, .
frames F (t) satisfy:-
By the form of B,T as of the form
and 9 of the form
:1
Now (R1)· .lJ
i1 TeB1Q T1=~=gT1e.
=<R(V,E'.)v,E~> = (RCv,S.. E )v,
J 1 JP P
= 9jp (RCV,Ep)V,Eq) 6iq
9. E'lp rt
then B1=B =
implies that
= e. R 9.
JP pq lq
T
R1 = ~R ~
by linearity of R
CD1)·· = (KOTNCOIDFJ'.)·, F~) = <XoTN(O~e. F ). 9. :B')lJ 1 JP P' lq q
implies D1
= 6jp Dqp 8iq
= sn eT
(KOTNC9. F GB. F ), e. F}JP P JP P lq q
by the proposicion above.
= e. E e. as above, by linearity of KoTN.lq pq JP
Timplies that E1 = ~E.2 .
~o the matrix equations satisfied by X can be written:-
" ,
Y + (2B-k1D)Y + (R+T-k1E)Y = 0 or
" T ' 'JlZ + 8(2B-k1D)8 Y +S(R+
rr-k1E)8"Y == f)
for an orrt hog onaL" matrix 9.
q.e.d.
", " -60-
CHAPTER TWO. ON THE HYPERBOLIC PROPERTIES OF SELF-ADJOINT
Introduction.
k-}'LO\VS.
Anosov (2& 3) in studying the ,geodesic flow on
manifolds of negative curvature showed they satisfied a
certain 'condition U '.Since then 'condition U 'flows
have been st~died in abstract, yielding a rich source
of results in both measure theory and dynamical systems.
Definition: A flow ~t: N--+N is an Anosov flow (satisfiee
condition U ) if:
(i) Z(n) ...0 VnE.al where Z is the v.f.generating che flow.
(li) For each n e N there is a splitting into a ~'Jhi tney sum:
TnN = E~ $ E~ e Zn
't b t d' ES d· ~VIn 0 su spaces s. lm n' lm~n ...0 and Z is the onen
dimensional subspace generated by Zen) and:
(a) V~£E~ n T<Pc (I) n ( olU II -et V~)Oe
V~,E~ lI-rc;H'l>l\ ~ h\hll &,. Vl:~OeC-
(b) VI E E~ nTqlU) \l ~ b \\111 -e~ v~"oe
u It TCf\{t)" ~ 0.\1 'lll ee\- v~,o~"l..En
where a,b,c}o'are constants independent of t,l, 'l'
Condition (i)says that the flow has no equilibrium
points; as i~ the case for a k-flow on T1M, since all
points are in motion.This is not true for the
extebded ~-flow on TM, since Z/zero section 5 o.
':7ehave seen in the Last section t.na+ r.hc
variation througm~-lines reflects the behaviour of
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Tq9t. The space Zn corresponds to the zero variation,
while we can interpret the splitting transversal to
»
Zn into a subspace;
as corresponding to a family of ~-lines (variation)
positively .symptotic to a given ~-line, and apother
family negatively ~symptotic to the line.
~e~~----~/ li) £c ~>O
In particular Anosov ((2]) showed that the geodesic
flow is rtnosovon manifolds with curvature K(O, whereas
the flow om En is not~ and in gene~al the flow on
manifolds of positive curvature is also not Anosov. Hence
it would bE convenient if ~iven a manifold M we could
assign to any ~-flow on M a number dependin~ on the ki
and the normals N.; ie. the configuration of the external
1
field, say KO such that if the manifold has curvature
th4 ~lo..,
less than this 'Anosov number'Ais Anosov.ln this way we
can judge whether the hyperbolic nature of a manifold
of negative curvature is 'strong' enough to counter the
spread of the flowlines caused by the k-field.
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Scction:5. Self-Adjoint t-flows.
Due to, the limitations of matrix theory used later
we now have to restrict our attention to a certain
clas~ of k-flows. Also ~e consider M to be a compact
~anifold, or any manifold on which the k-lines are
complete. ie. def'fned on (-00,00).
To consider the hyperbolic properties of
ls-flows, note that N = T1r1 in the definition of An osovi ty,
and hence for each v e T1M we have to construct 8.
splitting:
T T1M = ES e EU e Z .v v v v
This we shall hope to do by constructing for each k-line
a family of }s-fields each of wh i cn tends to 0 as t-+tID
corresponding to the family of ls-lines positively
assy~ptotic to the ~-line. Similarly for the reverse
direction. Since we require these ls-fields to be transversal
to Z for each v, this corresponds to the k-fieldsv
having non-zero normal parts, hence we look at the normal
k-fields. ~irst we look at the matrix equations derived
in the last section, and as usual begin by converting a
second order equation into two first order one~.
Definition: A }s-flow is self-adjoint if its normal k-field
satisfies matrix equations of the form:
Y I ::::A(t)Y+Z [0 -:n1~l
~ :1[~1orI = -C(t)Y -A~t)Z =Z In
where C and hence r: :1 is symr.1etria.
that is the normal k-fields satisfy a Hamiltonian matrix
equation.
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Recall that the normal ~-fields satisfy:-
It tY + (2B-k1D(t») Y + (R(t) + T - k1£(t)) ~ 0 •
This means that we have to impose restrictions on the
coefficient matrices.Work has been done on non-self-adjoint
matrix equations, particularly by Kreith (29), who
obtained a Prtifer transformation for solutions. However
at present it is not developed enough to give the results
we shall need.
Proposition 5: 1. A k-flov, is self-adjoint iff along
t rn
any ~-line the matrix D is skew-symmetric and D _E+EL=O.
Proof: Sunpose the normal k-fields satisfy:- -
t
Y t == ACt) Y + Z T } ••••••••••• (1).
Z = -c C t )y ~ A Z
then It T I I TY + CA - A ) Y + Cc (t) - A (t) - A A) Y = 0
SO the flow is self-adjoint iff
TT'(i) 2B - k1D (t) = A - A C .ii ) C == CR + T + A A + A - k1E )
AT _ A is skew-symmetric and hence DC t) must be skew ,
since B is of the form 0 -k2 0
k2 0 -k3
o o
and is already skew symmetric.
We can represent any matrix D as ~(D + DT) + ~CD';';'}IT)= P + Q
say where P is symmetric ana Q skew-symmetrie.
U • -2' CD + DT) I and sorie nc e we r-equ i r e
T TA - A -- 2B - +k1 CD • D )
= (B';'BT) + ~CDT_D) since B is skew.
= (B+-itk1DT)-CBT+ik1D)
T I,
Let A = B 4k1 D and so A =~k1D since B is constant.
-' T ~ TThis makes C = R + T + A -k1E + (B +-~k1DAB + ~k1D)
~ 'T· -.T 2= R + T + ~k1D -k1E+BB + ik1 (BD +(BD) ) + 1tk1DTD
T ,I T T
= R + (T +B B)+ k , C~D.,+ -3-( iBD+ (BD) )+1tk
1
D D - E )
= R + M + k1N ·say.
since (a) R contains information about the manifold's curvat~_
(b ) M " terms only in the ki: the flow's curve L,
(c) N " information about the nor~als, N .•
l
Now N = -a-D'et) - E + ~-(BD ~ DTBT) + -~k1DTD
= ~D' et) - -a-CE+ ET) - -a-CE-ET)+ ~(BD + DTBT) + ,}k
1
DTD.
= ~(D' - E +Jt) - ~(E+ET) + -a-CBD+DTBT)+ ik1DTD
, T
= -a-CD-E + E ) + symmetric terms.
Now R is symmetric (Propn4:3), M is symmetric ( see defn
of T and BTB is symmetric). D' is skew and so
so we require D' (t) - E + ET = 0 , since the zero matrLc
is the only one which is both symmetric and skew.
q.e •. d.
Notation: The above shows that a self-adjoint k-flow has
normal ~-fields satisfying:
y'= (BT+~k1D)Y + Z
Z'= -(R+M+k1N)Y- (BT+~k1D)TZ.
where N = ~k1D' + ~(BD + DTBT) +,} k;DTD and
M =
T + BT.8
= k2 0 . 01
0
0 0
0
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We can remove the skew symmetry of D from the
conditions if we consider:
Definition: A k-flow is linear if the map N1 :T\'l--+T1r1
is given by a linear transformation.
Examples: (i) k-flows orioriented surfaces since
N· I T11111 m!' is represented by (v1 ,v2~ [0
+1
eli) Any ls-flow on an even dimensional manifold
They are interesting because:
Proposition 5:2. A linear k-flow is not reversible and
preserves the Riemann volume element.
Proof: Recall that a flow is reversible jf given a flow
line, c, then parameterising in the reverse direction
we still have a flow line (geodesic flow). If we have
a linear k-flow then given a ~-line, c , then Vvv=k1N1
direction V (-v) =V v =k1N1-v vand so reversing the
But -c should be a flow line with normals given by N1,
however N1 is linear so N1(-v):::-J'lT/l(V) so V _ye-v) = -k1N1
not k1N1.lIf we reverse a ~~line on the Lobachevsky plane
with right hand norma~s we obtain one with left hand norffials)
If N~/T1M is linear then it can be represented
I m
by N1/oT:r1:(x,v)~(x,(N1(x»v) for a matrix N1(x)ij
Now DvN is the ~erivative of N1 within the fibre T1M
m
and so DvN(x,v) = N.,(x) since "1;1-18 f Lov is linear.
o ,
trace.DvN1(X~v) = Leigenvalues of DvN1
If A is a non-zero ei genvaLue of DuN 1 then:1 e st ;))~1•e ==:\ e
. -66-
By the above DvN(x).e = N1(x).e = N1(e)j_ e by definition
I
I
Hence D~rNhas no non-zereo eigenvalues, and trDvN.:: O.• ~ I
q , e •d ./
I
Proposition 5:3. If ~t is a linear ~-flow then the
variation matrix D= [<KOTN(X,v,O@ Fj), Fi)] is skew syrnmetrie.
Proof: D.. = <KoTN(OE&F.), F.) = <0 N.F.,F.).
lJ J 1 V J l .. \ T T
Vie can represent any matrix C as ~(C + C ) + ~-(C-C ) = P + Q say
2P .. = (D N.F. , F. > +h. N.F.,F.). 1J V J l ~v l J
= (DvN.(Fj+Fi),(Fj+Fi) - <DvN,Fj,Fj> - (DvN.Fi,F)
by linearity Of<,), and DvN.
= 0
since if <:Pt is linear DvN=: Nand <N1 (e), e> =0.
q.e.d.
Proposi tion 5: 4. 'I'he ,t-flovn; on CJ1 oriented surface of
constant negative curvature are self-adjoint an~ the
normal k-fields satisfy yll-(K2_2k~)Y=O.
Proof. The normal ~-fields satisfy scalar equations,
which are trivially self-adjoint,
N(x, v) can be represented as : (x , ,x2, v1 ,v 2 )-(x1 ,x2,b -Jiv~])
,
So D = 0
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E =<DXN.r~ +DVN( 'VVN) - DvN(rCv,r9 ->- r(.t~,I9),N1» lemma4:6
DxN ~ 0 and DvN• (VVN1) = k1DvN(v) = -k1N1 Cv).
By the conditions for a k-flow (Example on p27)
DvN.(f(v,i'l1»= DvN.CDvIUrlv,v) = N2( rCv,v» = _. r(v,v).
= 1 2 . 2 ?/2A((v~-v1)x- 2v1v2y, -2v1v2x +'(v1-v,2)y).
= - r(v,V).
So E= (O-k1N1+O, N1) = -k1
R= <R(v,N1)v,N1) = _K2, the curvature of the manifold.
Hence y satisfies:
y' =z, Z'=(K~~~)y.
q.e.d.
We next review some ideas from the theory of matrix
differehtial equations.
Klingenberg (lis']) has shown that any manifold whose
geodesic flow is Anosov has no conjugate points, as do
manifolds of strict negative curvature. This implies
that aLong any geodesic there are no non-trivial Jacobi
fields that disappear more than once.In particular the
result applies to perpendicular Jacobi fields, which
correspond to our normal ~-fields. Intuitively this means
we are studying variations bf the form:
not
While ~e hJve no direct analogue for the present of
Klingenberg's theorem we have motivation for:
,
!
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Definition: A Riemann m~ilifold is disconjugate for a
k-flow if there are no non-trivial normal k-fields along
any k-line of the flow, Y say, that disappear more than
once. ie • .J't1,t2~ st. Y(t1) =Y(t2) = O.
Notes. (1) Along any ~-line this reduces to the normal
definition of disconjugacy for the matrix equation
satisfied by the normal ~-field, that there are no non
trivial solutions (Y,Z) st. Y(t1)=Y(t2)=O for some t1 ...t2.
(2) We shall later show that dLsc onjugacy ,'as in
the geodesic case, is automatic for manifolds of negative
enough curvature.
(3) On JRn or Sn-1 the .t = Ck,O, ... ,0) f Lows are
not disconjugate, for the k-lines are closed circles
lSection 1) and given any circle pick out two points
on the circle, construct a family of circles of t~e
same radius through the points, the variation thus
obtained having t~o zero paints, where all the circles
cross.
Along each k-line of a given flow we are trying to
construct an n-1 family of ~-fields to span ES, ie. n-1
linearly independent solutions of the normal !~-field eqn.
We cah simplify the problem of checking linear independence
by instead of considering column matrix equations for
the normal k-fields we consider (n-1)x(n-1) matrix
equations of the form:-
I
U = AU + V }
I T
V =-CU - A 1J
• • • • • • (2)
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Linear independence then reduces to considering
solutions of (2), (U,V) say, which satisfy det(U(t) .0
for all t, these~giving an n-1 family of normal k-fields
Y(t)~U(t)c :c is aconstant column matriX}
Definition(Hartman): (1) For any two matrix solutions
(U1,V1), (U2'V2) say the constant matrix \oJ(U1,U2) =T TU1(t)V2(t)-V1(t)U2(t), for,all t.
(2) Two solutions are conjugate
(3) A solution (U,V) is self conjugate
(isotropic, cojoined) if I;J(U,U)= 0
Note. If we do not-have C(t) symmetric then we bse the
constant nature of the Wronskian, which is used later in
many places.Hence we can only consider self adjoint flows
at present.
To make our construction we shall USA a particular ,.
solution. .','.'.....,!"
Proposition 5:5. If M is disconjugate for a }E-flow, and
(Uo\t),Vo(t» is the self conjugate solution 0: (2) st
UoCO)= 0 ,Vo(O) = I, then detUo(t) ...0 for all t} o.
Proof: If detU0 (t) = 0 for t ...0, then the columns of
Uo(t) are linearly dependent and there is a column
matrix cst. Uo(t)c = O. Hence Y'Of3) = Uo(s)c is a
solution of the column matrix equation st Y(Oj = yet) =: 0,
contradicting M disconjugate.
g.e.d.
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We shall use this later to construct a
solution for which detU(t) is never zero. We also need
the equation in a~other form:-
Lemma 2..:_§. (Copell(&] p49)
I~ (U,V) is a solution of the above which is invertible
for all t, then PCt) = VCt)U'"1Ct) is a solution of the
matrix Ricatti equation:
p' +PA +ATp+ p2 +C = 0.
pet) is symmetric iff (rr,V) is self conjugate.
To enable us to discuss disconjugacy we need some
ideas from Capell ([b)). Given the equation above letting
a(b, z(t) is a piece~wise'continuous vector valued
function on (a,b] , and yet) is a solution of y' = Ay + z
then t1
This result follows immediately from the result in
Copell since I> 0. 'I'hi.s gives the following sufficiency
condition:-
Lemma 5:7.M is disconjugate for a self adjoint k-flow
if C=(R + M +k1N)'O.
Proof. -C)O implies - ~: C(t)dt ~ 0 where integration
is component-wise.
Suppose we work on manifolds of strict ne:ative
if R has enough negative definiteness to make the matrix
C <0 and h8nC8 e isco:'l.ju:?;acy
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Notation : Given two symmetric (nxn) matrices A ,B then
·:1
A(B if B-A') O. ' Ie , B..., A is positive semi...,~fi~te'
Lemma5:8. M 'k; I.
Proof: ~1= k2 0 . . 01
0
0
0
To&termine a similar bound on the matrix ~ we need the
results on matrix norms in section ~.
Lemma 5:9. If N is a symmetric matrix there is an n2)O
st. N(n2r.
i, j =1 i=1
Pr 0of: Let N = (Ni j) L, j =1,•.,r x =
T r r 2xNx= C x.N ..x . = r N ..x .1 lJ J ~ 11 1
=
r
1:
i=1
N 2.. x. -11 1 t ejlN. f x . ,;JlNJ.P x . f +i<j=1 1J 1 - 1 J
r
IN ij I 2 IN. ·1 2c ( x. + x. )i j =1 1 1J J
~ (liN .. 1' - I 2 r 2 2(- x. + I1N .. \ x.) + 1: N .. (x.+x.)i J=1 lJ 1- 1J J i<j=1 1J 1 J
= - 1:( rCi,j=1 \N ijl
2x· .1
T ') T'
SO ~ (n'-I - N) 25 ) . C (liN. TA .. + IlIT., .fx .) 2 + .f. (2.c "
1< .J =1 1J 1 -L._) ,J ~~ '~ n -- '~:"1'1i:j _)x~
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); 0 when n2 ~ maximum C
i==1, •• ,r
tn8.ximum C
j:01, •• ,r
r.r.~~;;))
.;1=1 -u
= )NI
5
since.N is symmetric.
Corollary5:9:1: Given any matrix N then there is an
n2 ~ 0 st _n2 I "N , n2 I.
Proof: Write N = tCN +NT ) + ~CN- NT) = symmetric + skew
xTNx == ~ !TCN+NT)! + 0
By above ~(N+NT)~t(N+NT)5I, and --a-(N+NT\)~~'(N+NT)151
. = I~(N + NT)) 5 I.
So -H(N+NT)I5I' N~I~(N+NT)15I.
q.e.d.
; ,
L
Definition: Let p: FnH~Fr+1H: (x'v'J"1' •• ':sn_1) .... (x,\r~l1' •. ,1r)
fer 1"'<1'-1,
and Nk be Cl. 1f-section of a ls-flow, then:- .\
(i) an n-frame Fev) eFnM completes Nk(v) at v if pcF'(v ) = Ni~(V). i"~
A
ie. they agree in the first r+1 places .•
eli) A section F : T1M-+FnM completes the k-section if
poF = Nk •
~~.,.
Corollary 5:9:2. For all v s T1~1and any !-flow giving
variation matrix N as before then there is a number n2(v)
st for dny co~pletion of Nk(v) at v N(v)(n2(v)1
Proof: Given veT1M and any completion Fev) of Nk(v) we
can form in the usual way the frame basis alon~ the k-line
throUGh v. and the matrix . at v. By the above
'r / ~ TN(v)( H(Nev)+N(v) )15I.~ ~(n-1) I(N+N )12
usin.G Lemma 0;5
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Hence »te could take n2(v)=~(n_1)"~ IN(v) + N(v)Ti 2
,
Now suppose we take another completion F (v) at v
,
giving a variati09 matrix N (v) say. Then by the work
preceding Propn 4:10 then N(v(t» = e N' (v(t» eT for all
t and a constant orthogonal matrix 9; and hence by.
Pr-opos i t i.on 0:6 IN(v)12 = 'N' (v)\ 2 • So we get the
same value for n2(v) whichever frame completion is used.
q.e.d.
Defini tion : Given a k-flow on a manifold M w i.uh 'I/3.riation
matrices IvI,Nthen the f Low has disconjugacy number K;~ 0
if it is tl~e least number st along any ~-line I'l+ k1N , K;r,
else the disconjugacy nurnber is 00.
CorollarY5:9:2 above shows that the disconjugacy number
exists at each point v e T1fvi, since any completion gives
a common upper bound for N.
Examples; (i) Geodesic Flow" }j=I'~=O so K; = O.
(li) For a ~ = (x ) f Low on an oriented surfac.e
M+ k1N = (2k2J so K; =2k2•
Proposition 5:10. For a self adjoint le-flow on a compact
2manifold T1then K1<00.
Proof; Given a completion F(v) at v and the matrices
M,N formed along the ~-line. These were defined in terms
of the matrices D.. = (KoTN(x, v, 0 E!1 F .) ,F.) and E .. ="lJ J 1 lJ
(Kofrl:(x,v ,F'@VF.)F.)'iJ'-1n1J v ,] , l • , - , •• , - •
The elements of D can be regarded as part of the
following sequence of maps for any v and any completion
at v.
~
T1r1e T1Me T1M~ TTMx TM-~>TTM x TM__'TM e TM__':R
(x,v eee f)......-. ((x,v,O ID e),(x,f))~ (TN(O e e),(x,f))~
(KoTN(Oee),(x,f))~(KoTN(Oee), f> • This is a smooth rEo.\-"o.\vM. x
function '0",. 0.'. compact manifold·· and hence bdd.
We can treat E in a similar manner.However we have
terms in (F. ID V F.), but since the k
1
• are fixed then
J v J
these vectors V N. = k·~·1N. 1 - k.N. 1 etc lie in thev 1 1+ 1+ 1 l-
compact manifold TCM= {WGTr1:JlwlJ<c} for some c)o. 'de
then have:-
T1r·1 e T1M ID T1M \1) T\l---+TTM x TrJj~Tr·1 x Tr1~TM e Tr·1..... JR.
(x, v @ e e f ID g )~(( x, v, e 6l f ),(x , g)) ~ (TN(x, v, e $ f) ,(x, g»)
t---+) (KoTN ex, v, e ID f), (x, g ))~ (KoTNex, v, e ID £), g}- x
where again this is a smooth map on 0.. compact manifolds, N:o\-\fC.\u&:l
and hence bdd.
q.e.d.
La~er we shall need some estimatesfor the size of the
~atrices D and E:-
Corollary 5:10:1. Given a self adjoint k-flow on a
c ompact manifold then there are numbers D,E). 0 st along
any ~--line and for any completion \E(v)12(E and \D(v)I2.<D.
Proof: By argu,ment above.
q.e.d.
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Proposition 5:11. Given a compact Riemannian manifold,M,
I "of negative curvature such that the sectlonal curvature
at ahy point' _i2, and a self adj oint k-flo\\lonr.!with
I -
then :M is d" "t for the,sconJuga edisconjugacy number K~
flow if (K; - K2) ",0.
Proof: By lemma 5:7 sufficient to show R + M + k1N('0. for
any completion along any ~-line of M.
By Cor 4 :4:3 R is negative definite and
xTRx ~ _K2\1xll2.
By the Propn above ~T (M +k1N) ~ , ~T (K~ I ) ~ , K; :Ix" 2
SO ~T(R + M+ k1N)~ ~ (K2_K;) 0
q.e.d.
Examples: (i) Any manifold of non-positive curvature i~
disconjugate for the geodesic flow, reduces to no
conjugate points as in the study of Jacobi Fields.
(di ) An oriented surface of negative curvature"
-2k~ is disconjugate for either ~ = lk1) flOW.
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Section 6: 9onst~uction of a contracting Subspace.
We have seen that the normal k-fields are column
»
matrix solutions of the matrix eqM&tions:-
u' =A(t)U + V.
, 'I'
V = -c (t )u - A (t) V
} ...... (1)
We shall constr~ct a particular solution of
the above by adapting a method in Copell (~Cha:pt. 2)
using in particular:
Lemma A. If (P,Q) is a self conjugate solution of (1)
st.detP(t) ~ 0 for all t)-O then any solution of (1) is
given by U(t) ~PC t) [11+ J~pllJ p!Id~ . N] \;h~re 11C:2, u)
=N, \V(U,U)= IVITI_\;- NTr'l. ~:wher'e. p-T is notation for (p-t)T
From now on we assume that we have a k-flow on a
manifold disconjugate for the flow.
Lemma 6:1. Alon~ any ~-line« there is a normal ~-field
st Y (0) = c and Y (s) = 0 for any column matrix c.s s
Proof: Let (P,Q) be the solution of (1) st P(-1) = 0
," ,and P (-1) = I. then detP( -1 ) = 0 and hence by the
disc onjugacy hypothesis detp( t) ...0 for t> O. (Propn5: 5) .
Let Us(t) be the soluticn of (1) coinciding
on ~,s1 with
ie U (s) = 0;s
Then by Lemma A above
-'j -?
p p d.u
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wher-e M=1~p-1p~Tdu. and N = -1.
At s = -1
»symmetric and VV(P,U ) = -I.- s
-I = W(P,Us) = _pI (-1)Us(-1) = -Us(-1)
since !'l is
So U (t). s is the self conjugate solution of (1) st
IU (-1) = 0 and U (-1) = I.s s
Disconjugacu says that Us(O) is invertible since
detUs(s) = 0 for s)O. Hence given any column matrix c .0
then y (t)=U (t).U-1(O).c is a normal k-field sts s s
q.e.d.
-Geometrically this can be interpnted by taking a
variation Xs with normal part Ys 1 say Xs (0) == ys(0). Then
for all s~O ve have a family of ~-lines starting within
S of X(O) and cutting the original k-line close to
xes). (All passing through xes) for geodesics).
To construct a contracting s~bspace we consider the
limiting case as s~ ClIO.
Le~ma 6:2. Along any ~-line there is a normal k-field
y (t) sty (0) = . c and Y (t) = 1im Ys(t) for any c.
s.. "
, ....,
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Proof: For s) 0
Setting (d.) \!JO(t) = pet) p-1(0) then ~"Ois invertible for t~O.
» -1
( :ii) Ws ( t) = Us( t )Us(0) for s). O. so 1,11 s (0) = I, Ws ( s ) = 0
Wo and VIs are solutions of (1) and so by lemma
fo
we can .
rr . ] -1 -Tset W s ( t) =Wo( t ) LMs + So ( t )Nsw her e So ( t) = 0 VI0(u )1:10(u )du •
W(O)=I impliesthatI=I(M +O)~M =Iforalls.s s -r s
W (s) = 0s
-1
implies that Ns = -SO(s) since WO(s) ...0, WO(-1)=0
-1
Following a similar met.hod to Copell we show lim SO(s) ex i s t s s-
s .,.IJIOO
For any invertible matrix A, ATA~O so if s2~ s1
Hartman (t''1J p388)
-1
So Ns = -So(s) is a monotonically increasing symmetric
-1 -1
matrix function st Ns' 0 for all s . (A<B<O~B ~ A Capell [b]
p41). Hence applying Riesz I s Lemma (Hartman \)21 p387) this
implies that lim N
s~tJO s
exi.sts. Put limN = N and let
S4d) s
[
(t -1 -T ]
\v(t) = WO(t) I + Jo WO(U)'/IOCu).duN
vJCO) = \\TOCO)= I so yCt) =W(t)c is the desired normal k-field.
q.e.d.
Definition: A solution (U,V) is Principal if
(i) it is self conjugate and invertible on [O,~)
(et -1 -T ) -1(:ii).~ Jo Y(u)Y(u)du = o.
LeDma B.(Copell(l.)p4·1) If (U1~V1),(U.?,V2) are self COi,,:,jU[ate
solutions o.f (1), invertible for all t~O and
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U2 = U1 [M+ ~ U~U~ dU.I!] then
(~. ii~.ii~.dU.r = MTU~ii~ii~dU.M+ N]
Lemma C: (Copellfi,Jp43)A. principal solution is determined
uniquely up to constant invertible factor.
Definition:If Y is a normal !-field along a ~-line st
yet) = W(t)c then Y is a limit normal k-field.
Lemma 6:3. A16ng any k-line there is an (n-1) family of
normal ~-fields Jt st if YaJ(. it is a limit normal k-field
for any parameterisation of the k-line.ie. independent of
the initial point bn the k-line.
Proof: Choose a pararneterisc..tion of the }s-line C : I--+r1
and form the matrix solution Wet). Consider the
of ~-fields formed by qc = {Y: yet) =l,'J(t)cfor
Wet) is invertible for all t) 0 since:
(L) t=O \'leO) =1:Jo(O) = I
(li) t)O "(}t)So(t) [S~(t) +NJ = \v(t)
vloCt), soCt) are invertible for all t~O since
Wo(-1) = So (-1) = 0 and hence Lnver t i ble for all t) 0 by
family
disconjugacy.
-1 n -1 -1N=-tl~So(t) by def and -soCt)' -SO(s)~N for t's
by lemma 6: 2. Hence N + §~ (t)> 0 and hence invertible.
So detVJCt).O for t).O, and ~c = {Y: Y=1tl(t)c} is
an n-1 fa~ily since the columns of Ware independent.
By lemma A rn'1('1 'I) ,~ ,'J. 0,', ,. ,'. - 1\1 1" -',f ','.I, '.. - ....i - 'i ~ since N is sYD~etric
as the limit of symmetric matrices.
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(fa W1WTdU y1
-1 '= SO(t) + N.
-1So as t-+oolim So + N = -N + N = O.
t....oo ,
By lemma B
.
Wet) is hence a principal solution and hence by lemma C
determined up to constant facton.
Now suppose we reparameterise the k-line and
obtain d(t) = c(t +'C), and let ;(t) =vt(t +1;), so
Z(t) = lim Z (t)}·" = W(t·+~)= limw (t +'t.)
s~~ s s.~s
Z(t) is invertible and self conjugate.
et -1 -T ct+'t -1-T" jo W\il+~ \1(u+,;)du = j"!; W vi dv
(t+"-1 _T 1: -1- T
" jo I" W d v - So W ',/ d v = S (t + ~ ) + K say 0
so((t. -1 T )-1 1 -1 [-1 -1 -1 -'1]J
o
Z Z du = (S (t+-C»(I+KS (t+-c» (I'l+N)=r--l<'I+Nl'-J).
lim ~~t) = 0 since W is principal and hence
t..... ~:.(J:Z1ZTdUf=Oo
~,
t,-1-TZ Z du
0....
.' ,
Hence Z is a principal solution and by Lemma C differs
from \11 only by a constant invertible factor. Hence ~c == ~ d
and the family of k-fields thus formed is independent of
starting point.
q.e.d.
In the geodesic case this construction is the basis
of all uroofs of ~nosovity on ma~ifold3 of nerntivc
curvature, be it by strict operator manipulation (A~osov
[2]j'\nosov& Sinai[3],Eberleiri[S])or ~eor.letrically(Avez[s).
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Int~itiv~ly, (factually for geodesics), this
corresponds to the construction of an assymptotic family
of }s-lines as ~.o to a given k-line. The negative
curvature of the manifold is used to show this is an
exponential osymptotic±ty.
\'Ie have shown that if [Xo(t), I.X1et)"",Xn_1(t))
represents a k-field with normal' part yet) then XoCt)
·satisfies:
dXo =
dt
by nProp 4:7.
Definition: For a k-line c:I M let
lc = {X: X is a }s-field on c
3£c is an n-1 family of k-fields alone;c,QS Show" bf:\ow.
Defini tion: For v e T1M generating:;the k-line c through c
let E~ = {ex,v,x eVvx): X'~ }.
Proposition 4:4. E~ is n-1 dimensional subspace of TvT1M
such that Tft (~) = ~(v) • ie flow invariant.
sProof:Ev is generated by }s-fields along c given by the
p~incipal solution W along c and a tan~ential component.
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The addition of tangential components to two linearly
independent normal ~-fields does not laffect the
. ,
dependence and so ES are n-1 famili~s of vectors.
i v I'
T'Pt: (x,v ,X eVvX ). ~ (x (t),v~t),X(t) eVv(t) X)
IBy lemma:6:4 the normal part of the ~-field Y satisfies
Y(t)~Jld' whereClOdas before is c rep,arameter±sed:d(s)=c(t+s),
and XO(t) = k1 1X1 (u)du. So X(t)£ lld and (X(t) e Vv( t)X) '" E~(t).
,.,
Consider conversely (x(a) eVv(O)X)t E~(t)
yeO) = ZeO)c for some constant c and matrix Z
as in lamma6:3. XO(O) = k1 J:CjZ1jCU)dU
Reparameterising Z as in lemma6:3 to obtain VJ put
pet) = k1 rIV1/U)CjdU-WCt)C .
then Tft( peo) $Vv(O)P) = X(O) mVv(O)X by invariance
properties of principal solutions.
q.e.d.
We begin now to make some estimates "Ofthe growth
of the k-fields along c. 'vJe have the Riemann metric on
TT1M given by:
2
~e ,,~
2IIICx,v,emf)llIv = + If f If x ' Appendix A.
If we have a fixed frame ev,N1, ••,Nr,E1, ••,Es) and
vectorfields X,Y along c then
IIxCt),vCt),X(t) eYCt)1I12 = IX(t)12 + IYCt)12
where' lis the matrix norms.
L 6 ~ If X(t)~X is~a k-field alona· a k-line c .ste::nma :/. c. _ " b
~·'.". c "0'"10""'"""',""1 1 •. n~ ,,' rl ,- "r. ,_~ ~ ,,-: -x c !"(·t1r " .)I-r(O)" 8-ct fOI~
v - 1 - _ _ --. .' '_, - ,,-. "(;.- .' 1 :..t· ,:; " 1 / Ii... ,;...U .t. ,,-
all t)O.th~p'-OX(t)U"b I\X(O)\\e-ctfor all t~ 0 and constants
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Proof: If lly(t>l(a'~(o)Ue-ct then
-cteIy ( t ~<air (0 )1
Cl
'Xo( t ~ - \k1 (X1 (U)dul ~ 'k1flX1(u)1 du
(,'k1 J~\Y(U) Idu ak1IY(O)(e-cu du
= ak1 \\Y ( 0)\\e-c t
c
Hence
So
-cte and b is i.ndependent of the
k-line.
q.e.d.
This says that the normal part of the ~-field
determines the hyperbolic nature of the whole k-field.
To consider V vx we need the following
result on principal solutions, adapted from Copello
Lemma 6:6. If UCt) is a self conjugate principal solution
of (1) then JU'Ct) U-(t)I~L2 for constant L2)O independent
of the k-line.
~~Uvi; ~8cclll G~at iE (U,V) is a self conjugate, invertible
~"'lsolution of (1) then P =:= V U is a solution of:
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p' + PA + AT P + p2 +C =' O. Lemma 5:6.
By the work -leading up to Prop 5:10 there is L~ st
-L~ I ~ C ~ L6 I .
(L) Consider the eigenvq.lues of P, say l corresponding
to 'A, of unit length.
:fTp's = - ~T C J,... ~Tp2j _ ~ ATp~ - ~PA'S
= - STcl - A'fCAT + A )'S - ~-2 fl
= -'~}C _}..2.
, L~ - A2.
using symmetry of P , jis unit and A + AT = O.
Hence 3T P 'j<0 when L6 - ,,2 < 0 ie.~" -Lo orA') La.
(Ii) Consider a fixed time s and the interval [s ,s+~J
If J1 is the smallest eigenvalue of P claim p- (t) ~ -LO
Suppose not and f(s) (. -LO ie lJ.(s)2 ~ L6
For small h:
ITpCt + h)~ = XT P( t)3' + h[3T p' (t )1 + 0( 13
:.r(t+h)~ f(t) +h 0(1) if f2(t)~L6 by (i)
D+JJ(t) = lim %[ll(t+h) - U(t~ < lim 0(1) = o.
, h~+ r I h 0+
then
D+p(s ) 0 by assumption, so ret) is a cts function
st f(S)'-LO' D}Cs) < 0 and if fJ-(t)<-LDthen D+P.(t)( 0
Hence by mean value theorem Il( t) < -LO for t ).s.
------Lo -Lo
~ ,,~. 6\0''" nol: ~ I
~ ~vt&\'rf
Consider the function f(t) st f(s) = rCs), f'Ct)= -t~Ct).
n n-e l
d fet) = (_1)n n\ (f(t»
, .n
Q"(; 2n
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By Taylor~ theorem:
f(t) = f(s) - -;(t~s)f(s)2 + (-a-f<t-s)2f(s)3- (-a-)3(t-s)3f(s)4 .•••
= f(s) r1+-a-f.(S)Ct-s~ -1
i1 -1= r(s) [1+-a-r(s) C t-s)J
Hence rCt)' fCt)~ ~C~)[1+-a-rCS)(t-sJ-1
RHS-+- 00 as t"'S-'Y2r(S) .: rCs)( 0 so s-J2rCS) ') s+ Y2.l..o
pCt) is continuous on [S,S+1;2Lcl and hence bdd on the
interval. So s-1;2fCs)) s+1f2Lo
pCS)> -La cont.r-adi ctLng hypothesis.
(~) A similar arguement on the largest eigenvalue, VCt),
arguing by contradiction shows that Y Ct) ~ La.
Hence pCs) has eigenvalues in the range [-La ,LO] for all s
Since P is symmetric \P'3 = max leigenvalues) = maxUl,ll~\IY(q
~ rIO
"I
¢
\1'\ ~ (11-1) Lo"" \ A\
~ r} since A is bounded;Qor 5:10: -1
Now by lammaO:5
Nureover all of these esti:nates are independent of
the particular k-line.
q.e.d.
We use this estimate in the proof of a lemma
adapted from Eberlein, which for completeness we give
in full.
Lemma 6:7. Given any t-line and any R)O, then there is
to> 0 st \\YCt)\\)R \\y' (0)1 for t)to and any normal
k-field Y st YCO)= O.
Proof:Let (P,Q) be the matrix solution of (1) st
,
pC 0) = O,P (0) == I. r'Tult i.pLying by a constant 1;:12 can aSSUJ;W
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~Y'(a)1 = 1 since Y(t)=p(t)c for some constant c.
By disconjugacy pet) is self conjugate and invertible
for t).O.
Let
»
[m -1-T
M(t)= Jt pp du for t~a
By differentiation and substitution D(t) = P_(t) M(t)
-1-T
is a s~lf conjugate solution of (1). PP) a so M(t)
and hence D(t), is invertible for t) 0.
.E = D' - A( t)D
,
Let Q = P - A ( t) P
-1 _ -1
V = ED IT = QP
-T -1 -1
(U-VXt) = p (t)M (t) P (t)
P ,D are self conjugate solutions, since pea) =D(a)
By lemma5:6 U,V are sy~metric solutions of the matrix
• • 0 • t JRn-1Ricattl equatlon. DO for a unlt vec or xC :
I(H\t).P"<t)x, p(t)x)1 ~ IZ{f11p1x,x)1 cl~U-V)x ,x)1
I (px , x)/+ l(yx ,x)I
= 'x TUx' + \ x TVxl
< _xT( 'U\ 5 + \Vl 5) I x
= xTx Cl u] 5 + , v\ 5)
= "xB2( IUl5 + 'VI5) lemma 5:9.
since U,V are symmetric.
= (lU'5 + ,vt 5) since x is unit.
<. (lUi +\V\)cby equiv of norms.
'2cL2 by lemma6:6 abOve.
If ~s) is the largest eigenvalue of Mes) then ~l(s)
is the smallest eigenvalue of Mes) for s~o. M is positive
definite so all the eigenvalues are positive. SO IMI2 =A(s).
""", 1::1 \2/ -1 'r -:1 , ,:;:1
Heric e //\;,s) 1- (b)x ~ (.Px)- I-1 (li),rx)
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._ I(M1(t)A1(t) x,A1(t)x)1 '2CL2 by previous.
So IIp}t)xn2 < (2cL2)A(S) = (2CL2) ;IM(t)k
I
Since x is a unit.vector we take the: operator norm to
I
obtain: Ip1(t)l 3 < (2CL2Y~-,r-'1(t)\2i
i
.f JRn-1. th . t tHence l ye lS ano er unl vec or:
By definition M(t)-.O as t-Joco, so given '-R) 0 there is
to st Irvl(t)'2(}t2CL2R2 for t)to'
SO UPC t )Y\\) R lor t to
Result follows since the above is true for all unit y.
q.e.d.
\·Vecan use this to characterise ~ c'
Proposition6:8. If Y i4 a normal k-field along a k-line
st nY(t)u is bdd above for all t then Ye~.
Proof: Need to show that yet) =1:1et)c for some constant
c. Consider the normal k-field Y et)=\\l (t)Y(O) for- r r .
W,\I/r as in lemma 6:2. weo) =WreO) = I.
Let Z et) = ey-y Xt) be a normal k-field str r
ZreO) =(Y-YrXO)ClD.NO\'!"Y(t)\\~ A for some A, and all t)O •.
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then IZr(r)~\Yr(r)-Y(r)I' ,Y(r)\ + ,Yr(r)\( A + 0
Choose R}O, then there is tR st given a normal ~-field Z
along c st Z(O) : 0 then \Z'(O~~ ~ IZ(t)1 for t)tH•
Hence there. is r >tR st Iz~ (0)1<: 1R lZr(r)I ( AIR'
.
Let R~CJ) then 0 = lim'Z~(O)\ = lim 'Cf' - y' XO)\
~CD r...CD r
= 1 imtY, (0» - Y' (0 ~
~CD r
, , ,
implies that Y (0) = lim Wr(O) c = W (0) C
Il+CD
SO Y(O)=\v(O)c,y'(O)=W'(O)c, and by uniqueness of
solution given by initial conditions then yet) = H(t) c
q.e.d.
Proposition6:9: 'I'hez-e is d2)O st if
c the~IVIJ(t,\\(d2 \\X(t)\\.
Xs.*c for any k-linev _
Proof: If xe~ let Y be its normal ~-field., then
yet) = W(t) c for some constant c and 1,1 as in lemma §:3.
2
B l[:::J
= 0 +\ y' +- ;~x\ say since x~ - k1X1=0
by definition of ~-field, wher-e Vvx J.v.
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A is an (n~1)xn matrix· and X a column matrix, so
lI'Vvxll,Iy" + lA \3\X\' the oper.ator norm.
, .,
y (t) =vl (t) c ~so:
\ly'ct)n=lw' (t) c\ = \ltl'W1W c\(\\V'W\Jwc\ = Iw'w113 ,yl
4 \VJ 'w1\(n-1) \\y U by equi.va'Lence of norms
(n~1)L2\\y' by lemma6:6
and L2 independent of the k-line.
So \\'1 vxU <.(n-1 )L2 \\y\\ + \ A \3 \\ x\\~ ((n-1)L2 +1A 13) II Xii
= d2 Ixl for d'independent of the ~-line'since
A is a constant matrix.
q.e.d.
Corollary6:9:1. There is d;)O st if y(~c is a normal k-field
aLong any ~-line c then \\y'(t)\\<d; "y(t)"
Fr.·oof:Contained in the above.
Note: The above is true for more general k-fields than
those of J( c •
The Anosov properties also require a contracting
subspace as t...- roo Consider the reverse If-flow CPt'
whose k-lines are those of the original k;flow with
opposite orientation.(lemma2:6 et al).
Defini tion : Given a k-line c of a k=f'Low let ~ be- -c
the space of k-fields of t~e reverse flow along -c.
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Lemma6:10. If X(t) is a k-field of a k-flow along c then
X-et) is a k-field of the reverse flow along (-c) wher~
Proof: If X is a ~-fie+d then it is the variation
vec~or field of a variation through k-lines, Lemma3:3;
say V;Ix(-E,E)--~) M
(t , u ) In ) Cu (t)
where Cu is a k-line of the flow for fixed u.
Reversing this variation to obtain:
V-: I x (- t, t: ) ) M
then V- is a variation through k-lines of the reverse
flow, since c (-t) is a reverse k-line of cu(t).u -
Moreover X with the opposite orientation is the variation
vectorfield, ie X-.
~--..........(~---
q.e.d.
Corollary6:8:1. If 'Pt is a self adjoint ~-flow on M then
the reverse t-floVI,'jIt' is self adjoint.
By above X is a t-field of <Pt X- is a k-field of" t
Consider the normal parts of X,X-, say Y,Y- resp.
yet) = Y-e-t) and so if (Y,Z) satisfy:
I
,Y = AY --+ Z
t z I = -CY-A'J1Z
where
[
e AT]
A I
is symmetric
then (Y-,Z-) satisfies:
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and the matrix (OC-t)
-AC-t)
I
{
CY-) = C-AC-t))y-+Z-
(Z-) I = _ (C(-t))s: _ (-AC-t))TZ-
T
-AC-rt) ] is also symmetric
and he~ce the reverse k-flow is self adjoint. (Introduction
to Section 5).
q.e.d.
Definition: For all vflT1r'1 let E~ = {Cx,v,XCO) .Vv(O)X):
xi ~-c }
Proposition6:11. E~ is Tcptinvariant, T<PtCE~)=E~(v)'
Proof ~ If 4Jt is the reverse k-flow then by Propn6: 4
Since 'Pt is the reu-erse then 'Pttf-t ::CPtlJ'_t= id.
Hence
q.e.d.
We can now give sufficient conditions for the
Anosovity of a ~-flow in terms of the behaviour of its
t-lines CVariations) and in particular the two families
just constructed.
/
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Proposition6:12. A ~-flow on a co~pact manifold, M,
!
disconjugate for the flow is Anosov if given ~-fields
# I
. xe~, X-~.)(-4' along any ~-line d 04 the flow then t.he i n
- I
normal ~-fields y,y resp satisfy~
,'yet) U<a ""yeo) \\ ect
Ily- et l\(b l\y- e0 ~\ ~ct
f'ot' t)Q and a, b,c)Q constants independent of the k-line.
Proof: If X£~ (x eo) e Vv ( 0) X ) e E~
.' . ... .~_ .._'.
By n T'Pt (x,v,X e~X)) e E~(t)Prop 6:4
\\x ( t )I~.I~\\x ( °)\\ -ctBy lemma6:5 e and
Propn6:9 UVv( t )=q~2c12~xeO)U -ct for t~o.by e
Hence \\\T<t't eXe vvx~l 2 = \\xe.t)\\ 2 +\\Vv(t) x\\2
~ C1~+d2)12a2 nX(O)n2 ~2ct
~ (1 + d2jl,2a2C\\X(o\f +~VV(O)x"2)~?ct
= p2 \\\~ V~\\fe2ct
for t) O.
Hence one ot the four inequalities of Anosov is
satisfied.
eii.) By invariance for t,O:
If (x e'VvX) ~E~ then
I~(XeVvx ~I~lIT<l'-t T4tt(X eVvxil~ p \\\T"teX eVvx >\\\;ct
So mTct't ex e VvX)~\ ~ 'Yp lllx eVvxUI ect.
b t·· Li t . n .,so n Incqua 1 'les lor ~v'
(ill. ) If t he n X-i" ~ f o'r l-h.....~,rJ J. ~ 4'-d' - - v "
rever3e flow. We have
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and hence by the same analysis as above:
Hence
<. (1+d2)bq? \\X-:(0)\\2 :2ct
~ (1+d2)b2l,2q\XU2 +\\VVX\\ 2)
= q2\\\X e VV4\\2 €ct_.
\\\T'Pt(X6)VVX)\\\,q tUx 6)VVX\\\ect
(using -t)
=J:2ct
e
for t<o.
This is the first inequality established for EU and the
v
other is established by. (jj_).
(iv) This is the inequalities established, we now have
to show that T T1M= ES e EU EDZ .V V V v
dim ES = dim EU = n-1 and dimZ -1, so if E~ EU, Z are mutually
exclusive then the splitting is valid, since dimTvT1M= 2n-1.
If (X EDVvX)Co Zv then X(O) = cv ED ck1N1,
So T<Pt(XeVv_X) = (X(t) 6)Vv(t)X) is a !_s-field with Lnt t I'a.L
conditions (cv,ck1N1), and by lemma3:6:2,
f x(t) = cv(t)
f Vv(t)X = ck1N1(t) for all t.
So "'X(t) 6)Vv(t)x\\\ = ,cl (1 + k;)-a- ie a constant for t).O
but if (x e'tX) EE~ IIIX(t) 6)Vv( t )xll\ _.. 0 as t-+ro.
as t ......ro.
Hence we have mutual exclusivity.
q.e.d.
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Corollary6:12:1. A reversible k-flow is Anosov if
Igiuen any ~-field xc~ on any k-li~e c, with normal
I
IIy ( t )11 ~ a IIy (0) 'I ekt I:tor t). 0 •k) 0 •I
part Y then
Proof: l£-c = ~ d where d(t) = c(-t) since the reverse
k-lines are also k-lines of the flo~. Hence the second
set of conditions are satidfied.
q.e.d.
Example: For the geodesic flow we need only check
that any normal Jacobi field satisfies an exponential
condition, which classically is guaranteed by working
on negative curvature manifolds.
.'-'j)- ..
Section 2: On Manifolds of N§.gative curvature.
It is ·known that on a manifold of strict negative
curvature that the geodesic flow is Anosov. (Anosov (2.1)
By studying the ~-flows we have introduced curvature
terms due to the flow line~, ~ia the ki and the Nk; we
should like to know if we can make similar statements
by assigning to each f Low a number K st if K < 0 then the
flow is Anosov, this number depending 0;:-: ~, Nk and the
.... ~ . - - -
To allow us to put simple bounds oncurvature of the manifold.
the curvature we no~; ~&k on compact manifolds.--~-- . - .. _). ~_,-
-,
From the last section we saw that a k-flow is
Anosov if the normal k-fields Y4!!:tt.J satisfy:- 1c
IIY (t) n, c "y (U) \\ eC t
The invariance of 11 thus implies that:. , c
Vs, 1I{(t)lt§c ~f~(s_)U e(.~-~)
..~ - .- ~-" _.- - I
In particular this is true when d
2 (I Y II')) cl("Y.I~.
dt2 .
f'OI' i")"J_ __ ~_ .....' f':
"
./
Hence ':le begin by s-tudying:
Lem~a7:1. If Y is a normal ~-field along ~ ~-line
then ~o/dif (UYll2) = \\VvylF+k1(DY').Y+ (-R.-2M+k1E)Y.Y
Proof: Y is a vectorfield along th~ k-Jine with matrix
Trepresentation (0,Y1' .•••'Yn_1)
Using lemmaO:1
d7dt2 city II) = ifat2 « y ,y> ) = 2<V;Y, y) + 2 DVvYII 2
•
II
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by Cor4:1:1
" ...k~ 0 k,\f. --- 0 00 o -k, 0 --- 0 0- + I +
Y1
0 Y1
0 Y1
0 i k,\fA
I 0,
B C, •I • Yn-Yn-1 0 Y 0n-1
where B= 0 -'et, 0 0= -\f::-w~ 0 \r~\r3
k, 0 .\f. o -\c!-\c, 0
k. -kJ ktl<s
0 - ..~-'cI! Q0 0, 0
.. ....
.... '.'-, . '.\1; (.c 0'0 -
0 -\,~
~r 0,- t ~, Q0 fQ- _.
{see n
.,
C = T - 2M Prop 4:7 and the notation f oLk ow ing Prop5: 'is
NoV! . X. Y = <x, Y) lemma 4: 2
2 "'SO<V Y, Y) = (Y +213Y + (T-f'1);r). Y
v
!l , ,
and Y satisfies Y + 2:6Y- k1DY + CR + T - k1E)Y = 0
II' ,
So Y + 2BY + (T:"'~I)Y= k1DY + (-R+k1E-2IvI)Y
Q.e.d.
Proposition7:2. There is LO st if Y is a normal k-field
st yet) ... 0 on [O,sJ then:
for tc (O,s]
..
Proof: o/dt \\ yll = o/dt (Y, Y>~
= -a- (Y, Y) --t o/dt <Y, y)
.'
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Hence (d2;dt2UYU )nYU=~(~t2\\YU2)- (o/dtUy\b2
» ) k1DY' .Y+ (-R +k1E-2M) Y.Y lemma7:1
Nm,.T X. Y = Xiyi = yTX e JR. So
IDY' .r] = lyT(D 'Y)" ID~' '11lyTI1
< 'D \ '1 ,y' \.1 \ Y\1
~ 'D ~ (n-1 )2\\y 'u \\yl' norm equivalence
'" (n_1)2 ID 11 L~ I\Yl\2 Cor6:9:1
2 2 ,2 ' •(. (n-1)' DL1 \lYI for D as Cor5:10:1
Similarly I-r<_;y.yl = lyTEyl(yTt-;-(E+ETj4 To y Cor5:10:1
~ E'UYll2 for E as Cor 5 : 10 : 1
by definition of M
We are in a fuanifold of negative curvature so by
compact'ness there is K~) K~). 0 st curvature lies in
[-K~, -K~]Hence RY. Y. satisfies:
-K~ nYIl2 ( RY.Y ~ -K~ \\ yU 2 Cor4·: 3: 3
Hence
( d7 dt2 'I yl'#) (K~ - (n-1 )2L; D -2k~ -k1E)\lYil'?
d7c.t2l\YII ~ eK~-K~~'Y" say.
q.e.d •.
Proof: ye t) ...0 foz: t> 0 by construe tion.
q.e.d.
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In the above inequality La may well be negative, hence
to assign a number K to each k=f'Low st if K< <) the flow
is Anosov then we aave two considerations:-
(i) M is disconjugate for the flow.
(:ii) La) a in the above in-equality.
Id~ally this should be constructed from knowledge of
the manifold M, ~ and the ~-section, Nk, without a
detailed inspection of how the flow lines are related.
To date we have used the foTIowing
U.) The curvature of ~1l'ies in [-K~,-K;]
B:: [~2-~ I
-. 0 -k", •9
.~, 0 I
(ill) the flow has disconjugacy n~mber r~(00 .
estimates.
(iv) We have a map N1 :T1M.-.T1r'1 st the map KoTN gives
the matrices [oijJ[Ei)· Hence \"·,le can find the estimates
D,E we used above without direct reference to
the k-lines themselves, Cor~:10:~
Defini tion: Let K~:: (n-1 )2DL~ + 2k; + k1E where
L; = (n_1)¥aK1 + IBI ... ik1D.
By the above we can thtis estimate K~ by simply (?)
considering ~ and Nk• This may not be the closest
estimate for LO' for instance we could replace th~ constant
La by La(t) = (n-1)21D(t)I 1((n-1) K2 +-a-k1(n-1)'D(t~+(n-1)B)
-2k; --a-k;IE(t)+ET(t)1L~' and letting La:: m~x.Lo(tf, taken
over the k-lines of the flo~, and co~pletions of Nk.
riowe er we are attempting to obtain estimates based only
on the manifold,k and the ~-section, so while recognising
the pc ssi.bLe refinement ve shall c=e p to our D,E 8S jiwD.te.
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Definition: Given a k-flow on a manifold M, compact and
with nee;ative curvature let K==max[K~-K;,K~-K;] be the
j
I
Examples.ei) The geodesic flow on mJnif61ds of n~gative
2 '2 2 .curvature has KLj_= 0, ki ';D==E=Oand so K==maxe-K1 ,-K1)
= -K; and we obtain the usual curvature condition K< o.
Anosov number.
eli) For a _!s=(k) f'Low on a compact oriented surface
of constant negative cur-va tur-e ';K;, K~ = 0+2k2+k2 ==3k2, so
[ 2 2 2 2] 2 2K = max 2k -K1,. 3k -K1 .= 3k -K1• In justification. of the
remark that we may not have chosen the finest estimate
for L~ if the analysis is carried out _!s-line by _!s-line
then we can show that K;_k2 < 0 is sufficient to guarantee
LO> 0 , but we should still like to remain with the
D,E estimate.
Theorem7:3. A ~-flow on a compact manifold of ne~ative
curvature is Anosov if the Anosov number K( O.
Proof: If K (0 then the manifold is disconjugate for the
flow since K~- K; <0 ..... Propn5:11; also Lo=K;-K~)O
so the constant of Propn7:2 is positive. vie have to show
that if Ye~c then it satisfies an exponential condition.
If Yt1~.. then yet) =VJ(t)c = Lim 'vJ (t)c = lim Y (t) say.qG s-e-eo s s-eco s
For fixed t lim lYs(t) - yet)\ = O.
s-+oo
Sinceo(\,:(t)\ - 'YsCt)\\ ~ ys(t) - Y(t)\
then ie r (t)___.. ret).s
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nBy Prop 7:2
Claim rs(t) ~ rs(O) cosh~O (s-t)
cosmJLo s
Proof is an expansion. of a sketch in Avez (lSI)
Consider us(t) = rs(t) - rs(O)coshJL'o (s-t)
coshiflO s
us(O) = 0, uses) = -rs(O) (0, \is(t) = ·r-set) - LOrs(O)coSh£O (s-t)
coshJfJO s
so us(t)~ 0 by hypothesis.
u (t) is thus a concave functions
and sou Ct ) < 0 f or all t> O.s
Hence UYs(tll, l\Ys(O)\\coshJLo (s-t)
coshEo s
yeO) = YsCO) for all s since \vs(O) = W(O) = I, and so:-
11Y(t) n = lim l'y (t)"~ 1~(0)1l1im coshJrO (s-t)s-e-eo ssm ---;..---
coshEO s
# .. ,
= ~,Y(O)" lim \ coshJt'Os coshmot + sinhm s sinh n t I~m 0 0
cosh iL'Os cosi'iJ11os.
= IIY(0 ~l' lim 1cosh not + sinh Ro t.than LOs I
sm·
= IIY(o)\11{cosh-IL'Ot +sinh-~ t~ since thanx-+1 asx_"m
= iUY(O)U{~Lot+ eLot + ~LO t eLO t}
for t)O
Lo is independent of the ~-line, so we have the exponcnti~l
CO'1' i ti OYl I'c .....va U'-'.- ~ _'--" etC .
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Consider the reverse flow:
Lemma7:4. (i) If a k-flow i~ disconjugate on M so is the
reverse flow.
eli) If D,E are the variation constants for a
k-flow then they are the constants for the reverse flow.
Proof: If the reverse k-flow were not disconjugate then
there is a k-line d and a normal k-field Y along d with
yea) = Y(b) = 0 for a ...b.Then Y-(t) = Y(-t) is a normal
~-field along c-(t) of the disconjugate flow st c~(-a) =
c-(-b) = 0, contradiction.
(jj_) If N, is the k-section of the flow then
.it -
N~ = ( ... ,(-1)I+1Ni(-V), ....) is the reverse t-section,
lemma2:6.
Hence N':T1N~T1M: (x,w)~(x,N1C-w)) is the
analogue of N1, and
'1 1TN: TT 1'1__'TTM: (x,w,e,f).......(x,N(-w),e,DxN(e)-D_JTCf))
So if (v,..,Ni,..•,Ej, .. ) is a completion for Nk then
)i+1 - C) (-r+j+1( '\\ )(-v ~... , (-·1 Ni -v , .. , \ -1 ) Ej (-V)), • • • • is a
, ,
completion for Nl , say F ..
~ J
I ,'"D ..(-v) = (KoTN (x,-v,O G F .),F.) by definition
lJ J l
:=(C_1)i+j+1 -DvN(Fj),Fi) by expansion & lineari'~T
= (_1)i+jri..Cv)
lJ
So ID' (-v)\; = ne lD:.\
i,j=1 lJ
t
=
,So D =D by definition in Cor5:10:1
Similarly ~xpnnding E and using linearity properties
!
E .. ::~ ., and so
q.e.d.
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(Completion of proof of Theovem7:3)
So with the reverse k-flow we have the same estimatss
as for the original flow, ie same disconjugacy number,
same D,E and hence the same Anosov number. Applying the
analysis of the first par~ to the reverse normal k-fields
show they have the same exponential condition as the
orIhginal flow.
Hence by Propn6: 12 the flow, and its reverse f'Low
is Anosov.
q.e.d.
Corollary7:3:1. If a k-flow has Anosov number<O then
the reverse flow is also Anosov.
Proof: shown above.
Remarks: (i) As ~pected in the special case of the
geodesic flow we obtain Anosov's result that a geodesic
flow on a manifold of strict negative curvature is Anosov.
(n) Ak.=(k)-flow on an oriented surface of.....
constant ncga t i.vecurvature _K2 is Anosov if K2 < 3k2.
(Actually if K2 < 2k2.if ve consider the remark preceding
the definition of Anosov number)
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Section8: Necessary and sufficient conditions for the
Anosovity of self adjoint k-flows.
The previous section gave sufficient conditions in
terms of quantities direptly weasur able from the ~-section.
We should now like to give some necessary conditions to
complement this work and generalise the work of Eberlein
([7]), on the geodesic case.
As previously we shall use the normal k-fields
to ref~ect the variation properties,and to measure the
gr-owth of these ~~fields we use the following two functions.
(i) Since we built up the ~c,
satisfying yeO) == 0, Y (0) = I
g: JR-t....JR+: s," ...inf{l\y(s)\\:
from normal k-fields
cons!i;der:
Y is a normal ~-field along
some ls-line st Y(O)=Olt['(O~~= l.}
, ,This function measures the spread of the k-lines
through a point me~ since adding a tangential Comnonent
gives variations of the form: ~-
~~
~
(li) CP~]f(t___,..JR+: s ,"+ {supIY(s~:Yt~c st I,Y(o)1= 1'}
over all k-lines c. .
In some of the following proofs we shall consider
sequences of normal ~-fields, along ~-lines, making use
of the following properties of compact manifolds:'
Eberlein (C.,]), Given compac t fJ] and sequences {vJ £ 1:r'1 and
passing to a subsequence
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D~finition: On a compact manifold M, disconjugate for a
~-flow, given a sequence of normal ~,~fields,{Yn\ , on k
I
Ilines cn' they cbnverge to a normal k-field Y along a
k-line c if cn(O)~c(O), Yn(O)__'Y~O), Yn(O)__'Y(O).
I
This is well defined since specifying c(O) determines the
~line uniquely and by disconjugacy Y(O),Y(O) the normal
k-field.
Lemma 8: 1. (Compact Property) Let (yn1 be a sequence of
n~rmal ~-fields along t-lines {cJ ona compact manifold
disconjugate for the f'Low ; then if UYn(O)lIIIyn(o))\are
uniformly bdd above for all n, then in subsequence lYn\
tends to a normal k-field Y along a k-line c. Moreover
if un_' u < Cl), then Yn (un)-+Y(u), Yn (un) ___,..Y(u).
Proof: Set ~n = (cn(O)'~n(O)'Yn(O)'Yn(O)) e.TTM. For a
k-line Ucn(O)U :; 1, so Eberlein's result gives the first
part.
The second part follows by reparameterising cn
to give ~n(s) = cn(un+s) and considering Zn(s) = Yn(un+s)
along it. Taking the subsequence Yn'-'Y,by uniqueness
of normal ~-fields given initial conditions says Z -+ Zn
which is Y rep,'arameterised.
q.:e.d.
than compact, ie those whose Universal cover is compact
* * *ho~o[enco s, ~hcrc there is a compact B S M st M is
*the union of the t~anslates of B under the isometries of
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* *M . All the metric properties of M , hence by projection
*M, can be pulled back into the compact set B and the
above analysis pe~formed there, giving the estimates
for D,E as before and hence an Anosov number. Hence we
could prove our previous theorems on this more general M;
the proofs however being more complicated and only
technical details being added, rather than new ideas.
Hence we work on compact manifolds.
Eberlein shows that the function g satisfies:
Lemma 8:2. g(s ) ° and lower semi-cts for s·)0
Proof: g is the inf of a set of positive semi-cts fncs
H\Y(s) \l st yeO)=O, UICO»)! =11 Given el>O then
{s: g(s)(ocj is open in (0, co ) , so given So g is
semi-cts at So by crioos Lng OC=gCsc)
To show that ges» 0 we use the fact that there
is a Y st gCs) ~ yes) and by disconjugacy yes) ...0 for s) 0.
Since g is an inf there is a family of normal
~-fields (Yn1 on t-lines cn st Yn(O) = Q lIinCo)" =1
and nYn(s)D-+ges). By the compact property ~n__'Y along
c, since liyn(C)"= 0, \lYnCO)1l= 1. By continuity
YCO) = lim Y (0) = o,\\i(O)Il=.limllinCO)l\= 1 and ° .'l'{Cs)U=gCs).n..ro n n.....ro
q.e.d.
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Proposition 8: 3. If M is a compact manifold disconjugate
for an Anosov k-flow then there are no normal ~-fields, non-trivi~·
along any k-line st "yet)" is bdd above for all t.
f
Proof: If yet) is a normal k-field st IIY(t)\l<A for all
t and some constant A then let X be a ~-field along the
same ~-line, c, with Y as normal part(eg Solve XO=k1X1 st
XO(O) = 0).
lCt) = (x(t) eVv(t)x) eTvT1M
Anosov implies that TvT1r1 = E~ e E~ e Zv
= l1 +':12. +~3
so let.
11(t), ;(t),. 0 since if so ~ ~3:: (Bv(t) e k1BN1(t»
) for some constant B, and X(t)!! (B,O, ••• ,O)T ie Y. O.
So there is t2 st ~2(t2) + O.By the Anosov properties
mT4't(~2Ct2»\\\2 ~ I~\\~2(t2) \U2 e2ct for t)t2·
ie l\X(t)12 +llVvxf- ~ K\I;(t2)m e2ct•
If Y
By Corollary6:9:1 (remark) nVvxl\C(2 IlX(t)\\ for t)O
is bdd above for all t then Y~~c by Prop6:8 YQ~c.
So UX(t)\\2) Jt(1+K/-~) e2ct for t) O.
lXo(t)\ 2 + \\Y(t)l\2~ ~2ct implies 'Xo(t~) fre2ct_A2) ,(e2ct•
So IXo(t) I )Jiect for t)O.
, ct tctXo is cts so \Xo(t) )Pe or \Xo(t1(-P y
By the equation for a k-field \xO(t)\=k1 \Y1(t)\,k1 \Y(t)\,k1A
So Xo is a cts function st i(}t), Rect but Xo(t)(Q say
~hich is a contradictio~ by lookin~ at the function
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But there is T st }(ect) g(t» \XO(t)\ contradiction.
If X, (t1) .0 consider the reverse flow which is Anosov
and apply the above to get the contradiction.
q.e.d.
Intuitively this says that if we have an Anosov ~-flow
then there are no variations through ~-lines that stay
close together, they must spread out.
Corollary8:3:1 The geodesic flow onRn is not Anosov.
Proof: =f I j-) is a variation w i th ye t) ::1
2Corollary8:3:2. Any k-T Lov. on lli is not Anosov.
k-lines are circles with radius ~ , so consider
w i.t.h variation
q.e.d.
To prove the converse of the theorem we need:-
Genma8:4. If M a mits no non-zero normal k-fields Y
along any k-line st "ye t '\\bdd above for all t, then
there is A)'Ost if Y is a normal ~..field w i tihyeO) = 0
then \\r(t)a)AUY(f)~' fort~s).1.
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Proof: i\.gain this is an adaptation of a result ot
Eberlein, using our estimates for k-flows.
+Suppose f.alse then there is for each ne Z
a normal k-field Y along a k-line c st Y (0) = 0- n - n n
IIi (0)"=1, multiplying by a constant if necessary,n .
and numbers tn> sn) 1 st llYn(tn )11< Yn llYn(Sn)n
On [0, tJ choose \uj stUYn (un l\)\\Yn (s)\\ for ~s'tn
ie choose fuJ to maximise "YnU.
Claim u) S> o .. The proof is as Eberlein. by as sumj.ng notn
and producing a subsequence of normal ~-fieldslYJ st
yeO) = Li.m Yr,(u ) == 0 by ctuity, so lim \\Y (u )1= O.
n-+ro-J. n n....co n n
Hence since tn)O \\Yn(un,\),UYn(1)\[)g(1»0 by lemma2
contradicting since li11)I1Yn(un~l = g(1).
(b) For each n consider Yn on cn and reparameterisG
by 'net) = cn(t+ un). Zn(t) = Yn(un + t) since Yn(un) ...0
'lY (u Al by disc onjugacy.n n
then 2n is a normal k-field st:
(n) llZn(S)n~1 for -un(s(tn-un
(iv)"Zn(tn-un)\\~%. by hypothesis.
(v) \\Zn(O)U= nYn(O).
UYn(un:tl
If Wo is the self conjugate solution of the
matrix equation st ~vO(O)=0, Wo(O) = I then Yn(t) = \\!O(t)c.
-1 , 2
for some constant c. By lemrna6:6 \\7'0(t)'dO(t)"L
. -1 -1
SO UIn ( t )n = \ ;.~O':J d'l 0 c\ ~ POW0\ 3IIYn ( t )\\~ p \lyn (t )n
~v i'-n \..t)~~~.l-J ;:J.11u nenc e {lLJn(0)ilj'{lt~n(u)i'} are unirormly
bdd above.
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Choosing a subsequence lettZJ tend to Z along c. By
continuity "Z(O)II =1 , and so Z., 0, and subject to
the hypothesis that Z is not bdd above for all t.
»
The remainder of this proof is undiluted Eberlein
using lemma 6: 7. I;.le include it for completeness.
There are four cases to consider:-
(i) tn-un and un contain bdd subsequences.
Let tn-un_.t, and un~u~'>O
By ctuity Z(t) = 0 by property (iv) above
Z(-u)=O"n
But -u < 0 and t~O so by disconjugacy Z~O contradiction.n
" (jjjo) above
(n) u ~Q) and t -u contains a bdd subsequence.n n n
Let tn-un~t. By ctuity Z(t) = 0 by (iv)
By ctuity and property (:Do) Itzn(s)U '1 for s't 1
,
But Z is a ~- fie ld s t Z(0) = 0 and Z i 0 so Z ( t )>0 0
Hence by lemma6:7 llZ(s)l1~a-l as s~-Q). contradiction.
(ili)t -u~Q) and U~U<CD. By ctuity Z(u) =0.n n n
IIZn(tn-un~I<1h by property(iv) implies \\Z(8)\\-+O
as s~CD.Hence Z(u)=O and Z i 0 , so same contradicti.on
as above.
(iv) (t -u 4CD,U ~CD.n n n
UZn(s )D~1 for -un' s "tn-un
••• by ctuity liz (sll'1 for -m~\l <0), contradicting
unbdd hypothesis of lemma.
q.e.d.
Corollarv8;4:1. If M is a compnat nnnifol~ discon~ugate
'\ , .• I
" --
k-field \'lith yeO) = 0 then \\y(t1)\UY(s)U for all t)s).1.
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We can .interpret this geometrically by saylng that it
implies that all k-lines passing through a single point
diverge exponentially;
not
This is not as strong from a sufficiency point of view
as the condition of lemma8:4 since the geodesic flow
onlli~ non-Anosov, satisfies this for A=1.
we study the sufficiency of the condition
that M admits no non-trivial normal k-fields bdd above
for all t by considering ~es).
Lemma8:5. O~<pcs)' B and for all s).O, for some constant B.
Proof: If Y£.~c then yet) = W(t)c for some constant c
By c ona tr uc t Lon I\/(t) = ;::m\"r(t) where \Vr(O) = I, \fIrer) = O.
Let Y (t) = Iv (t)c wher-e Yr(O) = c , Yr(I') = 0
I' I'
Consider a reparameterisation of 0,. c (r-u) = 6(u),
ZI'(u) = Yr(r-u). So Zr is a normal ls-field st Zr(O) = O.
By hypothesis and lemma8:4 UZr(t'\~A. \\Zr(s)U for aLL t)s~1.
In particular UYr(t1\= \lZr(t-r1\, YA UZr(r)\\= YAUYr(O)"
= YAUy(O) n
for I' )r-t)1 'ie r) t+1. '
For fixed t let r__.CD and by ctui ty
"Y (t) I = lim "Y (t) n, 1fA U Y (0)1
I4CD r
Take Y st \\Y(O)\\ = 1 then \\Y(t)\I~ "YA
Hence <p:s) = sup{~y(o)\\~ YeJfc st\\Y(O)\\= 1} ~ 1~L
q.e.d.
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LemmaS:6. <f>c s -I.t)~ ct9Cs)• <1'( t)
Proof: For =s: "then Z (t) = lli2~~c
lIy (0)\1
Hence llZ(t)",qxt) So nY(t1\,\\YCO~\q9Ct)
S? given YeJ/c st UYCO)I\= 1 then:
llr (t +s )U'lly Cs )O<l'Ct )~ "Y (0)11 <\'c s ).<1' Ct) .
Hence CP(t+s) "CP(t). eRs)
.......
LemmaS: 7. Lf M admits no non-trivial normal k-fields
bdd above for all t then Cf'Cs)__.O as s-+<n.
Proof: (Hod Lf Lc at Lon of Eberlein)
<Pis a positive function so we huv e to ahow that
given any £>0 then there exists T)O st <PCs)(£for all 3)"1'.
Suppose not then there is £)0 and a sequence itl}-+co st
<PCt »s . NOI"i G'CS) == suplllY(S)ll: } so there is an "
sequence of normal ~-fields {YJ along ls-lines fcll st
OYnCO)1\=1 and, OYn(tn_)O>e.Yn'J!c
n
and so by Cor6:7:1
there is L st IIYn(O)U,L llYnCO)U=L for L independent
of the k-line.
By compact property let Yn-+Y in subsequence.
Leoma8:5:1 says <PCs) <B for s)o. Hence IIYnCt+tn)U, B
for 0 ~ t+tn < co. ie -tn" t < co. By continuity and the fact
that tn+m then \lYCt)"~B for all t.
So yet) is a normal l~-field on a k= Lf.ne bdd above for all
t contra ictin: t~e hypothesis.
q.e.d.
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For estimation we use:
Lemma (Eberlein p54) Let <1': Jf(L.-+ JR+ satisfy:
( i) q9 ( s ) <B. ( ±L) q'J ( t +s )~ c:Pc t ) • er> ( s ) ( ill)er> ( s )-+ 0 ass ......co
". -cs
then t.he r e are numbers q_,b)O st 't-(s), ae for all s~O.
Proposition 8: 8. If M is a compact manifold, disconjugate
for a ~-flow admitting no non-trivial normal k-fields
bdd. above for all t then the flow is Anosov.
Proof: By J;8mmasi3: 5,8: 6,8: 7 and the estimate above then
<PCs)' aecs for all s)O.
Take YQ~c then "y(t~\'I\YCO)\\ qJCt), a IIY(O)I1 ~ct
NO'.v consider the reverse flow and Y-Q J(-c' The same
hypotheses hold, since the reverse of a k-field is a
k-field.
Hence
-c +-1 ve for all t).O and
all y-t~_c.
By propn6:12 the flow is Anosov.
q.e.d.
Hence we have:
Theorem8:9. Given a compact manifold M disconjugate
for a k-flow then the flow is Anosov iff M admits no
non-trivial normal ~-fields,y, st "yet)" is bdd above
for all t.
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To complete this section we noted that if Y is a
normal k-field st yeO) = 0, then IIY(t)II)A JlY(s)lIfor
t~s~1 is not sufficient to guarantee Anosovity, the
ge odesLc case. However- proofs analogous to Eberlein (("7])
enable us to show:
A !5-floVl is Anosov if,'
(d ) there is A) 0 st for all non-trivd.:al normal k-fields
(:ii )
wit h Y(0) = 0 and
(00 dt < 00.J1 get)
on M
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Section 9: Some Remarks on families of k-.flmvs on
manifolds of negative curvature,
Up to this point we have only considered a single
k-flow on a manifold, with a given set of normals Nk. We
should like to ask if we can keep the N. and alter the
1.
k, analogous.to looking at a magnetic field, keeping
the normals but reducing the magnetic field strength.
In particular if a manifold M is of sufficient curvature
(negative) to ensure that a.given ~-flow is 'Anosov, by
decreasing the k. do we remain Anosov, since the limiting
1.
case ~1s= 0, the geodesic f Low , is An0E;ov?
To compare two flows we use the following idea:
Definition : Given t.wo f Lows Cl't' '/It on a manifold, N ,
then the flows are (topologically) conjugate if there
is a homeomorphism h:N....N st N..!!. N cornmutes ,
" '" ~-N~~T.U If, .1.,.
tie sends orbits to orbits.
\~e can also ask if vIeperturb the flow do we
alter its properties? Consider the set of all (fO f Lows
on T1M, say Flow(T1M).
Defin\tion: A flow is structurally stable if there is an open
nhd V of the flow in Flow(T1M) st any flow in V is conjugRte
to the original flow via a " . homeomorphism CO close to
the identity.
Theorem(Anosov) An Anosov flow 1S structurally stable.
Proof: Anosov (['31) p12.
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Consider the C1 topology~ This sa~s that two flows
X,Y on T1M are wi thin € of each oth~r if given any veT 1M,
I
»
letting c1,c2 be the integral
v then IIc1 (0) - c2(0)1I < £
n·e1(0) - .62 ( 0)11 < £
curves of X,Y resp through
I
fori all v e T1M.
Consider now two k-flows on T1M;
X ; T1M~T1~1 : (x, v )t--~ (x,v,v e k1N(x,v» w i,th k-sectio~ Nk
Y : T1M--+T'I,1r1 : (x,v) ~ (x ,v ,v e k~f1(x ,v » w i th k.!.section tv1 tok
So the integral curves of X satisfy:
Vvv=c+ f(v,v)=k1N1
V;v =·c + 3 r(v ,v) + r( r (v, v) .v ) +Dre v ,v, v) •
We can thus restate the C1 norm in terms of the covariant
and askinc that K,L be as small as possible.
Proposi tion 9: 1. On a compact manifold of strict negative
curvature there is a number K~O st if there is a J!=(k1, •• ,k;,:,J
flow on I'1 with k;+k~<K then it is conjugate to the
geodesic flow on M.
~hG geodesic flo~ is Anosov and hence stable, so
there is an t) 0 st any flo".': vri.t.h.i,n t of the Gc~)d~sic i;;
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conjugate to it. Hence we can adjust the values of k1
and k2 say by looking at k~+k~, and we can make the
"distance from ~he geodesic flow as close as we need.
q.e.d.
We attempt to answer two questions:
(i) Given a self adjoint k-flow on a manifo~;_'\'Jlthk-section
"
N say can we reduce the ki and still keepj.~g th~ same,
1'1 still have a le - flow?
(ji ) Given this type of k= f'Lov, as we reduce the k . to
l
zero, the geodesic case, are all the flows conjugate?
Alternatively as we increase from the geodesic case
how far can we go and still retain the Anosov
properties?
To this end we examine the equations for nor~al
k-fields and try to establish which parts will ~uar2ntee
these properties. Unfortunately we have to modify the
definition of Disconjugacy number and Anosov number~
to enable comparisons as t alters. Hence for considering
a single t-flow we use the definitions of section7, while
for comparing two flows weuse the adapted definitions.
In fact the new definitions are not novel but special
cases of the old.
Suppose we re~urn to the conditions on an arbitary
section ~:T1rvI-+Fr+111 thatrnake it a ls-section, s,':!ction2.
plane. By the computation in Lemma2:3 N: T1r1.....F2~1
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generated the k-flow iff
DN (x,v Qv, lrt{ - r(xX v ,v ))+ r(N ,v) :::-kv •
Subsequent compu~ation shows that N satisfies:
.(d) D N (v) - D N (r(v,v » + r(v,N) = O.x v
ttl.) kDvN(N(v) = -kv.
le we have separated the parts out that depend on k.In
the above case if we altered k the above would still hold
and we still have a k-section.
To produce analogous results we need:
r+1 1, '7 :> • )p : F t'I~T M : \.x, v , .,1 ' ••• ,) r) • ~ (x, v
i :Fr+1~1--+TFr+11:(X,v'~1'•••')r).....-.-.(x,v, ••'''\rXV(£) 0 0
I
•• (j) 0)
Definition: A sectionr:T1r'1~Fr+1r-1 is compatible if
T( ~op)o (io '$)= (ioJ) • ie
Fr+1~1 i :> rrFr+1n _-re 1)oTT M
II '1f, IITI.., ~
T1r--r s /I ~ '1'rr -i 1 I'IFr-t-III 1 com.nut es .
. 1 r+1 ( ) (Lemma 9:2. A sect i.onN:T M~F M: x,v ......x,v,N"" .•,N )
I r
is compatible iff DNi(x,vXv, -rCxX·v,v)) = -rcxXv,l'l~(N,v) Vi.
Proof: TNoTpoi(x,v,N1, •• ,Nr)=
(x , •• , Nr X V(£)O (£) • • • e TINi (v) + r(v ,Ni) e •••••• )
i (x ,v , • • ,N ) = (x,..., N Xv (j) 0 (j) • • • (j) 0) •r r
See appendix A for TN in covariant co-ordinates.
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Definition: For each k let jk : Fr+1r1_-tlo~TFr+1M by
X0(1)k1l1 (1)• • (1)k 0 1~o 1 - k o:to 1 (1)•••• ):r l+ l+ l l-
Lemma9: 3. A compatible section, N, is the k-section of
a k-flm'l iff
Fr+1M J- ' TFr(1M ) Tfl'1MrH Tp~ 'Ii V lTt4
T1M tJ ~ Fr+1M ~ TFr+1M-'~
Proof :Recall from section 2 the maps:
(i) Xk : F
r+1rfJ"'-"TFr+1rvr generating the k-flo\'l on Fr+1r-l.
eli) Zk: T1M___'TT1M: (x,v)t--+(x,v,v (1)k1N1(x,v))
then Xk = i e jk adding on fibres.- -
By Propn2: 5 N is a ~-section iff 'llNoZk= Xk 0 ~.- -
iff TNoTpo(i+jk)oN(x,v) = (i+jk)dN(x,v)
- -
TNoTp is linear on fibres.
iff eTNoTpOioNXx,v)+ (TNoTpojkoNXx,v) =
(ioNXx,v) + (jkoNXx,v) adding in fibres.
iff TN0 Tp 0 jk 0 N = jkoNsince N is compatible.
q.e.d.
"
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field strength.
Lemma9:4. If a compatible section is the ~-section of
a k-flow then it isthe k'section of any ~'-flow st klW'k:
.
Proof: If N is a k'"<osection then by the work in lemma2:3
the fibres of TFr+1MTNk0 Z = Xk 0 N implies that in- ~ -
(vee2+r(v,v) eDN1(x,vXv,e2) + r(N1,V) e ..... eDNr(v,e2) -I- r(Nr,v))
=
(v e k1N1(x,v) e .•• e k . 1N. 1-k.N. 1 e ... ED -k N 1)l+ l+ l l- r r-
where e2 = k1N1(x,v) - rCxXv,v).
ie.D N.(v)+k1D Nl·(N1)-D N.(r(V,V))+r(N.,v)x l v V l l
k . 1N. 1 - k .N. 1·l+ l+ l l-
N is compatible, therefore by lemma9:2 and line2rity
k1D_N.(N,,)=k. 1N~ 1-k.N. /,v l I l+ ~+ l l-I
Let le IN k t.neri dividing by k~/k1
1l1DN. (N1) == k ~ 1Nl 1 - k ~N. 1v l l+ + l l-
,~
Sub~tituting back into the equations, noting that the
compat ibLe , part is independent of ~,~', vse obtain the
,
same equations with the ki replaced by ki.
ie. TNk, oZk' == Xk' oN so N is a k'- section.
q.e.d.
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Corollary 9:4:1 If N:1'1M....F2M is compatible $Id the
! ,
~-section of·a ~=(k,O, ••,O) then it is a k -section
for all k' = Ct,O/ .•,O).
Proof. In the above N ia a k-section iff
if for one k.
.
Examples. Ca) On the Ldbachevsky plane taking right or
left hand normals. See examples in section 2.
Cb) On a 2n manifold if N : T1M--+F2M by
-v.
So gives a ~ = (k,O, •• ,0) f Low for all k ,
More generally if N(x,v) = (x,v,Av) for co~stant matrix
2
A st A = -I.
Corollary9:4;2. Any section on an orientable surface of
constant negative curvature is compatible and a ~ = (k)
section for all k.
Proof: Compatible by example (a) above and a k-section
since it is of the form:
o -11 [V, ], ) 0""_ l0(x -- 't \T) - '" v ,...."'~,..,, !-, 411:' , '"" :::: .J.~ 't -~)' ...1" " ')., /'! r, I \ /:1
~ , '- I VJ -
since the section is smooth.
, om this point on we chall assume th~t if two ~-flows
--IC::-I-
are compared then they have common ~-section.
To reduce the 'field strength' we need to make the
estimates of ae c t i on S . :B'orexample given a k-flow
on an oriented surface of constant negative curvature~
-:-K2,then the Anos ov number is 2k2_K2 < 0 if K2< 2k2.
So if we reduce k to zero then the Anosov number remains
negative, and hence we obtain:
Corollary9:4:3. Given a surface of constant negative
curvature _K2 then all k-flows are Anosov for k2(iK2.
To extend this result we have to use the estimates
for E,D,R as before. We can split E into:
E:;:E1 + E2 where E1= <KoTN(F j @ 0) -r>
E2= (KoTN(O @v. F.) ,F)v J l
D and E1 only depend on the section N, while E2 contains
terms in the k ..
l
Recall that we were interested in the matricEs:
M + k1N =[k~ Q J + k , O(BD +DTBT) .. ;;DTD - HE+ET»
Defini tion: Let k~ r Q ] + k, (-a-(BD+DTBT) - -a-(E2+E~))= G
i(DTD) - -a-(E1+E~)= H
80 M+k1N = G·!-k1H where G depends on _t,H does not.
We introduce a slightly altered disconjugacy n~mber
based on this new splitting.
-........ :"'.: - - ..... , ..." .
. .
M, then if there are numbers
is the disconjug cy number.
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Proposition9:5. On compact M K~<Cl) and M+k1N('K;I.
Proof: By construction M+k1N=G+k1H"(K;+k1K~)I= KL~I
Apply the same estimates as in Corollary5:10:1
-a-(E1+E~) < E(v)(E <CD
-a-(E2+E~)< E(v)(E <Cl)
So by same analysis ~<Cl)
q.e.d.
If K~ is the disconjugacy number as defined in section 5
then the above gives:
P:r~oposition 9: 6. If a compact manifold of negative
t 1. ,. PlTr2 K21curva ure aas curva~ure ln -n2,- 1
on f1 is disconjugate if K; ~ K~.
then a k-flow
Proof. By above K; ~ K~).K6 and hence by Prop5: 11
the manifold is disconjugate for the flow.
q.e.d.
I , ,
Definition: If k = (k1, .. ,k ) , k = (k1, ... ,k ) put- r - r
~" ~' iff k -k ' and k1, k~ •
Proposition 9:7. Given a It-flow on a compact manifold M
with disconjugacy number K2 and a compatible k-section
L~ '2 ,...
then the ~ t _ f'Lov; has disconjugacy number (1<4) ,~ for
\... .r
. all ~ #/' ~'.
Proof: If the flow has disconjugacy number Kil then
there are numbers st G~ K~.I H ~K~ I . Given another
" '2~ ~ ~ then H:= H by construction, and k1H~ k'iH~ k1K2 I.
Consider G= fk; ]
, .l Q
th9 ~,~ sect10ns areSince the same
,
D=D
Hence
G' = r\2 -Q - 01 +
B' = for some a
,;
(£2' ) .. :=1J
= a(E2)· .•1J
So
, 2
G = a G for
So for any completion
q.e.d.
W si~ilarly d0fine revi ea Anosov number.
By Prop 5; 9 vIe have the f oLlowi.ng :
D = sun {D(x,v,F(v)); over all ~-~in8s,cll completions}
Ei=::;up {Ei(x,v,F(v)); " 11 :; It II 11
. -
1....:'; «=
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On a compact manifold we defined
K~ = (n-1)2DL;+ 2k; + k1E [see I ~~he estimates in section~j
I
Ik-fldw with compatible
!
I
I
Definition: For a self adjoint
k-section then let:
where
Vie can then define:
Definition: Given a k-flow on a compact manifold o~
negative curvature,with curvatures in GK~,-K;~and a
compatible .!:s-sectionthen let K = max {K~-K~ ,K~ - K~1
be the Anosov numben
Lemma 9: 8. A k= f Low on a compact manifold f\1 of negative
curvature, with co~patible k-section is Anosov if K<O.
Pr oof .: If M has curvature in (-K~ ,-K~] with
disconjugacy number then the flow is disconjugate as
before.
We also require the constant LO in propn7:2 to
be positive. Since E"E1 +E2 then K~-K~ <0 implies
2222>that (n-1) DL1 + 2k1 + k1E - K1 0
and hence by the analysis in propns7:3,7:2 the flow
is Anosov.
q.e.d.
..,....r --
1._ ,_ __ J"_.J ~ ... _.L ::;0 - ~um as in section 7 then
the above ShO\'IS:
Corollary9:8:1
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Given a compact manifold M of negative
curvature admitting a compatible, self adjoint k-flow
with Anosov number K then if ~', ~ the Anosov number, K:
of the k ';flow satisfies K'~ K.
Proof: n ( '2 2By prop 9: 7 KLj)~ K4
(K~ f -K~ ~ K~ - K~ •
disconjugacy numbe~
Hence
By the same vrork in propn9: 7 \vehave since ~,~
B '= aD, E~ = aE2 for 0 <a ,,1, and D' = D, E~ = E1 •
So
, 2 ~'2(K3) = (n-1 )DJJ1
, (n-1 )DI_)~
, , ,
k1(E1+E2)
k1 (Et F:! = K~
q.e.d.
Theorem9: 10. Given a compact manifold M of negative
curvature admitting a compatible k-flow with Anosov
number K<O, then any k '_ I'Lovron IiI w i.t h ~',~ is Anosov.
Proof: B;y lemma 9:8 and lemma 9: 9.
q.e.d.
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Hence if we CRn find a compatible self adjoint t-flow
w i.th Anosov number (0 then we have a whole family of
k-flows down to the geodesic flo~all Anosov. We can
now ask if the relationship is stronBer than this.
Proposition 9.: 11. A self adj oint _!s-floVJw ith compatible
k-section on a manifold of negative curvature with Anosov
number <0 is conjugate to the geodesic flow.
Proof: If k= (k, '••• ,k) with section N consider- r
tk = (tk1 '..•,tkr). Sine e the secti on is compatible vie
can consider the tk-flow om M, for 0,t,1, Xt say.
Hence consider in the space. of flows on T\1 the path
c : [0, 1]-+Fl o\tJr (T 1~1) : tt--+ XtJk
Hence c(O) is the geodesic flow,c(1) the k-flow and
I ,
c(t) a ~ -flo':J for 2s~ls. Hence by lemma9:8 all fLows
on the path are Anosov.Moreover c is cts, since they
all have comraon k-sec tion and hence if t II<> S let v bes
veT 1rvl under the sk flow etc then
II Vv Vs - ~ v tn
s t
'"'IIV: Vs
s
Hence given £)0 we can arrange s,t st in the C1 topology
the tk and sk flows are within £.
By the theorem of Anosov at the beginning of the
section all the flo~s on the curve are structlrally stable
'.•
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;.1
since they are all Anosov. Hence for all 0(. t ~ 1 there
,
is £(t) st all flows on c with (t-s,')(E!t) are conjugate.
I
Hence we have a covering of [O,1]by let) nhds. (0,1)
. f' .t' b I , hlS compact, so choose a 1nl e su qover ana ence a
I
sequence of numbers °~t1 < ... <ti< ... (tn ~ 1 st
Nor-e over- c(ti) is conjugate to c(ti+1) , since we can c~~
tc:;UinUi+1 and by stability c.(ti)~c(t)ac(ti+1) by
a homeomorphism h. say. 1
M-.....~t;'1-......Mlet..) c(t) ~ cit-HI)
M ~~ ~M
Then h = hn+1 o~ o. • • oh10hO is the conjugating
homeomorphism twixt thegeodesic and the ~-flow, since
aech step of the ladder below cornmutes:-
M ",~ f'~~M_" ~M~M
ido)Cl' 1~l&t)~ 1'~ ie\t"),,1(.l,)
M- - ~ f-1 _. tt M-~ - - - ->M~ M~. h, q.e.a.
Note: Each of the individual h. is CO close to the identity
1
but the compounded h need not be.
We can sum up the last two theorems on altering k thus:~
Theorem 9:12. Given a self adjoint ~-flow on a manifold of
negative curvature with compatible t-section and Anosov, ,
n iube r K<O, then given ~ ~ t the k - flow w.l th s arne
sec lii r.. .1.3 .;..no s ov and conjugate co cbs; ~- flow.
Proof: })0110\-Js, s i.nce by above both f Lows are con.iugat c
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to the geodesic flow.
Corollar;y9: 12: 1 .: Given a compact oriented surface of
constant negative curvature _21(2, then anyk- f Low on
the surface T.~ith k < 1(2 . is Anosov and conjugate to any othe r
I I
!s -flow with k ~ k ,
Proof: Corollaries 9 ; 4 : ( 1,2,3) and thm9:12.
Ii would be interesting to find a k-flow on a manifold
of negative curvature with Anosov number(O but no
compatible k-section or conjugate to the geodesic flow.
On could conjecture that these are t • IJ_ s01ated. cases in
the sense of the paths of flows in Flowr(T1M) and
that a compatible ~- section is a more U81J<llCL se.
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Section 10: Some Conjectures and Ideas for future work.
Many results on
manifolds of negative
connected manifold of
I
Ithe geodesic f~ow have been on
curvature, foriinstance on a simply
Inegative curva~ure there is a un~que
geodesic between any two distinc t points. (Hicks (13).
This is proved by looking at the Jacobi fields and the
disconjugacy condition. Unfortunately it also relies
heavily on the 'straight' line nature of a geodesic, not
. \generalisable to our case.We have however for comoatible
k-sections and small enough k, a homeomorphism, h,between
the ~-flow and the geodesic flow, sending ~-lines to
geodesics, which may be of use in giving more information
on the geometry of k-lines.The stumblin~ block at present
is the fact that h is a homeomorphism, not an isomorphism
preserving the fibres of ~:"1.- If h(x,v) = (g(x) ~h(z,v»)-tl18n
given t~o points x,y in M we could obtain a t-line of the
flow by taking the image of the geoiesic through g(x) and
g(y) •
<
Even if we could find a ~-line between x and y,
giving a geodesic between g(x),g(y), suppose we reverse
this georlesic and consider the ~-line giving this geodesic;
it may no~_pointwis ellbe the original ~-line.
Conjecture: Given a reversible k-flow on a manifold of
nrr-a t ive cu a t.ur-e,...fit.hA__osov nu-noer K< 0: t;1').('''1 thcr-c ;s
a unique k-line of the flow between any two distinct
oints of t~e mani old, and tho flow is isomo~phic to
the geodesic flow.
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Another possibly interesting class of k-flows might
be when the flow is not reversible, but given two
points x,y, on M with a flow line sar from x to y
then there is a flow line, probably not the same, from
I'y to x . ie the flow is 'returnable ~ isuch as the flow
on the Lobachevsky plane·:,..
A flow as above, returnable but not reversible cannot
have fibre,ipreserving h~meomorphisms, but we could
conjecture that on a manifold of strict negative curvature,
which is simply connected,then given two distinct points
there are unique ~-lines in the oriented directions
between the points, as in the case above, for a range
of k-flm·Js.
1.
There is also another possibly frui t.f'u L an aLogu e
to properties of the geodesic flow that may be investisated.
If we return to the geodesic flow on the Lobachevsky plane
then there is the so called horocycle flow on the plane,
which ergodically has opposite properties to the geodesic
and flow lines as in Cb).
(a) (b ) (c)
eiren u. pen il
of geodesics as in Ca) then drawing in the horocycle
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set for each horocycle Ra the set~o =
x e HO and v is the velocity of the geodesic cutting HO at xl
Similarly for H1 r.. If Cf't is the geodesi~ flow then
~t(ao) = ~.
It turns out that ~O} is a foliation of T1M,
invar::"antand contracting under<Pt' with lb tangent to
is at v. The expanding geodesics give a similar expandingv .
foliation. A~osov has shown that any Anosov flow admits
such contracting and expanding foliations, in t~e case of
the geodesic flow precisely the horocycles. We shpuld like
to reverse the above and by considering the contracting
, ,foliation for an Anosov k-flow produce horocycle flows.
Given the leaf)fo of the foliation we can locally project
, '~it to a small disc '0'b' in M about the flowline, c ~Consider
the normals N1(V), alonG the k-lines giving this disc.
N1 at v may not be tangential to the disc, which is only
b
r. rtransversal to the flo~line, ut we can proJect
a vector tangential to ~~o using the flowlines. Let g be
the geodesic with initial velo,ity N".Through each point
I
of ,Wo we have a k-line formed from the projection Of:i4a,
which close to the disc must intersect the geodesic since
the disc is n-1 dimensional.Hence the geodesic will
project onto a curve¥on the disc by pulling back along
the ~low lines. The velocity of this curve at ~(O) wil.1
give a vector tangential toS'D. Piecing these local discs
together should give a vectorfieid on each leaf of the
foliation, and hence curves in M which lift to lines in
T1M, one line for each verfM. In the case of the geodesic
flow t~is yields t~e horocycle flow.
-
we did the above for N1. Doing this for any sectionr T1M F2M should give a range of horocycle flows, for
any given t~flow. This promotes the question that since
the k-lines in the non-geodesic normal directions~
behave like geodesics; if we took such a section at
all points perpendicular to the k-section would we
generate the same horocycle flow as with the geodesic
flow?
A further line of approach might be to look
at k-flows from a projettive geometry point of view.
'l'heLobachevsky plane is the INSIDE of the unit circle.
Adding the boundary circle, the Absolute, adds in a set
of 'infinite' points. If one stood at A and looked along
the straight lines,geodesics, then the horocycles, HO'
are the horizons of vision (horos .horizon gk.).
Eberlein has ~eneralised the Absolute concept
for the geodesic flow on visibility m:mifolds, [simply
connected manLf oLri s of strict neG's.tiv e cU.L·vat;urel~y
adding in points at infinity, where the horocycles
become circles with centre at infinity. It should be
possible to generalise this to arbitary ~-fIows thouCh
the topology of the new space depends on the straight
line properties of the geodesics, which as yet we do
not have.
Finally the obvious next step in the study should
be of the non self adjoint k-flows and the case of variable
~, s y \'lithk depending on position on r"l, t =;S Cm). 'I'he
v~~i~t' n eQuations c~n ha set up i~ ~~tri~ ~C~~
precisely as we did before, however it is the solutiop
of ne :l::t:r.·x
but it sloul be possible at some future date to solve the
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equations as before. This will give a wide
range of tangent flows.
»
APPENDICES:
A; On the differential geome t.r y of the unit tangent
and frame bundles.
B' , Some concepts from 'Classical Mechanics.
-13,~-
APPENDIXA'.
The Differential Geometry of the Frame Bundles.
)
In' Section 1 of this appendix we quote some results of
Sasaki, 1231 and 12'41, and Eliasson, 1101, to provide a
description of the differential geometry of the unit
tangent bundle, T1rJI, that is required in proving both
the exi st enc e of, and the A'nosovity of k-flows on a'
Riemannian manifold, M. In Section 2 we have extended
these ideas and used them to study the differential
geometry of the bundle of oriented orthonormal r-frames,
FrIJI oyer the man Lf'o'LdJll, whl ch iG n ecesaai ....Y for studying
the exist ence of ~-flo,'rs p In Section 3 we generalis e
the idea of the geod'es tc flow on the space of r-frames
to one based on lines of known geodesic curvature. The
only reference known for this Section is Arnold, 14!,
where no proofs are provided, so the results of Sections
2 and 3 are an orit,!inal des cr-LptLon..
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f
Section 1: The "mit tangent bundle, TIM.
I
Suppose (U,<P) iffiaJ,chart :tror f1. I
cp: U - u'cjan : u ~ (x1(u), •••••• , ~"(u).)
Then (TU,TCP) is a chart 'for TH '1ith a basis {o/~}x for TxT'I.
The Riemannian metric, g, is expressed by the quadratic
2 . j
ds = g. ~X)~dxlJ
Consider also TTM-TM-1VI and the maps:
7r2 :TTU- TU: (x , v» e, f) t-+ (z , v)
T7r1 :TTU -+ TU: (x , v , e, f) _. (x, e)
and the CONNECTOR~\P:
n(~)K :TTU... TU: (x , v, e, f) 1-+ ( x , f + (x) (v, e) )
.
P
1
Then Eliasson, 11'0 I, shows thCl.t the map
, r"l'A2 ®T 7\1 ff)K ; TTU -+ TU (D TU a3 TU : (x ,v, .e', f) ~ «x, v) El?> (x re) G) (:t,f + 0!:Xv~J:,
s
00Qis the local expre~sion for a C diffeomorphism from TTM
may be represented by
T1r1(f)K: (x,v,e,f') ..... (xv v , e'(f):f'+r(~)(v, e))
or that TTU can be represented' by COVARIANTCO-ORDINATES~
{ (x , v, fix eSv ); l;x, bvE TxN }
Henceforth quantities in TTM i'lritten with the esymboJ:1
will be in the covar-Lant co-ordinates, those without in
f'
the usual co-ordinates.
In these n ew co-ordinates the connector map becomes
a projection and we have the two maps:
T7!"1 : TTU -+ reu : (x , v , bX ®bv) Ho (x , ~x)
.. . .,~- (:r t ,_-rr'.; ;
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Remark: We have found the following 'interpretation'
of the splitting T Tf·1'?; T M $ T M, under the maps
:I v x X .
T~1 and K, useful in appreciating the role of TTM,
and later TFrM for the frame bundles ..
Consider a curve c : I~Tr1: (t)~ (x(t),v(t))
and the velocity c: I~TTr·1 :tf-.-4(x,v,x,v)== (x,V,X$v+{{))({,i~
T~1 picks out the velocity x of the carrier x,
and hence the space spanned by the inverse image of
TxM under T~1 is the horizontal subspace of T~T~1
K picks out the covariant velocity of the vector
v, and the space spanned by the inverse image of 'I' r'1x
under K (within fibres variation) is the vertical
subspace of TvTM.
Later we shall split each fibre TiJ:i'rMsimilarly
horizontal subspace~,carrier velocity, and vertical
• .j_lnuO a
subspaces,giving the 'velocity' of each frame element.............
';/e can now put a metric 0::1 T'I'f1
Since Sx and bvE T N then vie have an inner product on. x
TvTTvTby
« (~eSv), (bx' eSv') >~ = <Sx, Sx'~ + <by, hV'~
where < , > is the inner product given by g in T IvT.x x
This induces a 'Pythagorean' l10rnron TvTivIby
III (Sxe Bv) II~ = II( x , Sx) 1~2+ II ( x , Sv) 1~2'
where II Ik is the norm given by g in Txr.r.
III III is a norm given by a Rf.emanrrf.an metric G; on TM
with quadratic form:
d· 2 . d id j r ,i c ;,i6 = gij x x + .gij01tOll •
vh er-e S'ri = ii~ri +r,- r v: ) (7\1. k)~ q_ r:-,·~v"yi.cr:t term ...
" 4_
1 n 1 ITIf; in TU we wr~ te the co-ordinates as (x ••• x, V' ••• v: )
1=- ( , •••.• x2n) ~.: 1xI: I=1, ••. 2n} t h.cn VIe can wrLt e the
above as
d62::: G :) Td JIJ ux- ~X
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where G as a matrix looks like:
\
•
= G1J :I,J=1 .• 2n
gij +
gpq .rri ~j vrv~
.'..
•
•
•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
IJ- G : I, (.T =1. ~2n
•
•
•
•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• ••
• ;,[fij +.
• gPq 'pr ~s vrvs
•
•
•
•
Later we shall want to look at rr1H and TT1H, the unit tanger..t
spaces. If j: T1N .... TtvI: (x,v).- (x,v) is the inclusion map then
we. can use Tj: T'r1 TvT .... TTN to induce a covariant chart system
on TT1. r.1.
If we again have our chart (U, ¢)) for M then (TT~'1JiTT\p)
is the induced chart for TT 1r1• If' we again make use of th.E'
map 7r2 $T"1 eK restricted to TT1r.-r '-713 derive covar-Iant.
co-ordi~ates for this manifold.
i.e. {(x, v , SX'eSv) :bx,bV€ TxN; vE T~l\1. f
So Ilv'I~2 =<v,vi" =- 1. Ta'king the covariant derivative this
means t-hat 0 = 2< v ,bv > or that:
TT1:~ has C ir.RL~Nrl' CO-ORDI1TA1IE CH.JU{TS {(rrrl,1u,TT\P)} such
....
ij_' ; -::: J. J.~ l·.i. thenv
~ = (Ix , v , 8x eSv): vET~r'1, bx, byE T r.r and <v, bY> = 0)'
"' .A X
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We also have the Riemannian metric on r1J1 given by
-e; (SXEebV), (Sx' sSw'» = <Sx,Sx:'>·+<Sv,Sv'>v x x
III r£x ebv) II~~= II(x,Sx) II; + II (x,Sv) II~
.
The effect of this splitting is to exchange ordinary;-
differentiation for covariant differentiation; for in-stance
suppose we have a vector field
X: T1r.r -+ TT1!,!: (x,v) t- (x,v', x,v),
then in covariant co-ordinates this becomes
X: Tim _ TT1H:(x,v) .... (x j v , iQ)V+rcV}il) =(~,,:~:x~·~x·v)
In particular the geodesic flow takes t.he simple form
X : T 1 f.'I --. TT1M : (x , v)..... (x , v, v ED 0)
reflecting the fact that for gedesics ~v v = o.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Secti on 2: The Frame B1JJ!.dlesp-':'rJ, r> 1.
\.re consider T111 c> p11\' nd ""r->r·r::>I~~l.; ....A "-he'f .' a ..., 1'] a~ '-A G~ 1<:., C ..'-,')_ lJ 1- results of the
previous section.
Given a chart' (U, <f))
F~U= { (x ,vt ' •••• , vr) r
and FrU = (U:i :x E: UI ,x
for T,'l consid er
VI. ET, U st e <v., Vj > = S~J·l1 x 1 <
Frcp = TCl'x Tq>x•• eX T<p. r-times.,
Then if we take the us ua.L definition of the space of oriented
i
r-fr8_lnes FrH as {( v1 ~v2® ••• ~vr)€ T_t.JIE;D••• eTM: <vi,vj>=Sj},
Frr,! forms a principal bundle over N with group O(n) and with
a manifold structure given by the charts {prU,Fr~}.
We should like to develop a covariant co-ordinate system
for TprM jus~ as for TT1Mand so a Riemannian structure on
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LemmaA:1. Given the co-ordinate system (FrU,F~) on FrM
then the co-ordinate system (TFrU,TF,~)can be~ T represented
as: {ex, v1 ' / •. ,vr X x e v1 e ••• ~ e v )}
I i r
st Svi € TxU and. <vi' ~vj> + <vj , Sv~ i&j , for all I , j •
Proof.
1
r
t
T.
Consider the inclusions:
Fr U -+ TU 8) TT]e . .. tEITU -r 'l'U x TU x ••• x TU
i J
TFrU _~ T(TUeTU® ••• (£)I'U) -+ TTU x TTU x ••• x TTU
1'1 Tfj
If wecset Pi: TN *'TH~ ••• ~ TN - TM - }I
:: (x ,w1) , • •• (x ,vr).... (x ,vi)'" (x )
then THeTr.l$ ••• ~TM= {(~1' ••• ' ~r)E TM x ••• x TIvl: Pi(~i)='1k(~k)}
i.e. j' satisfiris Pioj = Pkoj' Vi,k~
Henc e T(T}le. •• (f)Tl1)= {(lJ1, ••• ,lJr)E TT!-rx ••• TTN: TPi(lJi) =
TPk('1k)}
i. e. TPi oTj = 'TPkoTj \:j i,k.
then
lITO'.v j: TU Er) TU e ••• Q')TU -+ TU x TU x •••• ' x TU
:«(~,v1)$ ... w(x'-r))I--' «(x,v1), ••• (x.vr))
So Tj «(x,v1)e •• ~(x,vr){7)'~"··'~r))
-+ «(x,v,P1,q(,,. e •• (x,v,Pr,qr)) E T'rU x •.•• x 'T'r"i]
and the above implies that
(L) (X,Pi) = (xr,Pk) for all i,k.
(ii) p. = T) , q. = ~.
1. 1. 1.
for all i,k.
So T(TUeTU ... ~TU) = {(x,v, , 1)' •••• (x,v, , r)t
we can split each TTU -;::TU ~ TU e TU as before. Hence
«x,v, T)'~1)' ••• (x,v,T), ~r)) can be represented as
( x , v) (. (x, n ) {!} (x, ~1 + rrv, It)) , ••• 9 «X, v) e (x, n) e (x, ~r +rfv, It))
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Now i: FrU - TUEl) TUe ... e TU implies that
Taking the covariant derivati've as before we see tha't
o = b<vi,vk> = <vi,Svk> + <SVi'V'"k>
So we can represent TPrU as the set of points
f (x',v1' ••• vi,) (Sx IDbv1· Et) ••• eSvrJ; bx, Sv_,.E T~1J, <\1" .,Svl~--KSv. v,~>}
:1:.. J, .b_r-lo
-Ok
q. e.d.
I(TFrU TF~)} J.·nthe above notation is an atlas forPropositionA:~ , T
TFrll for a given atlas [<u,.,)J for M.
Proof (:T~ she» that the representation above extends globally
or. the who.le of Tpl'r:. If' (U, '0/ ) and (V: 0/) are charts for f>'l
If ,'le set tI. tf"'_1'"1'- 'tT 't:) -
then the co-ordinate transformations for '11TU .• TTV induce
a transforma.tioIT' TFr g (TFr<tJ) (FrU)
T(ioj)TFrqJ (TFrU~V) __ ."""_ ~ TTU x
• r:TF e
..;,
TFr", (TFrUil v)
T (ioj )
TTU x •.. xTTU1TTg" •• TTg
TTV x TTV x ••• xTTV
IfoH T'( ioj) «(X,V1' ••• vr) (Sx 0 bV\ e .. .. $Svr» =
«X, V'"1'x,Sv1- rfx)("'T1 ,bX», ••••• , (x,vr,Sx,Svr- r(x)(vr, bx») ..
pr~C8 •• cnSy-, •• )\
J. ..
= ( •••••• , (g(x), Dg(xJ~i)' Dg{x)(Sx), &., •••••••• }
~ f~~A == (n'- (xV" .• v . + D~··(:N.r:;"7T. .,- (x\/(-r;. SA-))
. 'I' :t: . - 1. ., J.' "'T
wh er-e
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Eliasson 1101, ahows that the Christoffel symbo'La transform thus
rl~ 2 . ~~
, (g(X)(Dg(~Xvr.), Dg(xXSx,»+ DgW(v. ,-v.) = Dg(xX , (xXv.,S x )
1. 1. 1 1.:
So if' we set T~g({lc,v1' ••• VrXSx ~'1 •.•• egvr» =
«g{x), •••• ,Dg(x)(v~,: .... XDgix)Sx) e ... eDg(X)(Svi) e ..... »
then T'(ioj XTFrg) :: (TTg x ••• x TTg)( T(ioj» and the above
di~gram commutes.
Moreover if «x,v1 , ••• ,vr)(bxQl,bv1 ~ •••• ebvr»E.: TFr (TMJ)
then since < ,> is a glo.bal quantity <8vi,vlt~ :::<:pg(;9(Sv~,Dgx)(viC'~~
30 TFrgas above is the required diffeomorphism.
q.e.d.
Proposition A3.prV1 is a Riemannian manifold.
Proof. Consider charts (FrU, Fir) for F11 and (TFI'U, TPlip) for
T~r'l express ed in the above covariant co-ordinat es , On each
fibre T,Fl"r,1, 2.= (x,v:., •• V· ), the Ri emann metric of I\hp_:,
'- 'I r/ ,
Lnd'ucea an Lnner- product and a norm ,::;iv on by:
-e; (bX IDS~ ••• ~gvr) , (bx ~b"91" ••• ID S~r ) ~'v
:: <Sx,gx'~+<bl',b'1? + ••••.• +<-S~,~~, ~
and
r J:~TBy Proposition AZ above these Loca'l' expressions on :E' U, TFu
extend to global quantities since
<v,w~ = < Dg(xXv), Dg(x)(w) 7;(x)
of charts.
on the overlap
The quadratic form describing the above is
d' 2 d; j r i S i (' . r '16 = g~ J' x-dx + {S. -1.)'1:7, V~ + ••• + l": , ovJ- 0 "/
--t l:J I I ~·-tJ -:!' r·
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As before putting {xI;I=( •• (r+1i)nr = {'(x:1 , ••••••
direct substitution yield's ~for d62 = GIJ dx
I dx~
I
Proposition A4'. Gibas matrix forms: :
I=i
I=n+-i
g.. +
gmqr~~e\) • • • •
- [pj', iJ ~ 0' 0 • • • 0 I == 2n + j_GIJ=
0' • • •
• <
0
• • • ••• • •
[pj, :i.] P 0 II=rnl'!~ivr • • • • g ..l,J
~
.r=j J == rr+ j j1 = rn + j
• • • •• ;0"
Grj'l ·iJ ~~ilVr 1= ie - f g).. v1 • • • •
• gij +[:L '1' 1 "{ • et- F gJ vf gPY[ ~ jj T gP¥ I;{3jj TV1v1 p 1/ I=n+i.' . • • 'II/v 1vr
. Cr.~C~V1 g~tr1GI_J= Cl '1 o t 1= 2n + i- f gJ v~ • • • • f{jV2Vr
..
•
••;
,.(rr rj [~o, ,€'_ 10 \} t'Y 1" 1
•
• • • •
1
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Surprisingly this expr-eas Lorr has a; simple geometric
interpretation. If' vre. take; tyro I tnfj,nitesimally! close'
~
r-frames, (x;v1 , ••• vr) and (x:+'dx',v1 +d:v11, ••• ,vr+dvr) say ..
th d 2 . did' j th d . , t f then s == g .. x x measures e 1.SlianCe apar Joe carriers"
1.J
x andr-dx in the manifold M. JlTowsuppose we parallel translate'
the vect or V-. + dv, from xi+ dxi along the geodesic to x and let
1. 1.
d;ei be the' angle that the translated vector makes vii til v . at x:1.
Th-en the distance be+ween v1.' and v. +dv. can be t alcem
1. 1.
to be v? de? = de~ since Ilv.ll= 1'.1. 1. 1. 1.
Fence dCT2 == ds2 + de~ + ••••• + de;
• • • • • • • • till
r-th 01' der Equations on Nt.t!D.
First order equat Lons on manifolds are vector field~ on, H~
".-ThileSecond order equat Lons ar-e vector fields on 'Tr'T~ X say,
that satisfy the extra condition Tn1 0 X == id. Vie could define
• ... 1"l'!l.rr+1 order equations by considering certain eubmand.f o.Lde Hill
of Tr}1 and looking at certain vector fields on them,Hb';vever 'tfe
feel that the f oLl.owa.ngapproach using the Fr-ame Bundles is
much Simpler, ~IIU~Y\or SO 3t-c\Er~f
Definition: Let p:FIlf - r'l : (. x,v1 , •••• vr..~ .... (x) be the proj eciti;:.>n..
Let P2:Frrfr .... T·1H : (x,v1 ,••• vr~ - (x,v1). similarly
Defini tion: An r-th order equation on r·1 is a vector' field, X,
on F~ such that TpC'X' = P2.
Pro~"osi.t'i_on !.r:.." ';o(!;:.-Ilv ~ L:: of the fO:!'1:1...... ,.... ~... ", --- .. - ... .
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Proof:
Tp : TF~,~ - T~l : « x,v1 , •••• ,vJ(Sx eSv1 ~ ••• eSv!!t~)- (x, S x)
q. evd ,
Definition: If' c : I -.fii is an :"ntegral curve of X, then
(poc) : I - r·1 is a Base Integral Curve (Sub-fImY" line) of X.
Proposition A6: If X : F~ _ TFll{ :isl;lll'll-r.,.t-h,order equation onN
of the form X : (x,v1, •• ,vn,' - «(x:,v1' •• v:J(v~X1 ~ •••• ~Xr)(' then
any base integral curve a: I - H satisfies;
s(t)=v(t),\1v(t)V = x1,'\fv(t')X1 =X2t•••• 'Vv(tI.,)Xr, ~Xl~'
Proof. s = poc for some int ecral curve C' of X.
Hence set) =T(poc)(t,1)='r-poTc(t,1)=Tp (c(t)) = Tp«X(t))=v(t).
By definition of a vector field as the globalisation of local
first order equations on a+manf.f o.l.d in the st2.ndarcl co-ordil18teG
then X: (x ,v1 ' •••• ,v:r:.1 - « x ,v 1 •• ,v~+~ x, {r'1 ' • • • •vrli.
So i.n covariant co-ordinates:
X ( ) « w • ,. r" ( · '\ I): x,v1'· ••• ,vr.., -9 :X:'V1,.",Vl~i' X$Vi+ \.X),Vi,X, ED •• I.
- «x,v1,·· ,v'r."( X$ VY~(tr1'··· ~Vx(t)v~i)··
Ci.e.d.
Usually v e shall req_uire that the integral curves be defined
for all time. a , e. if c : I -+ F1'#i is bon integral curve of X
then c is defined over the ranGe (_00,00). If all the f'Lovr lines
of X are so defined then the f'Lov is Com1.)lete.
Proposition A7 : If rvr is a compact manifold tllen any r-th order
equation on ~'1is co p.l.e e.
Proof. It is known that a vector field on a compact manifold
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is complete. Abraham 11 I. r-r compact implies that Fr~! is
I
comp: aC-Gsince Frt,\ = {( x,v1 ' ••• ,vr~ II vi I~== 1 I,
q.e.d •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
'Section 3~j Frame P'l owe,
The geodesic f'Low on the set of r-frames (r-cn) on a Riemannian'
manifold has long been studied and used as an example in many
fields.This fImJ' is def i.ned by looking at the ge0!1esics of the
manifold, the motion of Cl. particular r-frame then being the
parallel translation of that r-frame along the geodesic
determined by the leading elemen.t of the frame. \'le should like
to investigate a more general situation in which the frames
move along lines of known geodeedc curvature in the manifold.
The only known reference for this material is Arnold, 141,
wher e some results are stated vd thout proof, and the examples
are generally on the Lobachevsky Plane. In particu1ar ',';8 shall
give a differential geometric proof of the fact that these
flows are incompressible (volume preserving).
Definition.A flow on FrN, (r~n), is Isoi;ropic if the sub-flow
lines in !vI have constant speed. i.e.lep,Jt) II = constant.
Suppose we are given an r-tuple of non-riegatd.ve numbers
k =( k1 , ••• ,kr' ) such that if k, =0 then k , .=0 for all j~ 0a ~+J
i.e. k= (k1, •• ki_1,O, ••• 01) not (k1,0,k3, ••• kr). then 'ole sh ou.Ld
like to lmow if we can find a flow cn FrH based on lines of
geodesic curv.tures }sf ~'Thichwe sha'l.l. term 8. ~-flo\'T (on F~:).
D f· .t . G' k b th k fl Fr+1M"'· £'1e -ana aon, T~ yen _ as a ove en a ,-' ow on 1'1 as a r . 01'1
geodesic no Jn9.1 eiven by the Last r elements of the r-i-t :t'r<?Fi:e.,
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Proposition A8: Given' k as above then there is a unique le flO1'l
on Fr+1:M.
Proof. Consid er a chart (Fr+1'U, Fr+}P) for pr-F1r,1 and tha
induc-ed covariant chart for TFr+1;M. Then
:(x,v,\v1, •• ""r) .... ((x, •• ,'oJ"rXv<Bk1w1e... ED ki+1wi+1-ki'''i..::'f··@ -krwr_'~
is the local expression for a vector field on pl+1M•
This follows since k . 1,1'1. 1 - k.IVi 1 ETU f"or all il+, 1+. 2 - x
and so if (V,.IfJ) is another chart of H s s t , U(lV -I: p, then the
]] . f X t f tl; pr+L 1"'\ k'r+1V-.oca. express20n .or k rans orms correc _t'..yon U I , J: •
(Prop.A2). To complete the proof we must check that
<Sw., '1[. > +<bw., w.> = S3. (LemmaA1.).
2 J J 1
Q-.) <Sv,v>=<~"'1 ,v>=: o.
(ii) < \1. ,Si.J.> =< k. 1Vl. 1-k.\v. l' v1.> ::::O.
1 1 l+ 2+ 2 2- 1
(iii) <Sv"'J1>+<S"T1 ,v> =: <k1,v1,u1>-Kk2i'l2-k1v,v>:;:k1-k1 =0.
(i v) < b-~-T1 ,F2> + <S'd2, vJ1> = <.1c2\l2-k1 v ,1:12>- <\11 ,k) '.13-1;:2\;"1>=k2-k2=CJ. ,,"
<&1"1,\v.>+<bH. ,r.t1> ::::< k?v12--11v'\'r">-<"'~1 ,k'·4-1i";·.1'1·-k·~.·lvl ..> ;:.::0.:1. 1 ~ _ _l .l , 1 , J. 2
for 1>2,
(v ) < Sv. ,w .>+ < S"oJ • , w .> == <k . 1w. 1- k .w. l' v .>+<k. 1'oJ' • . 1--k .vt . 1"V-' >-
1 J J 2 /1+ ]_+ 1 l- J J+ J+ J :J-" 1
o if i==j
-k. 1 + k . 1 == 0 if i = j +-1J+ J+
k .-le. =:0 if j == i+1 •
J J
o if itfj-1,j,j+1.
So X is a vector field on pr+1IvTand has integral curves on Fr -t- 1rVf1
k
whdch by Propn. A6 proj ect to sub flow lines s : I -+ N scltisfying
f3= v, \I v = 1oJ"1'·.' V 1'T. = k. 1w. +1- k. w. l'v V 2 1+ 1 1 1- .... etc.
i. e. s is [I line of Beod esic curva tu '(;'3 k and n01')11:-:>18 gi yeYl ,"
..Lc.;,.::i L ~lt. d~HvS ol "GLle irame.
Conversely any flo.:[ in Fr+1T\Tgenerated. by linG:: of
k ;dve- --' the vectol·
q.e.d.
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porolla-ry A6:1. Given mE:H and an initial direction v E: T H andm
an r-tuple of normals (N1,••••,Nr) to v at ID then there is a
unique line of geedesic curvatures k passing through ID with-'
initial velocity v and geodesic normals at v, (N1,•••,Nr).
Remarks. (1). In the above we had k a constant but the same
analysis as above would go through with !s=l\(x), giving lines
Whose geodesic curvature depended on the position on the
manifold, an isotropic f'Low ,
(2) Suppose f =' (k , ' ••• kG' 0, •• , 0), then the sub flo'ii
lines of Xkare lines of geodesic curvatures k1' ••• $ks; geodesic
normals (w1, ••• ,iVS) and the nor-ma Ls (\·'s+1,•• ,.Hr) are parallel
translat ed along the sub flow' lines, exactly as we obtained
frames of re~erence along ~-lines in M in Section 1.
(3)'de have k-cf'Lowson Fr+1H for all r~n-1.A ]<:-floH
on pr+1H can be embedded into a ls'= (k1 , •• ,kr,O) f'Lov on
pr+2M. So in effect the most general ls-flow we can obtain ~c
on Fnr:: by t.akln« any r=-t uo'le 0-" pos i t a ell '• v t..> ;:).l 'J v nuro.)srs~1' ••• ,Kr
and looking at the resultant k' = (k1,•••,k ,0,••0) flow.- r .
\'leshould now like to prove the f clLovi.ng r-esult
using only the differential geometry of the frame bundles
developed previously:
Theorem A7: Any k-flow on Fr+1M, r'n-1, is incompressible
Recall that the Riemannian metric on }l'r+11given by
~1e ....evr+1, \"1S ••• 1tJr+~ == ~1 ,w17 + .•••• + ~Tr+1' wr+1)
is induced from the one on Ti'lEn fbTfJl,r+1times.
uencc ':;C can consid.er a "k-s f Low ' on ttl Tn civen by the
vector field
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In particular
So if xI=
Xk : E) Tl'l )- T (.ED Tt"])
: ((x,v)C)(x,w1)e .•.. e(x,wr» ....., ---~)
I
(( x , v ,. • • • VJ 1(vG k 1"Vi1~. • •$1;;:. 1v . 1- k .w. 1G. • - k VoJ 1»r 1+ 1+ 1 l- r r-
Xk/ $ 'P1~ generates the l;;:-flow on Fr+M.
(-1 n 1 1 r n)x" . . x ,v1' : . . . . .w1. . . . :'Wr ar e the 10 cal
co-ordinates then:
fl X is incompressible with respectLemma A8: The ow k
to the Riemannian volume element on TMe •••• e TM
A
er-times) iff the divergence of Xk, namely X ,A.= O.
Proof: (Sasaki{23] )
.From this point we fix k and for ease of notation set X
k
= X.
Lemma A 9. If G is the .!:tiemann metric of eTMthen:
rh(i) c\GJK GJ'K = 2(r.p2 hi (:ii) -= ~G JK
~xA
GJK = 0 n+1 (A'n(r+1).
Proof. Computation!
Proof of lemma.
JKGJK and G are given in the second section.
I
I
I
. %:r:' ( S"'j,~'t-r;;"'!w! )~Jk -I .~ 3f r;" ;: ~ "'fw: .- 2(%.i ~J' k]w; )T;'~5Ji ",f·
6 G-r;{ G:ji(::
o'Wd
= 0
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Proposition A10. The Ceodesic flow on G1-r'f'1 is incompressible.
Proof. X: (x,v,w1,:..wr)...-.+ C(x,v, .•.• wJCv@O(tl •.• @O)))
= CCx,v"'\~r Xv,-rCv':r)r····' - rCV,Wr!)· inrsfan~ard co-ords...- . n1 J k Xrn+ 1_ .k \ J K
fI '"1 1 x" +1 .kV v , ......, , - - J.~ v v •ence A = V , = - J .
j rX ,where is the Christoffel symbol for G.
~XI IK 'X .1 .. of summation K,I.= + "2 G GIK•J X over--T
c\xJ..
,= ~XI + 1 GJKG xl
~;CI
'2 JK.I
~v i .LC r~q vpv
q) + ~= + ..... +
~x i ~i ~W;
ri ri - r~q q. q . q= -2 lq v - lq ~V .••• v' + o .
q.e.d •
Pr-ouo s Lt i on .-'\11. Given k=---~----------- - [ 1,.."-"\.-..1 ,I • . .k",) , 'then.L i.he k=f Lov on
e ']_'n is incompressible.
Proof.
X(x,v,w1, .•• wr) = (x, •. ,wrXv(J).k1W1ED.•• k. 1w, 1-k.w. ,..,$ •• $-kr'''I'-1).1+ 1+ 1 1- I
Changing to covariant co-ordinates we see that:
Xi_ i x.n+i_ k r~lj k xpn·j·i k k r'"'\ j k-v ," - .,\1]1- Jl::V v, . = w - 1V'l ? - JK V ''''p-1P p p- p-_
So X~I = 4xI + lriJ XJ
~xI
.......
• •• + ~(k~ 1w~ 1 - k~w~ -1)
~ + ~ + ;g .J.=2..:..
, .1(lW,
J
.. .,.k ~ 'vIi l'r -:-1'-
~\V~
-'-
= O. '.l:;j.nr' the 'JI'ol))3iti.on above ,
q.e.d.
" i 1-: 'd -+-ho 1 f'1 t 0 ~,m'r."\.- . .i; • .,.,r+1,".Ie I:Jan ..; 1.10 conSl ..ar vu" ;;5-.L.Low,no n <l1 Ih uULJ Ott 1: ,',
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To do this consider the following inclusions:-
Fr+1rvl~ FrM(])T1r1.-.+Fr-1jVj ill T1r'1 (]) T1M..:........,T1n (])T1f\1(])••. ill T1M""":"
1 1 1 iT M (]) •• (])T MEll TM ~) T r1 (])T~lED••• (]) TM ~TM (])TMe •••• (])TrvI•.
I
i.e. N ~ t<1 1~[v1- -2':~"'" c...,.M1~MO' say for s7:2r+1s s- s- I
and M. M'1 as a codimension 1 submanifold.'J §-
We have the associated (Gauss) normal map for each
inclusion N.: M.~rl'N. 1 s.t. (Nl· (m), v) <1<0 for all m£N. .v e1 1 1- 1
The Riemannian metric of Fr+1M is induced from that
on '1'!'<1 Et) •• (]) TM, and if xC!- = (, , ) is a co-ordinate patch
on j;'r+1M induced from xli. = (, , ) on Tp!l(])••• ED 'l'f'1, then the
flow is incompressible on Fr+1P1 iff X~ = 0, and hence we
d nIt' Xa d XA 1 .nee someway 01 re a lng 'a an 'A' lience we genera lse
the resul t of Sasaki[2!]:
'JI\~
L 1 J.. /t
1- I
LemmaA 12. If ~"l. 14 ,".~ 1. 1 are cod imension one submanifold1- J. 1+
inclusions of Riemann manifolds, M., with unit normals N.
;] 1,
N. 11+ , d
=r • t f . Id 'Iian A lS a vec or re. on I.. 1
1-
such that
are vectorfields on 1. ,I1. '1 resp., then1 IT .
A 1:5 CBedi v..Q (X/M. 1) = X, A - XB C eN. 1 N. 1 + N . N . ), where,.. 1+ ' ,1+ 1+ 1 1
xA is the co-ordinate chart on r·1i_1 and .oi+1 the induced
Riemann valN~e~element on Mi+1.
Proof.
Let (U,er» be a chart of n . 1 w inh co-ordinates {XA},A= 1, •. n.l-
eU ,CP) the induced chart of f1i with co-ords (xa}, a= 1, .. n-1.
II II II " {x-rj, = 1, .. n-2.
t' en
~'.; i ( -. / \-
- ~ 'r '1' I •_:_,1 '
,,0(
,0(
~Tom the original lemma in Sasaki then
-r
"0 , c '.:'
c
.,..., .' 1"
. J ~ I
-1C;~-. ,.,--
B }.Bwhere eb = ~2S._'b~x
I
_ X Nb NCb,c i+1 I i+1·
I
Iis the co-ordinate
I
I
I
I
So = XA B C- XB CN.N.,A ,1 1
:;
change between ru / r-'1i_1 and
So X~ = XA - X (N~N~-
'Clt ,A B,C 11
TU! {VI. •
1
15 C BC.
eb eN. 1 N. 1)C 1+ 3:+
= XA X NB NC X l\TBN'CA - B,C i+1 i+1- B,e~i i
q.e.d.
This generalises to:
Proposition A13. Given a family of codimension one inclusions
of Riemann manifolds fv1 ~r"l 1c..+....~!'l'l0 ' with unit normalss s-
N.: f!l.--+ l'f'1. l' then if X is avec t or-fi esd on ['10 such that1 1 l-
X/M. is a vectorfield on M. for each i then
1 1
.. .rv (XI" \ xA X (NB ..C i,lB NCenv.lls.I 1"1S / = " , A - B ,C 1 Jl 1+ ..,2 .2 +
\':here.osis t~le .indi ced volume on ~']sand (xiI.)
oR n
. • •• + rr NU ),s s
are the
co-ordinate charts of Ne~
Proof. By induction, since the lemma above gives the result
for s=2.So assume true for s=k.
For the chart (u ,~ on MO let {xA} , A=1, .•,n. be the c o=or-d s ,
" on M1 let {xa.} a =1,.. ,n-1 " II "
II " on M2 let {xCi} a =1, ..n-2 I. II II
It
.,,
:,
on fVl}u1et{xa,...}, a = 1, ••. (n-k-1) " " 'I"
By the bBsaki le~ma
X ~·;.I =,a.,.. /
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XA XB C ( ) X, bic N
C
".. - - Nk+1,A , ok ,cit k+1
= XA - XB C ( ) - X e blr-eCUFbit NC~,A , bk-\ ,c".\ b" Ch' k+1 k+1
xA :I Nb~, NCM= -,XB C ( ) - Xbk-l' ck...,A , k+1 k+1
= xA - xB C ( ) - X e btr-~~N bk_~ N c"_,,,A , b.k-'l' Ck-2 b".. ~-I k+1 k+1
•
etc
••••
= XA - XB C (, A ,
q.e.d.
Hence we have to know the normal maps for the inclusions:
Fr+\\1c.+Fr]\1 $ T1r"l~ F2M$T1M m T1M~T1r\1 $ T1M$ ••• $ T1MC-~
For example
N1: T1n o TI'!$ ••• El) TI"'l--io~ T (TTll 11) TI'1€9 •.••• ID Tf·1)
(x, v, 'vJ 1 ' ••• , W r ) t-t---\Iollo 0<:, ••• W r ro ED v $ 0 ••. $ 0 )
then HIM1111 2 = 1 . and
(N1 (x, .... \Vr·), (x,v, •. wrX &x $ Sv $ •.• $ bwr) = 0
for (x,v, ..• wrX X€9 v $ ••• $ wr) T('lJ
1r1 $ Tr-'lo ••• $ rl'l"l~)
Set
for 8=1, •• r.
N1 : (x,v, •.. w )~ (x,v, •• w X 0 $ v $ 0 ED ••••• EDO),r r
N') : ( ).--. ( X 0 ED 0 ED -J 1 ED ••• $0)
)1--+ ( XOmOCD ••••• CD'.'ll ~~,
( ) 'YNr+2 = "
Nr+3 ( ) = (
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X 0 ED •••••• EDOED VI ED VI 1 )r r-
In.addition we also need some information about the
Christoffel symbols for G on Tf-16)TMafl •••• 6)Tf-1,[,]and II" say.
Lemma A14. r~n+j pn s-k = [pn+j pn i-k, 11\ = 0 for I = 0, ••Q:-+1)n,
p ,q = 1, •• r+/I •
Proof. [JK,H] = ~ ( GJH,K + GHK,J - GJK,H) by definition
(i) [nn+J' pn+k~ll=-J,( G \ + G .' - G, ,) - 0
~ 1f_·lJl '" p~'t"+".iPn+k fMh pn+k ,pn- j pn+J pn--k ,h'f'f"- .
(±L) [pn+j pnik ,h1
= ~ ( g":k bJ ,1 )
= -a- ( gk j ,h +gh j ,k - gsh , f+-gj k ~h +ghk , j -gj 11,le - 2gj k , 11) = 0 0
(ID. )[pn+j pn-sk , (~n+D], p f. Q ,
- -l(
o/~v~ (0) +
dl . (0) o/~vh ( g jk (x)) = O.- 2 dV']
P q
(iv){pn+j gn+k,h] , p/q,
= ~( }r/ovk ([ah, j) v~) + d;~vj ( [ah,k) v~ ) - ~/~xh (0)).
q p
= o.
(v)\I.pn+j qri+k , pn+h] ,P'" q ,
= -a- ( dg jhlo k) = O.
Vq
(vi)[pn+j qn+k,pn+h] , p.q,
= -a- ( ~ghk/~ j ) = O.
Vp
(vii )[Im+ci qn--k , I'n+D~.. ' p'" q ... r, =0.
So\[pn+j pn+k, I]:: 0 for all I and p,q),1, jk=O~--n.
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Now r;K
So Ir~~~j
==
qn+k
i
I= ~ GIP [pn+j qn+k,p] ==O.
. Iq.e.a.
I
I
Lemma A15. The geodesic flow on TM Q~M 4) ••• $ TM has co-ords
X . = 0 for p) O.pn+l
Proof, Recall Xi=vi, Xn+i= - f)qvpvq, X2n+i= - r~q vPw~,
.•••••• , ~rn+i=="r~q vpw~.
Now XA
Hence
B--
= X GAB'
X .= G . XB = G .. vj + G ( r~ p q) + O.Xmn+j.n+1 n-ia B n-t i. J "n- L n+j - pqv v ,
raj,i] vavj rj vavb= - g.. ab1J .
[«,j,i] avj ,(aq,i] a b e= v - v v =
q.e.d.
Theorem A16 The Geod~sic flow on Fr+1M is incompressible.
Proof By Propn. A7,that any k-flow on ~TM is incompressible,
= 0; so sufficient to prove that XB e(N~N~ + ••• + N!N~) = 0,
== XB.e + r~e XA
••••• == Na = 0 for a=1, •••n. s=1, .•.(r+1)n.s
+ ••• +N~l~)== Xp,Q(N;N1+ ....+N~~ for P,~ ==n+1 ....
Then
So
uo'" IT"" BAr.- 0
j i (II v- . 1 ~ I S 0 X;) 'I = X r) ()- , .. . \_
However Xp ~ 0 by Lemma above and so Xp.Q == o.
q.e.d..
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Theorem A17. Any k-flow on Fr+1M is incompre~sible.
Proof. By
I
Iabove XB,C = XB.C so again we can consider
:>
B C B C
XB.C (N1 N1 ••..• +Ns Ns )
(d ) B C _. i j_i Consider XB.CN1 N1 _ Xn+i.n+jV v _
(11) Consider XB CNB NC for p=2 ~.••r-,• p p
i j= X. .w 1w 1pn+J.pn+J p- p-
= ~cW~giq(kp+1w~+1 - kpwp_1 ))W~_1W~_'1 =0.
B C IXB.CNpNp for p=r+1, ••,s.
$ \1 $ 'VI 1 $ ••• 0,.:0 )p p-
(ili) Consider
Np = (x,v, ••• ,wr XO$ •••
X N~NC = X wiwj +
B •C P P (r-I)nj,t"" ••p P
So
q.e.d.
Comment. In some work on the geodesic flow it is
considered on the bundle of ordered r-frames, not necessarily
orthogonal; the same analysis on T1r.1$ •••• $ T1r-1will show
that this flow is also incompressible.
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APPENDIX B Some concepts from Classical Mechanics.
I
IThe purpose of thds section is to show that k-flows
Iarise naturally in the modern treatment of Classical
I
I
Nechan.ics , as laid out in Abraham((ll) and Maclane (OqJ).
Suppose we have ~ particle moving in the plane
with velocity v; then we have Kinetic Energy imv2• More
generally if we have a Riemanniam manifold, !vI, with
metric g, then we can assign to a particle at rn,moving
with, velocity v eTmIvlthe Kinetic energy -a-g(mXv,v).
Definition: T T~1-+JR (x,v)'_" ~g(xXv,v).
Adding an electric field onto the plane can be interpreted
as adding in a further (Potential) energy function
V: TM~lR st V/T M is constant. ie depends only on them
position on the ~anifold.
Definition: Given Kinetic and Potential Energy terms as
above then L = T - V is the Lagrangian.
(ll)Let L ,;,LIT M and DL the fibre derivativex x x
*then FL: TM-+T ~1:=C x,v)..-....(x,DLx(v»eL(Txr1, JR) is the
Legendre Transforrnation~ called regular if FL is a local
diffeomorphism, hyperregular if FL is a diffeomorphism.
(ill) A: TM~JR (x,v)~FL(x,v).(x,v) is the Action.
(iv) E :TrJ]~JR by E= A - L is the Total Energy.
\rJhen\'Je have T,V as above then A = 2T and E ;:T + V .
It turns out that the cotangent bundle because of
inv~riance oronertjos is of more interest than t1e tanp~nt
ulule.In particular the Hamil~onian js H function on
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* *this space. H : '11 M~ JR • Also T 11'1 has a natural volume
element with respect to which divergence theo~ems can
be stated, say.Q.JIf FL is a diffeo or a local diffeo
then there is an induced volume on TM ..QL = (FL)h, that
is for each VE TMthere 1s a map.QL (v) : TvTMx Tv
r.rI'-1--+ JR
st if .QI,(vXl'"j,2) = ° for all:ft then j. =0.
n L induces a map.a~ : TTr1~*TM by ..at(v xtXt) =
.o.L (v X! ,1) and a map~ = (Qt}1.; T*TM-+ TTM.
We use this to define a vectorfield on TM,
say XE using the total energy E : Tr1--+Jf{. TE: TTM~JR x JR
* .so let dE : T1'1__' T Tf'l : v,_,. P20TvE , wher-e P2 projects
to the second factor.We then obtain the vectorfield by
*T TN
This ra t.he r unn at.ur-c l de fini tion justifies j_ ts exis tence
in the following:-
Proposition(AbrahamUl) If L is a regular Lagrangian
with energy E then XE is a second order eq~ation on M
w i th subflow lines c : I M satisfying:
£_(~L.XC,C)- ~I:.(c)
dt avl ~Xl
equations, and T7f10 XE = id.
= ° , the usual Lagrangian
Proof: Abraham pp 120-122 •
•iuen .L = '11_ v. then E = r,p + V and FL is the natural
*isomorphism j : TM___'T 'J: Cc,v) ........." ;:;~(XXVIV) j = 2rr.
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(i) If V = 0 then Abr-aham shows that the aub flo\';lillCS
are geodesics of M with constant velocity, so choosing
an energy level e and require E = e (total energy of the
. ~
system is conserved) then we get lines in the energy level
e, corresponding to a particle on a plane moving under
no external forces.
(li) If V""0 then choose an energy level·e st e > V(m)
for all me !'1 then define ge = (e-V) g as a Riemann metric
on M , tbe Jacobi metric.
Again choosing D fixed energy level e for th~ total
energy H-ge + V) tben Abraham snows that the trajectories
are geodesics of g , which are the geodesics of g bute
repara~eterised so the ge velocity of the lines is constant.
This corresponds to the motion of a charced particle
on the plane movine under an Electric field which speeds
the particles up,but keeps them travellins in a
straic;ht line.
• >
This is ~ufficient to motivate a close examination
of the geodesic flow on Riemann manifolds, since choosing
an energy level, say velocity == 1, then the geodesic
flow on T1M is a global description of all the possible
orbits of the system.
The situation alters when we introduce a magnetic
field onto the plane, when the flow lines are bent into
arcs of circles, which are no longer the geodesics of
lli2 but k-lines. The radius of the circle depen~s on•
t"e voloc:ty at the point so let us introduce a velocity
dependent potential of the simplest form.
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Definition: ·H : T1'1--+:ffi is a veloc i ty pojrerrt i.a I if on
on fibres it is of the form W(x,v) :::wj'Cx)vi, i~.linear
on fibres,for a smooth function W(x).
_____ -Jw>o
Proposi tion B: 1. If L = T - V- ill is a Lagrangian then
A = 2T - \~, E ... T + V and L is regular.
Proof: L: TN..... :ffi: (~i ;~Ti)~ ~gij(xX vivj) _Vi(x) _ i<Ji(x)vi
FL: (xi,vi)1 ~DLx(v) the fLbr e derivative.
DLx(v) = ~4vi(LX) v = gij(xXv,-) - W\xX-) -L(TBH, JR)=Txr'1
since V is constant on fibres.
So FL(vXw) = j(V,Vl) - VJ(x)w where j is the natural iso.
(i)A : Tr1-+JR : v ...... FL(vXv) = g(v,v) - ':l(X)V == 2T(v) - ;'1('1)
(li) E = A - L = (2T - \'1) - (T-V-A) :::T + V •
(ill) On fibres
FL is 1;1 for suppo s e FI(u ) --vI(u ') t.hcn_ _ _J 1 - - _J \ 2 Ui c~
FL(u1Xw) = FL(u2X\'l) j(u1,w) == j(u2,\'J) since V!
is constant on fibres. Hence u1=u2 since j is a
diffeomorphism.
FL is onto If f e T*M then f : T 1'1 :ffi andx x x x
('vJex) +f ): T r1~JR. So (\'l(x) +f ) ~T*r1 and hence. x x x x
there is y st j (v) = l'd(x)-I-fx)
So FL(v) :::j (v) - 1,~(x ) = f x
Hence we have an inverse function
* -1T M--+T M: f ~ j (f +\v. j and is smooth sincex x x x x
is a diffeo and W is s~o~th by definition.
regular.
q.e.r3.
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Notes: E = T + V ahows that vI does mot contribute to
I
the tOJ§ll energy, as the velocity f<?r the magnetic
» .!
field is not increased only the paths are bent.
I
Choosing an energy level el st V(m» e for all
ID, then Abraham says th~t the sub flow lines satisfy
Lagranges equations. Considering the Jacobi metric ge
let T : TM~JR: (x,v)~ ~-ge(xXv ,v) be the associated
Kinetic energy .
. LemmaB: 2. If c : I... rV1 is a sub flow line of Xl-," and
.LJ
a : I~ M : s"'_" a(s) a reparamet:erisation of the line
using the arc length s of g , then the function p:I-+I,e
st a(s) = c(p(s» ie t=p(s) satisfies pl(S) = ~(e-v(a(s»)
Proof: ~(a(s), a t Cs ) =:;£(c(p(s», C'(p(S»pi(S»
= (p ',1.: ) )2 ~ (c ( t ) ,C I (t;» s inc: e.T I}c in v
= (p I (s »)2( e - V ( a ( s »)~ c ( t ) ,c j Ct) ).•• (-r )
since ~,; (e-V)T. Choose an enero;y level e so T + V == e
so 1: (c ( t ) ,C I (t» = T2(c ( t ) ,c ' (t » •••••••..•• (2 )
We are parameterising the curve a by arc length s
wher-e ds2 = (e-V)gijdXidXj, and so ge(al(s),al~s» ::;1.
SoT (a (s ) ,a' (s ) :; -a-.
So by above (1) & (2)
1: (c ( t ) .c ' (t» == (1;p I (s ) ) 2 1: (a (8 ) ,a ' (8 »
and hence 1: (c(t),c'(t» == 1;'2P'(8)~t f2(c(t),c'(t» from (2»
~ = (p' (8 »2 (e-V(a(s» •__ 1_, ~ _So
q.e.d.
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Lemma B:3. Given a velocity potential Wand a Lagrangian
L = T - V - IJ.1 then if c :I~N is a subflow line of XE
~
Parameterised by the arc length of the Jacobi metric, g-e'
then letting v(s) == c(s) :-
where ~is the compatible connexion for gee
Proof: c satisfies:-
L(~L ) _ ~L
dt ~v ox
= o . Lagranges equations.
0== L(tt - ~~l )
dt Ov Jv
~- (T;;. V - W )
---~x
= L(h) - ~-(T- iT) -
dt ~v ---~x
L(~V~) - ~w
dt ~v, dx
== A ( x ,v) - B ( x ,v) say.
parameterising by arc length s then d == d
dt p' (s) ds
A= _1 {~T (c Cs ) £~(§l )} _ -~(T(c (s) £.~(s2 ) _ ~'[_ (c (s»
'\ 'p "(S} -,. 'p 18) OX
p (s) ~v Ox
== 1 £_ {_1_ .a, ~1_ (c(s) ,c'(s»} -
ds \e- V p ~v
2 ~T (c ,c ') --- -p'~x,p
._ 1 )
using linearity of T , and notation of previous lemma.
p
d ~_ • c)1 (c ,'c ' )(c,c) -
ds ~v ax
and p ':== (CCe_v»)1
= 2-,
since T - j__ = 2
i ;
T = ';(g ) .. v vu.e lJ
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Hence sL( d~ ) - ~~
ds'~ . c)xk~
.using chain rule and symmetry of ge.
= ~ (vp + flj' vivj)
P
where are the Christoffel
symbols of ge ..••Spivak(1S)
Bk = sL(~I:Jk(c(t),c(t)) - ~V\ec(t) ,cet)) si.nce ~.iec,c)=~'Jjvj
dt ~v c\x·
= 1 d\.' i ~''1j ., -(...!iL'ke\/lCC(S))v (c'(s)/P'(s)) - ~.\k(c(s)) vJ(c/:/)
p ds dv QX
= 1 { dlflk ~\vj vj }, ds ~xkP
By Lagranges ~quations Ak - Bk = 0
So k j j. )v» ..1. ( )pk { d\llCc(s)) - W ( r )) v (c ,c }= l2' ge -- c,Sp ds xk
E!nd the result follows by chain rule.
q.e.cL
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90rollary B : 3 ; 1. If \1 == 0 then if L:;: i' - V then the
sub flow lines of XE are the geodesics of gee
Pr 0 0 f : vik _ 0 •
q.e.d.
We can regard W as a covectorfield on M since for each
mt M W(m): T M~]R : v ...... vJi(m)vi., m
*ie, W : f1-+T M e
Defini tionC,liillmore): If,l. is a covectorfield with
associated 1-form I, then curl~ is the skew-symmetric
tensorfield 1,-li th components the exterior derivative Of~.
In our case ~: Uidxi since ~(m)v == Widxi(vj ~/~xj)
.',
So d~ = d\vi ~dxi = ~M~ d:x:A,., dxi.
~xj
So (curl W) .. =lJ
Let
i
(curl W). =
J
Proposition B:4. Given a Lagrangian L = T - V - \'J then
e;iuen a s ubf'Low line of X:t; par e.ne ter-Ls ed by the arc-
length s of e; and putting c (s) = v ; s) ,e
then Vv(s) v = K(c,c) N(v f s ) , for a unit vector N normal
to v and K2 == ~(g ) .. (curl W)j (curl Iv)i vpvq. ie. K2 is
e lJ P q
t',,; nor-m of 'Y,...,(\cu::clIJ)i vj~( . ':>T· ]V!d c' . ',.. J. !:. (,~ \ .. •
'r,JJ 'J ;.::-./
\
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Proof:
1;: (curl W1cjVj
J
1 (cur 1\V) P v j = CPs ay
~ j
Now CPis perpendicular to v since:-
<CP, v) = 1 (ge )ij ( curl W)~vPvj
~
= 1 (ge)ij(ge)iq(curl W)pqvPVq
[2
= 1 (curl W~qvpvq
D
=
::: 1
[2'
C ~1,1P vpvq - 1 1:
p,q ~xq ~ P,Q
So Vv v-=- K(-:,v)N(x,v) for SOf1~ unit; vector N perp to v.
q.e.d.
Hence in the above the lines of XK. are lines of
variable geodesic curvature.
Examnles:
(1' \/ If ','I' c an 'De ex .....e s s ed - , j ~, 10 ' f hI _~4 _'~ .!.. '_;:::;;_;;l as a Grs.a.1.e:n~'11e Q, a.e 'c eTC::
is l' :iVi -+ ]R st Itl CIf df and VJ, = (grad f), ... ~f
1 1 --,
c\x1
",
For the exterior deri.vative de::::0 .So 0 == cu J. 'iJ::: cur~L=-;rildI;!.
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So the flow lines are geodesics of .ge.
C:ii)The .next simplest case is on lli2n where VI has
I~ ,curlWrepresented by an orthogonal matrix, skew-symmetric.
Iie when (c ur-Lw ) .. =-2KA.. for constant Koand A= CA..)
1J 0 1J I 1J
a skew ort.gogonaI matrix. Then g ..:=S~ and so
1J J
i
·1
2K = i 2K AV,K Av =o 0
= K2 <v ,v> =: K2 •o 0
since UvU =: 1 by choice of energy surface.
(cur1 W)~ = ( cur1 W). .•
J 1J
2 TK A 'Av,v
.' 0
This is precisely the description of the motion of a
charged particle on the plane under the influence of
a magnetic field H of constant strength B = ncur~H"
and \'Je take for example A(x,y) =: CBy,(1-B)x). A proof
of this usinG straight variational principles can be ,!'
" ,. ,\ d S' '( f""!!11 '\Iouna ln ftDOSOV an . lna1 L~).
metric ds2 = dx~_-t.~~ =
2 21-x -y
0' •• = Sjl~· 2b1J -. A
Let us take VaO and some positive number k.
.. 1 2 _1,
~!9t.l£g (1-y )~i~_
2~(1--:..-~i~J (1_.y2)2"_x
=: (\1,11'W2) say.
L(Cx,y),(v1,'T2» =: ig(v,v) - ivi(x,y)v
i == T-\'J say
Choose an energy level e = 1, giving the Jacobi metric
ge =: g .
(cur1 W)11 = (cur1 \'1)22 =: 0
(curl"!)12=-( curlW)21 = ~vJ1 _ ~,::2
;r i~:li~-
So (curl W).. =lJ
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;-
o
(cur 1\'1 ).J = o
k2 ( ) k2.= t; v,v =
-[2 k~- 0
since IIvII::: 1, par-ame t er i s ed by arclength.
So \IVv = k1 N for s orie unit N.
on a surface ~ N = -ivv
/
since Cv ,H) is a .'"
2-frame .. The I'Low lines are thus the k-lines of L2.
By the previous theorem Vvv p = ~(curl \V)~ vj
implies that [k~I:r1,k~N21 = [ 0~ • rv11
-k 0 lv~
so N(v1 ,v2) = [0 1}[V~
. -1 0 vJ
So the f Low.l Ln es are the k-lines of L2 with left hand
norr.1als.
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This we feel motivates the study of the k-flows on
T1M, since'if we are presented with a mechanical situation
~it is uaually describable by tpe Lagrangian case. So
given the general case of a velocity potential the
~~flow generated on T1M ~lobally describe~ the possible
trajectories of a particle on the manifold given an initial
velocity.
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Symbols.
M,N Riemann manifolds
g ,<.>, II If ~ Riemann metric tensor, inner product
~(M)
3cf'1 )
o
•c = v
nx
dt
and norm
Chrietoffe: symbols of the first and
second kind.
connexion on M compatible with g
module of vectorfields on M
module of real valued functions on M
volumo on ~1
divergence of a vectorfield wrt a volume
giVEn a curve c in M v = c = Tc (t,1) is
the velocity.
given a vectorfield X along a curve c
then DX = v X is the covariant d er-Lvative
dt
of X along c.
Lis derivative wrt ~ voctorfield.
T, R Torsion and Curva ture t8l'.S ors .
s
T
parameterised surface s ; I x In: eu,v) s(u,v)
variation vectorfields of the surface
Tangent functor.
All the above can be found in Spivak(25 & 26 )
FrM the bundle of orthonormal r-frames
G the induced Riemann metric on T1M or FrM
r.t r
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induced charts on FrM.
All the above can be found in Appendix A
I
I
A
AT
-1
A
-T
A
matrix
transpose
inverse
dA,JA(U)dU differential and integral of a matrix
dt
performed component-wise.
[IQ -o1nl [TV[J1, ' -- r Cn, AI'] [vu]. J J ~~ Hamiltonian equation
n
above.
The above can be found in Hartman(12) or Copell (6)
T Kinetic Energy function.
V Potential energy function.
L Lagrangian
FL Fibre derivative, Legendre transform.
*T M Cotangent bundle.
*j Natural isomorphism :TlV]-+Ttv]
*Natural volume on f M
• - ~f1'I'J .--. T * fv1lnci uceu map .I.. ---
•induced map l'fvI-.TfvI
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A Action
E Total Energy
XE induced vectorfield on TM.
All the above can be found in Abraham (1)
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